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ABSTRACT

THE UNDERDEVELOPMENT OF NUTRiTiON AND HEALTH IN NORTHTRN I{ANITOBA:

A CASE STUDY OF I'IODERNIZATION AND BOTTLE FEEDING

This study develops a theoretical/conceptual framework for exam-

ining the underdevelopment of the nutrition and health of an impover-

ished and disadvantaged peop'le living in the midst of an affluent,

advantaged society. This thesis addresses four main problems. The

first problem examined is whether modernization and socÍo-economic

development contribute to or detract from human well-being in the form

of good nutrition and good hea'lth. The second problem is the need to

develop a theoretical perspective vrhere nutrÍtion and health, which in-

herent'ly belong to the ecological paradigm, can be related to the

modernization/underdevelopment paradigm, which is inherently sociologi-

cal and economic in or:ientation. The third problem concerns the mechan-

isms by means of which the modernization and underdevelopment processes

.generate the structures which are expressed in the nutritional and

health status of an impoverished peop'le. The fourth problem is to
determine whether northern Manitoba fits the Third blorld paradigm or if
it exhibits the characteristics which make the region and its people a

unique case of underdevelopment.

The historical process-structure method is used to identify the

historica.l processes of underdeveiopment and the contemporary processes
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of modernization which generate structures of poverty, maìnourishment

and ill health. Secondary data sources from the Third World supplement

existÍng historical and contemporary studies and published data on the

inuit and the Canadian and I'lanitoba Indian people to assess the impact

of underdevelopment and modernjzatjon on Indian nutrjtion and hea'lth.

This study identifies the modern market economy as the principaì

agent of the modernization process. The concept of nutritional shift

is developed to examine how the modern market economy has penetrated the

indigenous Indian food system in a series of stages beginning with the

fur trade era. The nutrjtjonal shift is then related to changes in the

Ináian disease burden. The concept of the modernogen'ic disease burden

is developed to demonstrate how modernization and underdeveìopment has

changed the nature of the diseases affecting the Indian people.

The case study on bottle feeding provides a near ideal example

of hol modernization, nutrition and health interact in the infant.

Bottle feeding is examined from an ecological perspectÍve to identify

environmental, nutritional, medical, social, cultural and economic

mechanisms which interact to generate appallingly poor nutrition and

health among impoverished people who are modernizing without leavìng

their poverty behÍnd.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTI ON

A geographic inquiry into the prob'lem of modernization and under-

development in the Third World has the benefit of a long his'tory of

inquiry into the relation of man to the environment. It is onìy

recently, however, that geographers have turned their attention to the

nutrition and health component in this relationship. Little study has

been directed toward an ecological interpretation of nutrition and

health from the modernization and underdevelopment perspective. l,Jhat

studies exist tend to be focused on the tropical Third World. Little
such work has been directed toward the Canadian "North" as a paradigm

of the Third World.

This thesis sets out to bring the study of nutrition and health

in northern ftlanitoba to the geographer's perspective on modernization

and underdevelopment. The aim of this stud¡r is to assess the impact of

the modernization and underdevelopment processes on the nutritional and

health status of the Indian people as an ìmpoverished and disadvantaged

people living within an affluent and advantaged society. A further

objective is to integrate the study of underdevelopment in northern

Manitoba into the mainstream of Third World studies.



A. THE PROBLEI4

This thesis addresses four main problems. The fÍrst problem ex-

amined is whether modernization and socio-economic development contri-

bute to or detract from human well-being in the form of good nutrition

and good health. The second prob'lem is to develop a theoretical per-

spective urhere nutrition and heajth, which inherent'ly beìong to the

eco'logicaì parad'igm, can be related to the modernízation/underdevelop-

ment paradigm, t¡hich is inherently socioìogical and economic in orien-

tation. The third prob'lem addressed is to determine by what mechanisms

the modernization and underdevelopment processes generate the struc-

tures which are expressed in the nutritional and health status of an

ìmpoverished people. The fourth prob'lem is to determine whether north-

ern ManÍtoba fits the Third l,Jorld paradigm or if it exhibÍts the charac-

teristics which make the region and its peop'le a unique case of under-

development.

B. I'IETH0DOLOGY

methodology employed in this study is theoretical'ly and con-

ceptual'ly oriented. As a theoretìcal basis for examining the ímpact of

modernÍzation on nutrition and health is only in a nascent state of

development, it was considered preferable to extend the theoretical

framework before embarking on a field study to test the apparent rela-

tionships elucidated in this study. The theoretical approach is based

on the process-structure method suggested by l,Jilkie ( rg74) while the

conceptual framework is based on the "well-being" approach provided by

smith (t977).



The central assumption undergirding the process-structure

approach is that:

"The process of change . cannot be understood
v¡ithout first establishing what the structures are
that are changing, nor can v{e understand the laws be-
hind the structural systems without studying the pro-
cesses and forces that are shaping and changing them. "

(t^li I kie t976: 11)

It is assumed that poverty, maìnourishment and ill health do not occur

isolated from the historical processes which generated them.. These con-

ditions are expressions of processes which generate debilitating spatiaì,
ps¡icho-socia'I, economic and cultural structures. The underdevelopment

theme is directed toward elucidating the historical processes which

generate the contemporary processes which perpetuate the historical
modes of underdevelopient.

The well-being approach provided by smith (1977) assumes that
good health (Dubos 1968) is essentiaì'ly an expression of physical

(Rogers 1960),psychological (Najman 1980), socia'l (Illich 1976) and

existential (powles 1973) well-being, in which "functional nutritional
welI-being" (Jerome et al. i9B0) plays a central role. How mode.rniza-

tion processes enhance or debilitate well-being is a persistent theme

in this study. A geography of nutrition, health and welì-being is

essentially interdisciplinary and holistic (l.lisner tg76). such an

approach has been found to be particularly appropriate for examìning

the many processes of modernization, nutritíon and health.

To integrate these two approaches, this study focuses on the

nutritional component of what Hunter (ßlq) cal is the ',spatio-envÍron-

mental system." The thesis examÍnes how the modern market economy, as



the principa'l component in the modernization process, exerts a profound

influence on nutritional structures, or what Jerome et al. (1980) call

the "ecology of nutrition". The eco'logy of nutrition refers to the

cultural, sociaì, political, economic and environmental systems of food

production (or procurement), distribution and consumptíon which are

constantly being changed by the modernization process.

Whereas the nutrition and health themes are approached from an

eco'logicaì perspective, the modernization and underdevelopment themes

are essentially process oriented. The ecologica'l theme is inherently

systems and structures oriented. The process-structure method al lows

for an integration of the two perspectiveso while the we'lì-being

approach provides the evaluative framework. This approach is under-

stood to be unique in the study of nutrition, hdalth and underdevelop-

ment in the Third World.

This study follows three'basic procedures. First, a theoretical

framework is developed on the basis of available literature on moderni:

zation, underdeve'lopment, nutrition and health. Second, the validity

of this framework is tested by using: (a) general exampìes from the

Third lnjorld, and (b) specific examples from northern Manitoba. Third,

a case study of bottle feeding infants is empioyed to further test the

validity of the theoretical genera'lizations. The northern lïanitoba ex-

ample is used throughout, both to retain a focus on the real world and

to elucidate the prob'lem of the "North". A broad range of apparent'ly

disparate literature has been surveyed to develop an interdiscip'linary,

integrative approach to the underdevelopment of nutrition and health.



C. CTAPTER OUTLINE

Thjs thesis is divided into nine main chapters. The first three,

excluding the Introductìon, are theoretically oriented. The next four

províde real-world evidence to test the validity of the theoretical

base. The last two, excluding the Conclusion, are comprised of a case

study of b,ottle feeding infants which draws together the generalizations

presented earl ier together.

Chapter two dÍscusses the probìem of modernization and under-

develcpment. The question of whether modernization represents deve'lop-

menÈ or underdevelopment is raised. A socially sensitive concept of,

r¡odenlization is developed to establish a theoretical premise which can

Euide the rema'inder of the thesis.

Chapter three defjnes and describes the northern Manitoba study

area. The focus is on northern Manitoba's history of underdevelopment.

ihe spatÍai, economic, politÍcal and social structures whÍch identify

the North as a paradigm of the Third world and as a "colony within,,are

exanined. Current social and economic conditions are also described.

This chapter provìdes a structural outline on which the remainder of

the thesis is built.

Chapter four develops the eco'logicaì approach to nutrition and

heaith and integrates this theme into the modernization/underdeve'lopment

¡her-"e. Nutritíon, health and disease causation are discussed in order

io develop a theoretical basis for examining the underdeveìopment of

nutri'uion and health. This chaptei raises the possiblity of consider-

ing the modernization process itself as a causaì agent in generating

s:alnourishment and iII health.
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The fifth chapter uses evidence from the Third World to estab-

lish a basis from which to anaìyse the underdevelopment of nutrition

and health in northern Manitoba. As few studies have been done from

this perspective on northern lvlanitoba, Third World case studies--includ-

ing studies on the Inuit of the Canadian Arctic--provide a rich source

of information to both test the theoretical framework and to heìp fill
some of the gaps in information on the North.

Chapter six begins the d'iscussion on nutrítion and health in

northern l4anitoba. First, it describes how the fur trade integrated

the Indian people into the network of international merchant capitalism.

it'examines how the exploitation of their natural resources and the

exproprìatíon of social and cultural wealth was linked to epidemics of

European diseases which threatened to decimate the Indian population.

This chapter expìores the relationship between the underdevelopment pro-

cess and the loss of the Indians' psycho'logica] , sociaì and physical

well-being, and theÌr subsequent experience with dÍsease and starvation.

The seventh chapter examines the impact of modernization on

nutrition. The evolution of the Indian diet is described in terms of

the nutritional shift, which is further seen as a concomitant of modern-

ization and acculturation. The dietary consequences of the nutritional

shift are discussed in order to form the basis for examìning changes in

the Indian disease burden discussed in chapter eight

Chapter e'ight assesses the impact of modernization on Indian

health. Data on Þ'lanìtoba and Cana-dian Indians is used to ascertain the

origins of the Indian disease burden and to discern the changes in the

disease burden. This chapter considers whether or not modernization

has had a negative impact on Indian health status
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Chapters níne and ten form a case study to draw al I the aspects

of modernization, nutrition and health together. The study of infant

bottle feeding presents a good exampìe of how modernization, nutrítion

and health interact. These two chapters explain the extent of the

bottle feeding prob'lem in Manitoba, and describe its impact on Indian

nutrition and health. The role of the modern market economy in creat-

ing and perpetuating the i11 health and malnourishment of ímpoverished

infants is assessed. These chapters integrate the ecological and

modernization/underdevelopment paradigms as they were developed in the

thesis.

D. PERSONAL CONSiDERATION

The motivation for this study arises from a 'longstanding experi-

ential and academic interest in the Third t¡Jorld as well as in nutrition
and health. This thesis is written from the perspective of Third l^lorld

studíes. A strong motivation for carrying out this study !,,as to inte-
grate the concern for the impoverished peopìe of canada's North into

the mainstream of Third World studÍes. In that sense this study does

not concern itself as much with the debilitating effect of underdevelop-

ment in specifically northern Manitoba alone as it does with the under-

development of nutrition and health among aì'l impoverished peop'les.



CHAPTER I I

MODTRNIZATION AS DEVELOPI{ENT OR UNDIRDEVELOPI4ENT:

A CRITIQUE

A. INTRODUCTION

A study of health and nutrition from a geographer's perspective

on ntodernization and underdevelopment poses some unique theoretical

probìems. First, a theoretical base for studying nutrition and health

as the central focus rather than as a secondary sub-system of economic

or socio]og'ica] study is only in a nascent state of development.

Second, concepts such as development, modernization and underdeve'lop-

ment have no uniform definitions. How nutritÍon and health have been

vìewed in literature has depended largeìy on the writgrs' ideological

points of,view. To eliminate the confusion of conflicting definitions,

these three terms will be defined (as they are used in this study) as

fol lows:

(a)- The term "development", coming out of üre economist,s per-

spective, is defined to mean the initiation of socio-economic processes,

whether from within or from outside designated population, directed

toward eiiminating conditions of poverty, oppression and human degrada-

tion, Development means providing the disadvantaged with the means of

meeting basÍc human needs, to enhance self-esteem, and of seeking free-

dom and liberation from oppressive structures (Goutet IgTl).
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(b) The term "modernization", taken from a sociologicaì perspec-

tíve, is used in a restricted sense to refer to processes whereby "the

institutional and cultural concomitants of economic grorvth under condi-

tions of soph'isticated technology" are diffused from western cores to

Third Worlc{ peripheries (Berger 19762 34). The basic elements on which

nlodernity is structured are seen to be sociaì, political and economic

institutions dominated by a technocratic and bureaucratic mindset. The

diffusion of modernity is considered to mean not on'ly the transfer of

moclern institutions but also of modern consciousness. The, terms devel-

opment and modernization have frequently been seen as synonymous by

those v¡ho see development and modernization as westernization.

(c) The term "underdevelopment", coming out of the radical-

alternatives perspective to either development or modernization, refers

to an historical process of interaction between centres of economic and

po]iticaì povrer and less advantaged regions. The term describes how

unequal relations generate a loss of the internal wealth of disadvan-

taged regions and the deterioration of its socia'l , economic, po'litical

and environmental integrity. Underdeveloped, in contrast to undeveloped,

implies a process as opposed to a siate of being. The term is derived

from the assumption that poverty is not the initial state, but that

poverty is created through a process of Ímpoverishment (de souza and

Porter 1974; Frank 1970). Proponents of this term, ìabeìled by Berger

as counter-modern, consider the modernization process itself to consti-

tute a major part of contemporary underdevelopment processes.

The purpose of this chapter is (a) to review geographic litera-
ture on modernization and underdevelopment from a critical perspective

to assess its relevance to a study on heaìth and nutrition, and (b) to
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establísh a theoretical perspective on modernization, deve'lopment and

underdeveìopment r,rhich wíll be used in this study. The first section

develops a "basic human needs" approach to well-being in order to

establish a bas'is against v¡hich the efficacy of modernization and

development can be assessed. Second, modernizatjon geography literature

is reviet¡ed to sharpen the focus on the problem of modernization seen

as development. Third, 'literature from the "geography as social rele-

vance" perspective will be reviewed to formulate the theoretical base on

which this study is built. Finally, a discussion of modernization as

underdevelopnient vi1ì bring into focus how the concept "modernization"

js'used throughout thìs study.

B. DEVELOPMENT GOALS: A BASIC NEEDS APPROACH

To be healthy and well nourished const'itutes one of the basic

human needs. One of the principal goa'ls of development is to provide

the means whereby a healthy, well-balanced diet can be achieved and

maintained, and whereby the goaì of good physícal and psychosocial

health can be pursued. The pursuit of the "good life" is fundamental

to alì peopie. To define the "good life", however, has been problema-

tic, particularly when those who are the "beneficiaries" of development

efforts are coerced into accepting notions intrinsica'lìy al'ien to them.

In recognizing this problem, development agencies have attempted to

define basic human needs which find universal acceptance. F¡"om the

basic needs approach one can establish a criteria against which to

determine whether development or modernization processes succeed or fail
to meet their objectives.
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Basic to defining human needs is a concept of what it means to be

human. In smith's (1977) approach to u/elfare geography, the concepts

"human being" and "well-being" are fundamental to defining the purposes

of studies in human geography:

"What is it to be human? What is human Þqlng?
These may seem philosophical questions quite beyond
the traditional realm of geography, but if human
geography is to be truìy concerned with individual
or group well-being, then the nature of human being
is a necessary starting point. Theory in human
geography must be seated in the reality of human
exi stence. "

(Smith 1977: 27)

Like higher abstractÍons such as "happiness" or "fulfillment", the

notion of "wel'l-being" derives its meaning from a state of consciousness

which can be clnly individual'ly perceived.

The concept of well-being--vis a vís the basic human needs

approach--as a development objective needs to be defined in order to

give it substance. Several attempts have been made to establish a fun-

damental, universaliy acceptable definition of basic needs which are

the aspirations of all human beings. The International Labour Organiza-

tion defines five development objectives based on human needs: (a) The

core of development planning should be meeting basic needs. (b) Basic

needs are not on'ly material needs (food, shel ter, c'lothing) but al so

human rights (justice, freedoms, participation, self reliance).

(c) Basic needs are not on'ly static in nature, but evolve over time

with economic growth and changing áspirations. (d) The core materials

of basic needs are food, health, education, housing and sanitation.

(e) There is no singìe path for achieving these objectives (chai 1977:

14). The 0rganization for Economic Co-oi..ution and Development a'lso
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defines similar needs, however with the addition of the need for time

and leisure, the need to be able to have command over goods and services,

and the need to be able to enjoy social opportunity and participation

(smittr r97t:34)."

Goulei succinctly states that the goal of development is to:

(a) provide more and better life-sustaining goods to members of socie-

ties, (b) create or improve material conditions of life related ín some

way.to a perceived need for esteem, and (c) free men from servitudes

(to nature, to ignorance, to other men, to institutions, to beliefs)

consjdered oppressive. The goal of development is to heighten the

opportunity for self-actualization, however perceived (Goulet l97I: 94).

0bjectives meet not only material, but also metaphysical needs. Devel-

opment objectives are pointless, says Berger (L976: iB5), "un'less they

preserve the nreanings by which men live, or provide satisfactory sub-

stitutes for old meanings. The human need for meaníng is a historical

and cross-cultural universal." Hence, if nlan's existential needs are

not met, material advancement is futile.**
The well-being approach to basic human needs provides a norma-

tive base against which modernization processes can be measured.***

*Smith (t\ll: ch. 2) lists several different methods for quan-
tifying and measuring basic human needs.

**Berger's point is a corrective for the tendency to attempt a
total'ly materialist definition of the nature of human"'being, having
and becoming".

***According to Smi th (Ig77t 16), "Who should get what where is
a normative question, subject to positive analfris onìy when the ethi-
cal assumptions have been made clear." According to Berger (1976),
development Ís a mora'l category. The significant questiõns he asks are
"Who benefits? hlho pays the cost?"
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Though a'I1 aspects of well-being are not easily quantifiable, there are

measures available which can reflect metaphysica'l states of well-being

or il1-be'ing. A góod example would be relating suicide to despair. The

basic human needs approach provides a theoretical basis for analysing

the structures of well-being. The issues pertinent to this study are:

whose well-being, where, how is it pursued, and why do all not have

equal opportunities to pursue it? These questions are fundamental to a

study of the underdevelopment of nutrition and health. The next analyt-

ical stage is to ask the question: what are the processes whjch

enhance or ìmpoverish human wel l -being? l,,lore specif ical ly: does the

¡nodernization process contribute to or detract from wel'l-being?

C. THE GE0GMPHY 0F I40DERNIZATI0N: I4ODERNiZATI0N AS DEVEL0PI*,IENT

In the history of geographic thought, the geography of moderniza-

tion is a recent addition. The quantitative revolution in the 1960's

made technìques of spaìial analysis available to geographers such as

Friedmann (1966); Gould (1960,1970), Mabagunje (1973), Riddell (1970)

and Soja (tsoa1, who were keen on applying them to the study of rhird
l^lorld modernization. New te.chniques for anaìyzing spatial diffusion,

regional deveìopment and innovation diffusion þave geography a mode of

anaìysis they thought were uniquely geographicaì in spite of the fact

that most of their assumptions were based on economic and sociological

models of development and modernization (Slater 1974).* t'lodernization

geography hds, however, made uniquã contributions to the study of

*See Brookfield (1975:
174-180) for a good revr'ew of

110-116) and de Souza and Porter (1974:
moderni zation geography.
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modernization. The contribution has been classified by Slater (Ig74)

and Browett ( i9B0) into three modes of analysis: ( 1) spat'ia'l diffusion;

(2) spatial integration; and (3) spatia'l differentiation. A brief

review of these three nrodes of analysis will form the basis for defining

the "classical" understanding of modernization. The understanding of

modernization is seen to be classical in the sense in which it is most

often used in modernization geography.

i. The Spatial Inlpress of lvlodernization

Geography's contribution to the economist's concept of develop-

ment and the sociologist's notion of modernízation is its unique percep-

tion of the spatial component of human activity. Economic and social

actjvity is translated and transformed into various spatial structures

and patterns, each with their pecu'liar meanings and uses. Accordjng to

the recent th'inking of Soja (tgeO: 2I0) ,*

"The spatial organization of human society is an
evolving product of human action, a form of construc-
tion arising within the physica'l frame of ubiquitous,
contextual space but clearìy distinguished from it."

Soja's concept of spatiaì organization embodies the fullness of human

activity inf'luencing space and spatiaì structures, and influencing the

organization of human activíty.

2. I'lodernizatjon as Spatial Diffu-sion

Spatial structures are not static, but are continuaìly evo'lving.

Diffusion processes are influenced by existing spatial patterns but at

*Soja (1979) recentìy converted to Marxism.
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the same time jnfluence the evolution of spatial structures. Geogra-

phy's contribution to rnodernization study was to take the modernization

concept out of the time and space dependent structures which fad

characterized the non-geographic formulations of modernization.

According to Mabogunje (1973: 74),

"lilodernization 'is a process, not a structure. As
such it has both a spat'ia1 and a tempora'l dimension.
it is transmitted over space by identifiable agencies
and at any point in time it has an identifiable spa-
tial configuration. "

The spatia'l diffusion paradigm focused on "modernization surfaces",

which came to mean the location and spread of modern institutions across

the traditional 'landscape (Riddell 1970). The focus of the early

modernization literature was on urban places as centres of modernity.

The spatía'l "agents" of modernization v,Jere understood to be transmitted

through urban cores interconnected by transportation and communication

links. Diffusion was facilitated by the penetration of indigenous social

systems by western elements of modernity. This trend in modernization

geography's mode of analysis is clearly summarized by Riddell (1970: 45):

"Modernization is a spatial diffusion process, assum-
ing patterns of varying intensity and rate. its
origins are localized to specific regions or zones,
indexing a contact situation, and the patterns of
change move jike waves across the map, and cascade
down the urban hierarchy as they are funneled aìong
the transportation system. . While the growth of
the transportation system is part of the modernization
process, Ít is also much more. The spreading network
or rail and roads continually redefines the spatial
fabric of the country in which health services are
located, schools are opened, communications are struc-
tured, ideas spread and new ways of 'life emerge. "
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The idea of modernization embodied a hopeful enthusiasm that the

underdeveloped traditjonal societies would achieve a rapid rate of pro-

gress after they had been transformed by western institutions and values.

Total societal transformation was seen to be a necessary concomitant for

sustaining industr.ialization and economic development (Inkles and Smith

I974). The diffusion of institutions, technology, capitaì and cultural

values to the Third World constituted the essence of development and

modernization. According to soja (1968: 1), "The essence of this diffu-
sion process is change--psychologicai, social, cultural, economic, and

political--and its composite Ímpact has been labeled 'modernization' . "

3. Modernization as Spatial Integration

Geography's regÍona'l development models also provided fruitful
contributions to the study of modernization. Regional integration

models, as refined by Friedmann (1966), provided good examples of how

integrationist theory uses a structural approach to examining inter-

actions between dominant centres (or cores of modernization) and weak,

rural peripheries. Struatural relationships between core and periphery

areas define the path of modernization described by the students of

spatiaì diffusion. Friedmann (cited in Brookfield 1975: 120) clear.ìy

describes the relationship between the centre and periphery:

"llajor centres of innovative change wi'll be called
core regions: all other areas within a given spatial
system will be defined as peripheral. More precisely,
core regions are territoriãi-ly organized subsystems
of society that have a high capacity for innovative
change; peripheral regions are subsystems whose
development path is determined chiefly by core region
institutions with respect to which thây itand in re-
lation of substantial dependency. Peripheral regions
can be defined by their relations of dependency to a
core area. "
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It is assumed by the modernization geographers that economic

development will eventua'lìy lead to a convergence between the centre and

the periphery.* The goaì of development, then, rÄras seen to facilitate

the building of an infrastructure which would fu11y integrate isolated,

traditional and stagnant peripheries into the dynamic modern market

economy located in the core.

4" I'lodernization as Spatial Differentiation (or Innovation Diffusion)

l,,lhereas spatia'l diffusion and regiona'l integration studies focused

macro-sca1e analysis, innovation diffusion studies concentrated on micro-

análysis. Innovation diffusion is a natural outgrowth of the spatial

diffusion/integration approach to modernization (Blaikie 1978; l^lalker

Lg77). Innovation diffusion models rested heavily on socjological

theorìes of social change. The problem of spatial diffusion, then, was

to locate the mechanisms of social change. Innovations were seen to be

one of the prime agents of change. Berger (1976), in fact, calls inno-

vations "vectors of modernization". The innovation diffusion geograph-

ers concentrated on how innovations diffused over space and through tìme.

They also studied how social networks impede or facilitate the diffusion

process. These innovation studies contributed to social change theory's

specu'lations on the character of the traditionalist's propensity for

change.

The geographers of cross-cultural innovation diffusjon have been

heavily inf'luenced by Rogers and Shoemaker's (tgZt) models of innovation

diffusion (AtaikÍe 1978). According to Rogers and Shoemaker ( I97Lz 18),

*Friedmann himsel f does
strained forces of the market

not agree. Instead, he sees the unre-
economy working against convergence.
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the

"crucial elements in the diffusion of new ideas are
(1) the innovation (2) which is communicated through
certain õ-h-anneTs (¡) over time arnong memFêrs of a
social system.

Innovations are ideas, practices or objects perceived as new by an indi-

vidual. Communication involves four elements: the source, the message,

the channel and the receiver. These elements function within the social

system, which hlalker (1977) calls the "socio-spatiaì network".

Innovatabi'lity, or the propensity to innovate, was measured by

ìocating an individual's or group's place along the tradition-modernity

continuum; the most innovative are the ear'ly adoptors whereas the least

innovative are traditjonalist laggards. The measurement of innovatabil-

ity was represented on the bel ì -shaped frequency curve and the S-shaped

cumulative curve for adopter distribution (Rogers and Shoemaker l97I:

177). The goal of development, then, was to remove the biockages hinder-

ing the diffusion of innovations (Soja 1979).

The innovation diffusion model fits into the spatÍal dÍfferentia-

tion paradigm suggested by Slater ( Ig74) and Browett (1980). The spatial

differentiation paradigm per:ceives development occurring when the

characteristics of underdevelopment are eliminated through socio-economic

change. Smelzer (1968), the differential-integration theorist, consid-

ered traditional standards to be amongst the most intransigent obstacles

to modernization

In spÍte of its heavy reliance on borrowed theoretical premises,

the micro-level study of innovation diffusion has added a sÍgnificant

component to the macro-level study of spatial diffusion/integration.
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5. Common Assumptions Undeü¡ing lrlodernization Geography

One of the strongest critjcisms leveled at modernization geog-

raphy is that it has relied almost exclusively on sociologica'l and

economic theory to explajn the existence of spatÍaì disparity and to

propose the means of eliminatÍng it (Browett i980; S'later Ig74). In

spite of modernization geography's unique capabiìity to analyze and des-

cribe spatial disparity, it has failed to contribute significant new in-

sights 'into the processes which generate and perpetuate it.
Through examining some common assumptions underly'ing moderniza-

tion geography, further insights into the problem of modernization can

be-gained. This critique asks three questions: (a) how does moderniza-

tion geography explain the existence of disparity; (b) how does it per-

ceive disparity wi'l'l be eliminated; and (c) does it have the theoretical

capacity to take seriously the problem of the internal contrad'iction

within the "modern" core? (i.e. the presence of disparity within its own

boundaries).

(a) Explaining the Existence of Disparity

Modernization geography has uncritically borrovred the sociologi-

cal "tradition-modern" dichotomy to expìain the existence of spatial

disparity (Ettema i978; Slater L974). It ulas already previously des-

cribed how it was understood that the traditionalist periphery was slow

to innovate and therefore slow to modernize. This understanding, based

on social dualism, classified societies according to their place along

the continuum from traditionalism to modernity.

' The'theory of tradition-modern dualÍsm was first advanced by

Boeke and later refined by Talcott Parsons. Parsons was among the more
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influential of the modernization sociologists. He put forward five con-

trasting "pattern variables" which compared simple to complex charcter-

istics of traditionalism and modernity. They are: (a) affectivity

versus affective neutral'ity; (b) self-orientation versus collective

orientation; (c) universalism versus particularism; (d) ascription ver-

sus achievement; and (e) specificity versus diffuseness (eotdthorpe

1975: 9). Parsons combined "evolutionary and comparative perspectives

in analysing changes in the social structures of societies, ranging al1

the v'ray from extreme'ly small-scale primitive societies to the new super-

national societÍes of the United States and the Soviet Union." (Gold-

thorpe 1975: 10). The most important attribute for modernization was

seen to be a society's adaptíve capacity, of which the leading feature

was differentiation.

Whereas Parsons' theory was Íntended to represent a scale between

the poìes of traditÍonalism and modernity, a dichotomous notion of homo-

geneity and mutual exclusiveness came to dominate modernization theory

(Ettema 1978). According to Bauer (1971: 46), the dualist view became

"a major factor in buiìding up a picture of the underdeveìoped world as

a substantia'lìy homogenous and stagnant mass, sharply distinct from the

developed wor'Id." Not only were the rich and poor considered to be

homogeneousìy distinct, 'it was also assumed that there was no conf]ict

between them. They were seen to coexist in fundamental harmony; they

had mutual ínterests in development goals (Browett 1gB0), This view

blocked a realistic understanding of the diffuseness and heterogeneity

of the ThÍrd World.

The blame for spatial disparity was laid on those traditionalist

societies who were intransigent to modernity. Poverty and disparity
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came to be equated with traditionalism and well-beÍng was associated

with modernity. The vicious circle theory v¡as invoked to expìain why

the poor vrere poor. This "blame the víctim" (Loxley 1978) form of dual-

ism attributes the causes of disparity to a never-ending circle of ignor-

ance, economic stagnation, soc'ial malaise, disease and malnutrition.

Winslow (cited Ín ltfyrdal 1957:11) succinctly applies the vÌcious circle
theory when he says:

"It was clear that poverty and disease formed
a vicious circle. Men and women were sick because
they were poor; they became poor because they were
síck, and sicker because they were poor.,r

Not only was the blame for disparity laid on "pathogenic traditionalism,l

but also on the "fact" that the poor were isolated, unintegrated and un-

differentiated (Sme'lzer 1968). In accordance with the prevíous discus-

sion, the aim of modernization was to remove the traditionalist block-

ages to modernity. The probìem was to determine "how the modern sector

is to expand while the indigenous sector contracts', (Meier L976: 57).

This reductionist (Bernstein 1971) view of poverty predominated modern-

ization geography's exp'lanation of disparity.

Geography's uncritical acceptance of the duarÍst paradigm was

sharply criticized by slater (1974: 333). He argued that dualism ,,pre-

supposes the existence of a traditional society that has always been

stagnant and backward." Geographers neglected to discern the historic
relatÍonships between advantaged and impoverished regions. Moreover,

they had failed to recognize the internal contradictions within the core

i tsel f.
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Gusfield (7967), Knight (I974) and T.R. Berger (L917) found that

in Ind'ia, Tanzania and northern Canada there was no real world evidence

to justify the dualist explanation. Bauer (tglt) and Bernstein (19i1)

charged that the dualist vjew is little more than an ethnocentric and

neo-colon'ialìst justificatjon for western economic supremacy and socio-

cultural Ímperialism. The notion of dualism represents trivial, artifi-
cially induced dichotomies (Singer 1970) which are perceptua'|, ethnocen-

tric and time dependent (Brookfield 1975: 83). Modernization geography,

it is argued, has failed to develop a theoretical explanation for the

existence of spatial disparity.

(b) The Diffusion of !.lell-being and the EliminatÍon of Disparity

The concept of modernizatioi as development flourished with

theoretical vigour when contemporary theories of economic development

were borrowed to exp'lain how poverty and disparity cou'ld be eliminated.

The basic assumption underlying the "modernization as development"

approach was that the modern market economy was the prÍme carrier of

modernity and the central engine of progress. According to Berger

{7976: 74), "modernization refers to the institutional and cujtural

concomitants of economic growth under the conditions of sophisticated

technology." Modernization was seen to occur as the modern market

economy penetrated and integrated the traditionalist periphery into a

world domÍnated by a technocratic and bureaucratic form of industrialism.

l'lodern relations of production, exchange and modern patterns of consump-

tion were seen to constitute the goa'l of modernity. Notions of growth

and progress v¡ere uncritically accepted by geographers to represent
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the ideals of becoming modern.*

The association of modernity (and well-being) with economic

grovrth js based otr the idea of singìe-path evolution (Brookfield lgTS).

All societies are assumed to have begun at the same level of "modernity',,

but that due io a variable distribution of human and natural resources

some soc'ieties advanced more rapÍdly than others (Smith Igll). The idea

of unilinear development assumed that all societies must eventually con-

verge into one unified, modern whole. Economic "stages of grorlth,'

theory (P.ostolt i95B) was invoked to describe where societies were

located on the deve'lopment cont'inuum. The progress of the underdeveloped

Thírd l.lorld's efforts to modernize lrras measured against the.achievements

of the develcped, industrialized hlest. The inference is clear enough,

say de souza and Porter (1974:9)', that ,'the history of the west will be

repeated in the underdeveloped world." The same myth of progress'whjch

dominated western notions of "bigger and better" and ',upward and for-
ward" r,ras applíed to encourage the poor of this world to aspire to the

prosperiiy of the West.** tnlesternization, with its institutions, tech-

nologies and socio-economic values was seen to constitute the essence of

rvhat it reans to be modern and what it means to achieve welì-being.

When the modern market economy establishes the criteria against

which dei,elopment and modernization are measured, the most important

values are piaced on growth, productivity and consumption. The goaì of

modernity was to create an industrial, economic man who will be a good

*For an excellent critique of modernization seen as the diffu-
sjon of c'evelopment see Osborne and Rogerson (i979).

**See Berger (1976) for an excellent discussion of the mythical
nature of wes'uern notions of growth and progress.
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producer and a good consumer of goods and servjces (lnkles and Smith

7974). Nash (cited in Brookfield 1975: B0) capsulizes th'is spirit in
his comment that "lnlodernity is the social, cultural, and psychological

franrer,¡ork which facilitates the appìication of science to the processes

of production." Likewise, health and nutrition were seen to be merely

a necessary contribution to enhance the production and consumption pro-

cesses. Since health and nutrition were cons'idered to be on'ly a subset

of the market economy, it was assumed that economic growth would ensure

the eradication of ill health and malnutrition. Health policy (Chris-

tian et al. lg77) and nutrition policy (Berg 1973) were deveìoped not on

thé strength of health and nutrition for their own sake, but for their

contribution to economic growth (l.leier 1976: 496-518).

Growth is not posôiOle without production, and production is

point'less without consumption. The economic orientation of moderniza-

tion (defined as technocracy and bureaucracy) has engendered a faulty

association between well-being and consumption. Standard of living in-

dices, for exampie,'imply assumptions that well-being can be measured by

levels of consurnption (Schumacher 1973: 47). The tendency has also been

to turn health and nutrition into commodities which can be produced,

exchanged and consumed (Renaud lg78). Critics of modern scientific

medicine (Berliner and Salmon i9B0; Illich 1976; Powles 1973) charge

that it has become so entrenched in the modern market economy that

health care has come to ultimately serve not the popuìation's welì-being

but the well-being of the,economy. Hence, the diffusion of consumer-

oriented medical institutions has served to displace "traditional" hol-

istic notions of well-being with modern commodified notíons of well-
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being.* Furthermore, under the modern market economy the distribution

of modern health care services have tended to be determined by rela-

tions of production and exchange, with services being consumed by those

who already are in a position of advantage (Navarro 1976; paul 1978).

The association between modernity and a commodified notion of

well-being constitutes one of the major failures of the modernization

theory. It allowed for an uncritical acceptance of the myth of growth,

progress and production to define modernization as development. The

fallacy that modernízation, disguised as progress, elimínates spatial

disparity, ii1 health and malnutriti'on will become apparent in the fol-
lowing chapters which assess the impact of modernization on health and

nutri ti on.

(c) The Relevance of Modernization Geography

One final critique of modernization geography relevant to thís

study is that ít has no theoretical base for examining the internal con-

tradictions within the so-called developed world. Notions of singìe-

path evolution leave room for the possibi'lity for territorial disinte-

gration and loss of wealth. In short, when historical processes are

elucidated, the notion of unilinear development falls apart. A loss of

weìl-being, then, is a centraì feature of underdeveìopment. From this
point of view, the tables on the notion of modernization as development

are turned; ít opens the door to think about modernization as under-

development. It also opens the poósibility of speculating whether or

not modernization heìps to perpetuate ill health and malnutrition rather

*Various issues of
this probìem.

Social Science and Medicine have dealth with
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than to eliminate it.

D.',SOCIAL RELEVANCE,' GEOGRAPHY: IT{ODERNIZATION AS UNDERDEVELOPMENI

As Ít became more apparent that modernization was not stemming

the growing disparity between the rich and the poor, and between the

industrial ized ldest and the underdeveloped Third l¡lorld, several major

rifts in the modernization geography school developed. Early objections

were raised by Harvey (19i3) and slater (1974\. The infìuence of

Frank's (1969) dependency theory, which essentially reìied on geographic

perceptions, profoundly influenced the deveTopment of a radicaì, socia]ly

conscious geography. Diffusion theory and the po]icies associated with

ìt were being abandoned (Browett 1980). The disaffection with moderni-

zation became so great that indices of "progress', came to be regarded by

some as indíces of underdeveìopment. The "underdevelopment of develop-

ment" perspective was introduced (Frank lg70). The perspective of the

"counter-modern" way of thinking is well summarized by Frank (cited in
BlaÍkie 1978: 280):

"The centuries-long contact and diffusÍon between the
metropg]itan countríes and the now underdeveloped ones
has failed to result in the economic development of thelatter. Nor has any diffusion from the capitals to the
provinces of the underdeveloped countries brought about
the development of these hinterlands. New technology
may have increased diffusion beyond that of certain
times in the past but sureìy not beyond the diffusion
of initial contact times which, far- from Ínitiating
the development of, initÍated the underdevelopment of
the now underdeveloped countries. More diffusion, ÞêF
:9, 9ogs not generate moi;e development. . 0fténÏT
has helped to sink them into even'deeper and more hope-
less underdevelopment. Developmênt, underdevelôp-
ment, and diffusion are all a function of the socialstructure the structure of the system itself onall these levels determines the amount, nature, direc-
tion, and consequences of the past and present diffu-
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siorr--a diffusion which has so far produced deve'lop-
ment only for the few and underdevelopment for the
many, and by all indications will continue doing so.
Consequently, the structure of the system has to
change in order to permit the development for all
and to permit diffusion to contribute to that devel-
opment. "

It had become apparent that the great ascent was fai'ling. Traditíonal

societies were being changed, but, according to Goulet (tglg: ro7),"not

enough to become modern except in a socially pathoìogical manner."

0ut of the disaffection with modernization geography came the "relevance

revol uti on" (Smi th lg77) .

. In "sclcial relevance" geography, a great interest in the causes

of spatiaì disparity developed. This interest is expressed ín what

could be classified as three approaches--human. welfare geography (smith

1977; coates et al. 1977), dependency/world systems geography (Brook-

field 1975; de Souza and Porter 1974; Ettema i97B; Frank 1969; Obudho

and Taylor 1979;0sborne and Rogerson 1978; S'later Lg74), the so-called

radical geography (crush 1980; peet 1977, 1gB0; slater l97B; soja 1979,

1980). 0f these three, the welfare approach takes the least "radical',

stance. whereas radical geography seeks to revolutionize the siruc-

tures, the non-radjcal approaches seek structural reform. in spite of

their differences, these three approaches each make a significant con-

tribution to developing an indigenous geographical theory of di.pu.ity
and poverty. The new body of theory gives indications of being more

universal'ly re'levant, whether on an Ínternational , national or regional

scale of inquiry (Slater 1978).
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1. The Welfare Approach to Disparity

The welfare approach to d'isparity and poverty contributes a

multi-discìplinary, holistic methodology of definÍng and measuring weìì-

being. As snrith (1977) has argued, the well-be-ing approach'is a funda-

mental beginning to any study in human geography. The best contribu-

tion of the welfare approach is its theoretical capability to assess

the structures of well-being, which is a necessary component in assess-

ing the structures of "ill-being" generated by underdeve'lopment. The

systems approach, described by smith in Fig. 2.r, illustrates the deri-

vation of human urelì-being.

Fig.2.I The derivation
(Source: Smith

of human we'l ì -bei ng.

1977: 38)
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This diagram, tltough somewhat Iimited by its materialistic production/

consumption approach to well-being, effectiveìy illustrates the inter-
reìating factors vrhich produce welì-being. A breakdown in any one of

the centrai components of the system results in a loss of wel'l-being.

This model providgs a good theoretical basis for determÍning at which

level processes of underdevelopment and modernization disturb the flow

of well -being production.

The utility of Smith's "geography of welfare" approach is some-

what iimited to elucjdatÍng the structures of well-being (or il1-being).

As an internal'ly consistent system it is useful in assessing the loca-

tion and distribution of well-being. However, it is inadequate to ex-

plain the maldistribution of well-being resulting from a conflict of

interest which occurs when structures of unequal relations begin compet-

ing for each other's internal wealth. Therefore, it could be argued

that the v¡elfare approach is strongest in discerning the structures of

impoverishment and weakest in discerning the processes of impoverishment.

2. The Dependency and l¡lorld S.vstems Approach to Disparity

A more radical approach to spatiaì disparity is reflected in the

dependency and unequaì structural relations theory empìoyed by Frank

(tsoo¡, Brookfie'ld ( rgTs), de souza and porter (tsl+¡, slater (rg74),

and Osborne and Rogerson (1978). This perspective, which was heavily

influenced by Frank's metropolis-hinterland theory of underdevelopment,

assumes that poverty and disparity"are not a pre-existent state, but

are the consequences of the underdevelopment process. A strong feature

of this mode of anaìysis is the historical process method. Underdevel-

opment is considered as "the very same historical process which also
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generated economic development, the development of capitalism itself"
(Frank 1970: 9). Though this approach is heavi ly inf'luenced by l'larxist

ana'lysis, it js rejected by Marxists for its lack of a consistenily

doctrinaire approach to class analysís (Laclau 1971).

In developing his dependency theorv of underdevelopment, Frank

(1970) posited six hypotheses to illustrate how unequaì relations be-

tween metropoles and their satelites are the cause of disparity and

underdevelopment. First, metropoles tend to develop while their sate-

lites underdevelop. Second, national an{ subordinate metropoìes (such

as urban centres in the Third World) are restricted by their relations

of-dependency to the world metropoles (such as New York, London, etc.).

Third, sateiites tend to experience their greatest economic development

when their ties to the metropoles are the weakest. Frank argues that

this hypothes'is contradicts the "mytht'that close contact with the met-

ropo'les and. thejr modern institutions results in development. Fourth,

regions that are the most underdeve'loped today are the ones which had

the closest ties to the metropo'les in the past. This hypothesis contra-

dicts the myth that the source of a regÍon's underdevelopment is its
isolation and tradjtional institutions. Fifth, the latifundium (feuda'l-

like land holdings which could in a remote way be likened to the

"modern enclave" of development in the Third Ì^lorld) was born as a com-

mercia'l enterprise which responded to increases in world demand for its
product by expanding its influence and holdings. Sixth, the "modern

enclaves" which appear isolated an-d subsistence based today saw their

demise as a result of a loss of the demand for their products or of

their productive capacity (Frank 1970: 9-14). This last hypothesis is

consistent with Slater's (tgl+; 350) view that "regions that previously
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had enjoyed close and rnutually beneficia'l links were in many cases

separated economically and socialìy--they became Ínternally disintegra-

ted. "*

Dependency makes the hjnterland extreme'ly vu'lnerable to fluctua-

tions in the metropole's economy. unequa'l relations result in the

hinterland losing control over its means of production and means of

exchange. The hinterland is then held in perpetual subordination to

the metropoìe. The consequences of territorial subordÍnation and

dependency are that the hinterland becomes increasingly marginalized in

relation to the centres of control in the metropolis. As the hinterland

is'penetrated by the market economy, the political control over its
resources and its surplus value gradua'lly passes into the hands of the

fev¡ whom the system favours with powers of appropriation. The struc-

tural ¡relations between metropoles and hinterland are clearly illus-
trated in Figure 2.2. According to de Souza and porter,**

"In a world viewed as a set of von Thünen rings, they
[the marginalized] peasantry exist at its outer
fringe--poor and discriminated against with respect
to use and control of the world's resources.
So 'long as the process of approp,riatìon operates
through the market economy within a sociaily strati-
fied world, imbalances in people and resources will
continue to be reflected in the organization of space
and in the quality of human life."

*These hypotheses are very appropriate for,analyzing the under-
development of northern Manitoba, as wi'll be demonstrati:d iñ t¡re follow-
ing chapter.

**The metropo'l ís-hinterland paradigm has been effectÍvely
applied to describe the stratified class itructure both within the met-
ropo'lis and the hinterland by A.K. Davis (tgZt).
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Fig. 2.2 The world's stratified society.
(Source: de Souza and Porter 1974: 81)

One v¡eakness of the dependency theory of underdevelopment is that

it tends to focus primarily on exchange relationships (crush 1990).

Whereas it clear'ly elucidates the structures of resource appropriation

and consumption, it fails in clarifying relatÍons of production (Laclau

I97t), and part'icularìy the social relations of production (Arrighi un-

dated). As a corrective, we need to turn to the radical geographers,

(ataikie 1978; slater 1977; soja 1929, 1980) perceptìon of the social

relations of production.
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3. The Socio-Spatial Dialectic and Disparity

The essential 'uheme undergirding the "socio-spatÍal dialectic"
(Soia 1980) is thai sccjal origins of human activity are expressed in a

social organization of space. Spatia'l structures and spatia'l relations

are the product of socjal relaticns of production (glaikie L97g; Slater

1977). It is argued rhat once the idea is accepted that spatiaì organ-

ization is a manifestation of the social relations of production, other

structural relations I'rithin any given mode of production (capitalist,

socialist, mixed) can be analysed. Thís argument is succinctly sum-

marized by Soja (1980: 210):

Whether it be the form, content, and distributional
patterns of the built envíronmeni, the reìative loca-
tion of centers of production and consumption, the
political organízatÍon of space into teri^itorial jur-
isdictÍons, the uneven geographical distribution óf
income and emplo¡nnent, or the ídeologicaì attachments
to locationa'l symbols and spatia'l imãges, all organ-
ized space vrill be seen as rooted in ã social orlgin
and filled r,'¿ith social meaning.',

General relations of production are simultaneously social and

spatia'|. Both Soja and Blajkie describe the evolution of spatial rela-
tíons as a two-way "process generating structure" and "structure
generating process" relatìonship.* The process is seen to be distinc¡y
social. The class structures of a given society determines the pro-

cesses which ín turn cause particular patterns to evolve in a manner

consistent with the process. Therefore, it is argued, spatial disparity

is a consequence of capitalist social relations of production which

*This idea is consistent with Amedeo and Go'lìedge,s (1975) pro-
cess-form theory.
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requires a particular spatial configuration in order to function.* it
is also argued that spatial structures also generate particular modes

of production. The physical geography of a region (contextua'l space),

with its given resources and capitaì, will determine the relations

of production appropriate to the area (Blaikie L97g: 269). some areas

such as ports are more likeìy to become metropo'les whereas others seem

to be destÍned to remaìn hinterlands. This relationship too can be

altered, hotvever, as socia'l relations of production change. As we shal I

see in the next chapter, this happened in northern l,lanitoba during the

fur trade era.

An essential component in ana'lysing the evolution of social space

wíthin the radícal perspective is a concept of social change. Innova-

tion diffusion theory, though'large'ly abandoned by "socÍa1 relevance"

geography, was revitalized by Blaikie (tgza) to provide a micro-level

analysis of social change. Blaikie accepts the essential components of

the Rogers and Shoemaker (tglt) model of innovation diffusion, but he re-

interprets it to fit the socialist paradigm.

The basic element in Blaikie's thinking is that the diffusion

process, being both spatial and social in nature, is determined by

social structures of relationships rather than by the agents (the trans-

mitter, channe'|, receiver) of diffusion themselves. Patterns of inno-

vation diffusion are determined by the structural relations betv¡een the

transmitter (of ínformation, or of an Ínnovation), the channel and the

receiver. These structural relati'ôns are, moreover, determined by the

dominant po]itical economy of a region. Blaikie pìays down the role of

*Peet ( i9B0)
social ist societies

admits that spatial
as well.

disparity is a problem within
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information and of the communication process jn the diffusion of inno-

vatìons. Rather, he argues that the essential determinant is access to

resources. He maintaíns that "An historical approach to time could add

that benefjts accrue to some before others, and therefore never to
'

others." (ataikie 1978: Z7g)

The po]itical na.ture of innovation diffusion is evident in the

radical critique of the innovation of western institutions and technol-

ogy in the Third World. Examp'les of the association betlveen health care

and the modern market economy in the Third lrlorld were given earlier.
Slater (tgl¿') argues that since geographers accepted the fallacy that

innovations equalled modernization (which was equated with progress),

the focus was p'laced on the innovation rather than on its effects on the

population. The possibility that the impact of innovations on well-

being could be degenerative was never entertained.

Critics such as Bader (1976) argued that the diffusion of consu-

mer goods was associated rvith a revolution of consumer values, which he

calls cultural imperÍajism. According to Bader (lg76z 617), patterns

of consumer tastes reflect

'lthg configurat'ion of ideals and values, styles and
fashions, genera'l1y associated r,¡ith the syslem of
g'lobal qapitalÍsm t'lulti-national coiporations
aim io facilitate the spread of a preference for their
oylnut throughout the whole of the local economy
this practice is cultural imperia'lism, or the dästruc-
tion of local autonomy; it is often called the "coca-
colonization" of the world.',

*The notion of "coca-colonization" is after the Buchanan et aì.(in coates et al. lg77) comment that "the penðtration of Ûre worlct ff'a commodity-TiÏã Coca-Cola represents a goba index of Americanization.,'
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Bader's study of a multi-national company's promotion of infant formula

feeding ín Latin America is a good example of the deleterious aspects

of innovation diffusion. He demonstrates that the diffusion of formuìa

milk is a function of the social relations of production and exchange

between an advantaged and a disadvantaged economy.*

Each of the three "social relevance" modes of ana'lysis contribute

to the theoretical framework of this study. The welfare approach makes

possibie the measurement of welì-being. This mode of ana'lysis is parti-

cularìy appropriate to the study of health and nutrition. The depend-

ency approach makes possib'le an analysis of the evolving exchange reìa-

tionships between the Manitoba Indians and the fur traie. The socio-

spatiaì dialectic approach contrjbutes to an analysis of evolving spatia'l

patterns in northern I'lanitoba which reflect changing socia'l relations of

production. The innovation diffusion approach is used in discerning

the nature of the market economy's effect on changing consumption pat-

terns. This is of special interest to the study of botile feeding in

the last chapter. ':.

The social relevance "school" of geography makes possible an

approach to underdevelopment which takes serÍous1y the notion of human

weìì-being. It also provides a theoretical base on which to assess

processes and structures which create and perpetuate inequality and

disparity. The social relevance approach is particularly appropriate

for assessing the ìmpact of modernization on the health and nutrition
of marginalized, impoverished peopie.

*This theme will be fully expìored in Chapter X.
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E. CONCLUSION

The foregoing discussion of modernÍzation and underdevelopment

iheory identified the presuppositions which form the basic approach to

the problem of poverty and disparrÍty taken in this study. In the

course of the discussion a concept of moderniiy and modernizatÍon has

emerged. Since these concepts are retained,a'long with the concepts of

development and underdevelopment, I shall briefìy clarify my use of the

word "modernization".

At the outset it appears that "modernization" and "underdeveìop-

ment" represent contradictory processes. If modernization is seen as

development, then the contradiction would be apparent. Hovrever, suffi-
cient doubt has been cast on this association that the contradiction

has been placed rather on the association between modernizatíon and

development. I'ioreover, there is sufficient evidence r,¡hich demonstrates

that modernization can in fact be associated vrith underdevelopment.

l'lodernization is a useful concept in the study of underdevelop-

ment. It embodies the character of the contemporary western world rvhich

is a reality for the non-western world as well. This study app'lies

Berger's (1974, 1976, rg77).concept of modernity to convey a partícular

characteristic of the contemporary western world. According to Berger

(tsll: 61), the main components of modernity are a capitalist market

ecûnomy, a centralÍzed bureaucratic state, progressjve technology un-

leashed by industrialization, rapid urban growth and urbanism and mass

media communication. A vital compónent of modernity is a rnodern con-

sciousness which both determines and is determined by the modernization

process. Modernization means that not only are material "goods" dif-
fused, but also a modern consciousness. This consciousness is domin-
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ated by a bureaucratic and technocratic mindset. The dilemma of modern-

ity is that it purveys "modern" attributes characterized by the ideals

of abstraction, futurÍty, individuation,'liberatÍon and secularization

(Berger 1977: ch. 6). Therefore, vuhere societies "modernize', (ín the

sense of westernizing), they acquire not on'ly the benefits of technoiogy

but the prob'lems of bureaucratizatíon. smith (tgll: 20g) argues that

if peopìe want a vì/ay of life without the supposed benefits of industri-
alization and without its negative side effects, they may be better off
without it.

Modernity represents as much a world view as it does a technolog-

ical, bureaucratic form of institutionalism. This idea is essentiaì'ly
'incompatÍble wÍth the Marxian type of materialism which associates

modernization with capitalism. The fact that the probìems of technoc-

racy and bureaucracy is also associated with socialism is studiously

avoided. The problem of modernization is not as much its materialism

as its world view. According to Berger (nlqz 40, 139):

"Like other fu'lly developed wor'ld vievrs, the worìd view
of modern]ty takes on a dynamic of its own. Not onìyis !t no longer directly dependent upon specific insii-
tutíonal processes, but it can itself influence or
generate such processes.',

"Yet on the most e'lementary leve'ls of human experience,
modernization is associated v¡ith the expectation of
lging delivered from hunger, disease anä early death.
Thus modernity has about it a quality of miracle and
magic which, in some instances, can link up with old
reìigious expectations of delivery from the sufferings
of the human condition.',

This notion of modernÍzation reflects the pov{,er of the western "images

of modernitv", and of western ideals of ',the good 'life',.
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Modernity is a reality for those who enjoy its benefits and also

for those who do not. Therefore, it rnust be taken into account when

the impacts of nlode¡^nization on health and nutrition are assessed. per-

ceptions of health and nutrition are part'icularly susceptible to,'modern',

perceptions of "the good life". when modernity comes to represent

deliverance, the type of well-being it represents may-in fact lead to

even greater entrenchment 'in poverty v¡hen it is uncriticalìy accepte'd.

This study incorporates the concept of modernization into the

study of underdeveìopment. The term rnodernizaticn cannot be used Ín an

historical anaìysis of underdeve'lopment, but it is approprÍate for an

andlysis of contemporary underdevelopment processes. The next chapter

profiles the historical processes of underdevelopment and the contempor-

aty conditions of underdeveìopment in northern Manitoba. It utÍlizes
the theoretical perspect'ives set forth in this chapter to describe the

processes and structures of poverty and disparity which contribute to;
the state of health and nutrition among Manitoba's Indian peop'le.



CHAPTER I I I

TIJE COLONY I^IITHIN: A PR0FILE 0F THE NORTH

A. INTRODUCTION

Since the earliest period of contact v¡ith the fur trade in the

early 1600's, northern llanitoba has been integrated into the vrorld sys-
tem of economic expansion. Two hundred years of fur trade hÍstory
heralded profound changes in the Indian way of life. For a short time

the indian peop'le benefited from their integration into the world sys-

tem of mercanti'le cap'ital ism. Hov¡ever, as their social and economic

advantage--based on their ability to expìoit and trade theír fur
resources, and on their intimate knowledge of the environment__was

gradua'lly eroded by encroaching commercialism, they became increasingly
marginalized and impoverished. This profile briefly surveys the

Indian peopìe's place in the same underdevelopment processes which

marginalized what is commonly known as the ThÍrd world. The purpose

of this chapter is to establish a context for the subsequent discussion

on the impact of underdeve'lopment and modernization on Indian nutrition
and health.

The approach taken is to elucidate the

(a) which have created the northern l4anitoban

today; (b) which have placed the North into a

development oper"atíve in the Third l^lorld; and

processes and structures

character as it appears

similar context of under-

(c) which cumentìy

40
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exert a profound ifluence on condÍtions of nutrition and health. This

chapter profiles six aspects of the North and its people. First, the

evolution of northern spatial structures and relations js discussed to

determine hov¡ historical centre-periphery relations have influenced the

culrrent isolated and d'isíntegrated character of the North--which is the

theme of the second profiìe. Third, a discussion of the historical

roots of current po'litical relations of power wiil profile the struc-

tures of tnarginalization and dependency. Fourth, economic structures

are examined to illustrate how the processes of resource exploitation

have established current conditions of socÍal and economic malaise in

thê North. Fifth, the IndÍan population structure is profiled to illus-
trate the social character of socio-economic impoverishment. Fina'lìy,

a review of the social infrastructure is reviewed to describe the socio-

environmental conditÍons whích profoundly effect conditions of nutrition

and health.

B. THE EVOLUTION OF SPATIAL STRUCTURES: THE NORTH AND THE I¡JORLD

I4ARKET ECONOI\,¡Y

Two and one half centuries of fur trade activity in western

Canada wrought profound changes in the socio-spatial character of the

indigenous Indian territories. The fur trade, from its first period of

contact in the early 1600's, facilitated the penetration of world

capitaìism into the furthest reaches of the western Canadian hinterland.

As a result the Indian terriiories became fu1'ly integrated into the

worldwide expansion of mercantile capital Ísm.*

*The following discussion is based on Innes 1956; Ray 1974, 1976;
Rothney 1975.
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The evolution of spatiaì patterns in the North was determined

by two principaì factors. First, the environment and ecoìogy of the

North exerted a rlomÍnant influence in shaping the character of economic

activities for as long as the fur trade remained the dominant activ'ity.

Second, the network of metropolis-hinterland relations between both

European metropoles and Canada, and between trading post sub-metropoles

and the trading area hinterland determined the processes whÍch inte-

grated the Indians into the world market economy.*

Almost two ienturies of fur trade activity was oriented toward

exlloiting the boreal forest and subarctÍc forest regions. A signifi-
cant factor was the European preference for beaver pelts conring from

the northern forest; the pelts coming from the more temperate south

were considered too coarse ancl too light in colour. it was not until
the northern fur resources became dep'leted that new phases in economic

expansion turned the colonial'ists' attention tolard the parkland belt

and grasslands region (see Fig. 3.1).

For most of the duration of the fur trade york Factory, which

was located on the Hudson's B'ay, domínated the boreal forest, and

indeed the whole of the Canadian West, ìn a typ'icaÌ metropo'ìis-hinter-

land fashion (see Fig. 3.2). york Factory was established as the

Hudson's Bay company headquarters and consequentìy vras the principal

port of cal'l for company ships arríving each summer from England.

0ther ports such as Ft. churchill and Ft. Aìbany were onìy secondary

in importance to York Factory. After the fur trade was opened up for

*The deveiopment of metropolis-hinterland relations
North conforms close'ly to Frank's six hypotheses explaining
colonial relations in Latin America--seä'the discusiion in'
chapter.
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competition in 1763, a series of tradÍng posts developed aìong the

southern edge of the boreal forest to exp'loit ever more remote sources

of fur. selected posts such as Norway House (see Fig. 3.3) became sub-

metropoles to York Factory to function as suppìy centres and staging

centres for the trips northwestward. As long as the york Factory-

Norway House axÍs retained its dominance, the whole of the boreaì forest

regÍon remained integrated into Britain's worldr^licle network of mercan-

tile capitalism.

After fur resources in the boreal forest became depleted, york

Factory gradually ìost its pre-eminence. Thê Red River colony eventu-

a'lly replaced York Factory as the hub of western canadian activÍty.
consequent'ly, the North became essentialìy irrelevant; what little
interest was left was íntegrated into the new'ly developing metropoles

Ín the South.

Between the rise and decrine of york Factory, the Indians' way

of life had undergone some profound changes. Their ìntegration into
the viorld market economy predisposed them to the full effects of capi-
talistíc influence. The same processes. which had integrated them Ínto
the world market economy later rejected them when their usefulness had

come to an end- trlith the dfsappearance of their fur resources and the

demise of the fur trade, the Indians' territorial integrity and way of
life virtualìy disintegrated and collapsed.

The evolutÍon of the Indians' territorial integration and dis-
integration went through four major phases.

1) The first phase falis between the time of in.itial contact

and 1670. The trade patterns between the Indians and the French were

generally oriented east and west, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The
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French traders developed the first trade links with the southern park-

land and plains Indians. They transported their furs to Rainy Lake,

after r'rhich they were expedited along the "l',lontreal Route" to i,lontreal .

The traditional Assiniboine and southern Cree tribal territories
expanded in response to new opportunities offered by the nascent fur
trade.

2) The second phase began wÍth the establishment of the Hudson's

Bay company in 1670, and ended with the opening up of fur trade compe-

tition in 7763. The Hudson's Bay Company had vied with the French for
controj over York Factory for several decades. They finalìy were able

to'secure York Factory through the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713. This date

also established the Company's monopo'ly over the vast western Canadian

trading hinterland with York Factory as íts centre. In this period the

generaì orientation of commerce shifted from the Montreal Route to the

York Factory route. Consequently, the Indian temitorial patterns were

al,tered.once again in accordance with new opportunities offered by the

British. This period represented a steady northward and westward expan-

sion of Cree and Assiniboine. territories

The strength of York Factory's dominance rested on the outward

expansion of Indian mÍddlemen who traded European guns, knives, kettìes

and cloth to Indians who had never before set eyes on the lvhite man.

Hence the furthest reaches of the Canadian hinterland was being penetra-

ted by merchant capitaìism u¡íthout even coming i'nto direct contact with
most of its subjects.

3) The third phase, which began in the r77o's and ended in the

1820's' was a critical period for the Indians. It represented both the

most intense period of expansion and integration as well as the begin-
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ning of disintegration. In 1763 the Hudson's Bay company monopoly was

broken when competition was opened to the North hJest company. In

response to competition, the Hudson's Bay Company built the first of its
inland posts at Cumberland House in t774, which initiated the building

of a whole chain of trading posts stretching eventually to the LilacKenzie

River delta (see Fig. 3.3). These posts were situated along major

canoe transport routes which were confined largely to the boreal forest

regíons. Some posts, like Hudson House, became Ímportant as centres for
trading in provisions (meat¡ grêâsê" pemmican, etc.) from the Indians

to fuel the fur traders and their employees

' This period of internal expansion brought with it.the penetration

of European economic values. Liquor, credit and extortionate rates of

exchange were used to gain an edge in competition. These practices

eventualìy 1ed to the decimation of fur bearing animaìs, the impoverísh-

ment of the Indians and the demise of the fur trade. In this period the

Indians of the boreal forest saw the benefits of European contact come

to an end. They were left starving, sick, and totally dependent on the

Hudson's Bay Company for basic survival.

4) The fourth phase was initÍated by the establishment of the

Red River coìony in the l}20's and closed with the signing of the treat-
ies and the demise of York Factory in the 1870's. With the decline of

the fur trade and a new interest in agriculture and settlement, the

whole orientation of Euro-Canadian influence shifted westward and south-

ward. Numerous posts Ín the boreal forest were closed and new ones

opened in the parkland and grassland areas (see Fig. 3.3). indians in

the grasslands, hitherto left relative'ly Índependent, were subdued and

exploited. In the boreal forest numerous epidemics of sma'l1pox, influ-
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enza and measles decimated the Indian population. Their weakness and

lack of resistance culminated in their signing treaties with the govern-

ment of Canada whích final'ly a'lienated them from their land and iso-

lated them onto reservations.

The'importance of the York Factory-Norway House axÍs came to an

end in 1B7B when the Company moved its headquarters to Ft. Garry in the

Red River colony. It had become cheaper to utilize the new transporta-

tion corridor southward through St. Paul and on to the new economic

metropole in chicago. some goods continued to come inland through

York Factory, but none lvere sent out. For all intents and purposes,

thè North had become isolated and irrelevant.

This historical summary has demonstrated how the Indian peopìe,

.who were once central to the success of the fur trade, eventually be-

came marginalized and imelevant entities when their usefulness to

capitalist expansion came to an end. Their economic relevance had be-

come limited to the supply of furs, provisions and services. They

remained integrated into the worìd market economy as long as there was

an abundance of natural resources. llhen the resources dried up and

demand fell, the changing political, economic and social structures pro-

hib-ited their diversification and autonomous development. Consequently,

the North dìsintegrated and became one of the poorest of the poor

regions in Canada today. Since the signing of the treaties, there have

been virtual'ly no major changes in the spatial structures affecting

the Indian people. The same spatiã'l processes which created disparity

in the past are still operating to perpetuate disparity today.
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C. THE CURRENT SPATIAL STRUCTURE: CONTINUTD DISINTEGRATION

since the end of the fur trade era the patterns of spatial

organìzation in the North have changed very little. Except for the

development of the modern "developed" enclaves, the North is still
basically disinteErated and unorganized. In many respects the northern

spatial organizatÍon resembles that of the colonized Third world

Existing spatia'l patterns are organized around the development of modern

enclaves and transportation systems oriented toward resource extraction.

In the jnterim, Indìan communities have remained largeìy ísolated and

uni'n tegrated.

f'lanitoba's North has been regionally classified in numerous ways,

depending on poìitica'l and/or economic administrative priorities. The

f'íanitoba Department of Northern Affairs defines the North as the terri-
tory demarcated by a line beginning at the 5lstoN Ín the eastern part of

the provínce, and angling in a northwesterly direction along the south-

ern edge of the boreal forest to about the 53rd0N at the western bound-

ary (see Fig. 3.4). This department has jurisdÍction over Crown lands

not covered by local government districts (LGD's) or by Registered

Indian Reserves (I.R.) (see pp. 56 folìowing for a clarifjcatÍon of

Registered Indians). The local government districts comprise the ten

modern enclaves, while most of the 78 Indian Reserves and other unorgan-

ized communities comprise the renlainder of the underdeveloped, disinte-
grated North

A typical feature of the northern economy is the enclave of
modernization organized around the exploitation of minerals, fores,try

and hydro-electric generation. The spatiaì pattern associated with

enclave development is also typicaì of the Third frjor"ld. There are ten
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such encìaves: Thompson, churchill, Gillam, Lynn Lake, Leaf Rapids,

Snow Lake, The Pas, consul, Grand Rapids and pine Falls (see Fig. 3.4).

0f a total northern population of 96,000 (1976), the enclaves contain

more than half (55,300). This represents 9 percent of the Flanitoba

total. The remaining 40,700 live in the 78 smaller northern communi-

ties (Henderson 1977). The urban enclaves are comprised largely of non-

native residents who have mígrated from the South or from other regions

in Canada to be employed. The northern enclave is frequently referred

to as the "l,Jhite f'lorth".

The modern enclaves are serviced by a trasportation network

oriented toward extracting their natural resource products. In a pat-

tern typical of Third World transportation patterns, rail links were

built to service the m'ining centres from the South and to evacuate prím-

ary products to the seaport at churchill (former'ly Ft. churchill).

Roads have also been built primarily to integrate the modern enclave

into the South

The Northern Transportation Study (Hickìing and Johnson 197b), a

government report on northern devélopment, has classified all of Flani-

toba into four major categories according to transportation access. The

classifications are: road, rail, isolated and remote (see Fig. 3.5).

l,Jhereas all the modern enc]aves have year round road access, on'ly 38 out

of the 78 Indian and Metis communities have road access. Indian com-

munities typically have received road service only if they are situated

near existing service roads. The historical trading centre of Norway

House only received road access in 1978. Rail service has benefited

few Indian communities as well. Eleven communities which have no road

access receive on]y rail plus air service. The Indian communities
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receiving rail service do so only because they either happened to lie
near the line or because they urere later establ ished near the line.

Thirty communities fall into the "remote" and "isolated" class: they

have year-round access only by air. In the winter, remote communities

are serviced by "winter roads", which are constructed over frozen bogs

and lakes vlith hard packed snow. Most heavy transport must await the

arrival of winter. The jsolated communities re'ly on summer boat service

to meet heavy transport needs. About two-thirds of thes.e communities

were once located on or near the main York Factory-Norway House trans-

port corridor linking western canada to the whole world. Today it is

the most isolated and remote area in frlanitoba.

In comparison with other Canadian Indian communities, l4anitoba

has a larger percentage of remote communities than the Canadian average.

A study (Siggner 1980) indicates the dístrìbution of Registered Indian

Reserves by type of locatíon.

Table 3.1 Distribution of Registered Ihdian Bands by Type of
Locati on

Urban Semi -Urban

No.

Rural Remote

Total No. No. No.

Mani toba 57

Canada 573

1

49

1.8

8.6

5

118

8.8
20.6

26

242

45.6

42.2

25 43.9

L64 28.6

* Urban

Semi -Urban

Rural

Remote

centres of 10,000 and over vlith urban economic charac-
teri sti cs
located ruithÍn 40 conrmuting miles, on a1l-weather roads,
from an urban centre
located over 40 miles of an urban centre, and having at
ieast one road access
communities lacking a reasonable means of access (no
road). (Source: Siggner 1980: 20)
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Table 3.1 shows that abou t 44% of l,lanitoba's reserve communities are

remote compared to 28.6% for all Canada. Whereas the rural distribution

is similar, Nlanitoba has far fewer urban and semi-urban Indian reserves

(I9.6% vs. 29.2%). This table illustrates that [{anitoba's North shows

more characteristics of remoteness and disintegration than is true for
most other Canadian IndÍan territories.

The spatial character of underdeveìopment in the North has his-

torically been a major factor in the continuing patterns of disparity

between the industrialized South, the "modern" North and the "Indian"

North. The spatial patterns characteristic of the North reflect a type

of resource development whose benefit accrues to external metropoles at

the expense of the impoverished hinterland.

D. POLITICAL STRUCTURES: THE COLONIAL PATTERN

The current spatia'l patterns in northern lrlanitoba are continuÍng

manifestations of a colonialist process of exploration, exploitation

and economic expansion. A po]icy of "divide and rule,, subjugated the

Indian people and kept them marginalized from developments Ín the South.

The poìitical structures of colonialÍsm which have kept the Indian

people subdued and irrelevant were entrenched in the Treaties which

deprived them of their aboriginal rights to land.

By the end of the fur trade the native peopre had been effec-

tiveìy alienated from their resource base and from their land. In 1875,

Treaty Number 5 was signed between "her Majesty the crown and the

Chiefs and Councilors of the Indian Bands of the Swampy Cree of North-

ern lvlanitoba" (Inter church rask Force 1975). By this treaty the Crown

(Canada) became the titular oulner of the reserve lands on which the
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Indians were placed. It also became the appofnted trustee and guardian

of Indian treaty rights. The Indians surrendered forever all rights,
privileges and title to the land they previously occupied. In return

they were gua,ranteed a parcel of land on which to l'ive, hunting and

trapping rights and an annual payment of "treaty money". They also were

to receive a few anlmenities such as ammunition and medicines for survi-

val (Rothney 1975). The Indians initiaì1y believed that the reserves

were set asjde for residency on'ly. However, in time, they found out

that they had neither economic nor po'liticaì priviìeges outside the

reserve (Indian Act 1975). it was not until 1952 that the Manitoba

goúernment gave them the right to vote. The federal government gave

them this right in 1960. Untjl this time they were not even rightfuììy
cons i dered ful I ci ti zens .

The reserves were designed to remove the "indian prob'rem,'.

Before they signed their land away the government felt they had no legal

rÍght to expropriate land for settlement and resource expìoitation

(Rothney rg75). According to sanders (tszs: 30), the reserves :iwere

developed as a piecq of social planning designed to shift the economic

base of native people to facilitate non-native settlement." The treat-
ies and the Indian Act combined to create an oppressive political
structure under which the Indian peopìe still suffer.

The poìitical organization of the North is highly comp'licated by

the fact that the Indian Act divides the native popuìation into three

groups (Indian Act 1975). The Treãty Indians (or Registered Indians)

are settled on reserve lands and address their needs to the federal

government. Today, an Indian is classified as Treaty if the indivi-
dual's bloodline can be traced through the father to the 1875 treaty.
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A second classification is made up of non-treaty Indíans, who cannot

trace their bloodline through their father to a treaty. They do not

have treaty rights and live on Manitoba Crown land. They reìate to the

Manitoba government. In a third category are the Metis (of mixed

indian and white parentage). who are essentially on the same legaì

ground as non-treaty Indians. Essentially, non-treaty Indians and t4etis

are squatters on the ltlanitoba Crown lands and have few land rights other

than concessions given by the provincial government.

The land issue is further complicated by the fact that most

native communities are made up of both treaty and non-treaty natives.

That means each commun'ity has two levels of government (Department of

Northern Affairs community profiles). The treaty Indians are repre-

sented by a Chíef and a band council under the jurisdiction of 0ttawa,

and the non-treaty people by a Mayor and councillors answeríng to hlinní-

peg. The two bodies are obligated by law not to work together. This

arrangement of dÍvide and rule makes cooperation a most difficult task.*

Not only are the political structures reminiscent of colonia'lism,

but the politica] approach to the North reflects every characteristic of

neo-colonialism. The government's attitude is reflected in the ,,Two-

North" concept. Loxley (1978: 7-B), in lifting out excerpts from a

government sponsored study on northern transportation, illustrates the

colonial nature of the dominant political attitude:

"There is not one North, but two. There is clearly
an ìndustrial north demonstrating characteristics which
are distinctly different from the second north--the

*As we shall see, th'is arrangement also makes data collection on
the North an extraordinariìy difficult task.
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Native North (which is) culturally distinct, attitu-
dÍnally divorced and there is little if any interest
in interaction by either culture. Climatic con-
d'itions are not favourable to development in face of
the real ity that the industrial ization of the modern
world has taken place in more temperate climates
traditional value systems may be in conflict with
modernization ideals (and become) inhibitions
and obstacles to p'lanning it is unlikely that
this fact is unique to any particuiar culture or
regions more likely that the Northern Manitoba Native
People, and in fact all Native People (:) encounter
such conflicts which may be large'ly responsible for
the current stage of under-development and the parti-
cular difficulties they encounter in trying to
deveì op. "

The northern native people are put in the worst possible light--they are

re3ponsible for their own poverty because they encourage rapid popula-

tion growth and fa'il to acquire modern western attributes.

The northern Manitoba po'litical structure general'ly conforms to

Gonzales-Cassanova's characterization of an internal colony. Whether a

co'lony is external or internal, he says that it is characterized as a

territory: (a) vrithout self-government; (b) in unequaì positÍon with

respect to the metropolis; (c) where administrative responsibility 'lies

in the government which governs it; (d) where inhabitants do not parti-

cipate in the election of their own government (this was the case until

1952 in ManÍtoba); (e) where rights, economics and social privileges

are regu'lated by the state (here the federal government); and (f) where

the inhabitants be'long to a race and cu:lture different from that of the

dominant people (Gonza'les-cassanova 1969: 123). Gonzales-cassanova

argues that in cases of internal Cblonialism, foreign expìoiters are

substituted by nationa'l expìoiters. The contemporary po'litical situa-

tion in the North is well sumnrarized in his statement that the
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"psycho'logy of colorrial ism, with compì icated rules
of treatment, vtith prejudices, and perceptions of the
colonized man as a thing, is linked to the internal
po'lícy of the colonial society, to a pol icy of manip-
ulation and discrimination which appears in the juri-
djcal, educational, ìinguistic, and administrative
order which tends to sanction and increase the social
dichotomies and the relations of domination and
exploitation characteristic of' colonies. "

(Gonzaìes-Cassanova 1969: 230)

The characterization of the North as a colony within goes beyond

the po]itical structures; economjcally and socialìy the North is colon-

ized as'well. Loxley (i978: 19) argues that "Northern native people

are colonized and their economy bears all the characteristic traits of

a col onial economy. " Furthermore, I i ke the patterns of rhi rd lnlorl d

colonialism, these structures are deeply embedded in the history of ex-

ploration, exploitation and expansion.

E. Ec0NOl'lIc STRUCTURES: CONTINUING RELATIONS 0F EXPLOITATI0N

The current economic structures and their spatial manÍfestations

reflect the three century-long underdevelopment processes which are the

heritage of the North. The structures of present-day economic deveiop-

ment are characteristic of colonial and Third t¡Jorld-type patterns of

resource exploitation (Berger I97l; Davis 1971; Elias l97S; Lox'ley 197g;

1981; ü'Jatkins lg77). Loxley (tget, forthcoming) has argued that

"structurally the economy has much in common with that of the fur trade

era." In the same way that the fu..r trade exploited the Indian peop'le,

northern develoþment projects today tend to perpetuate processes and

patterns of underdevelopment. According to Loxley lecture (1977), modern

development projects continue to be: (a) highly capital intensive;
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{b) extensively disruptive of the landscape as well as social infra-
structures; (c) in demand of high leve'ls of technical skills; (d) highly

dependent on imported labour'largely to the exclusion of native labour;

(e) primary export based (geared to the u.s. mar.ket); (f) dependent on

the importation of capital goods and operating inputs (from eastern

canada and the u.s.); (g) state supported monopolies (Abitibi, Manfor,

INCO and Manitoba Hydro); and (h) oriented toward the export of sur-

pluses. The colonial patterns of exploitation are established in (1)

the northern patterns of resource development and (2) the employment and

1'ncome characteristics of the northern native residents. This discus-

sion wi I I brief 'ly profi I e both patterns .

1. Patterns of Resource Development

The pattern of development in the Nor^th has been'largeiy extrac-

tive and export oriented. Exp'loratÍon and exp'loitation "took off', dur-

îng the depression years and during hlorld l^lar II. The renewed interest
in the North was oriented toward forestry, fishing and some mining.*

The discovery of nickel in the Thompson region in the 1950,s initiated
a neuÍ era in exploration for minerals and the subsequent development of
the modern enclave organized around mining. The development of hydro-

,/
electric potentia'l, which also began in the 1950's and burgeoned in the

1960's and rgTo's, has been the only resource development to direcgy
affect the Indian peopìe. The development literally changed the courses

of rivers, flooded communities and'.threatened well established fisher-

*See Rothney and Watson ( i975)
period of resource development.

for a good discussion of this
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ies, traplines and hunting areas (Lake LJinnipeg, churchill and Nelson

Rivers Study Board 1975) . t

Northern development patterns have been characterized by capitaì

intensive development 'in natural resource extraction. ExportÍng serni-

ref,ined stapìe goods such as lumber, n'ickeì ingots and electricity has

generated huge profits for southern metropoìes. Between 1968 and i970

the mining companies earned about $192 million in proiits. In the same

period Manitoba Hydro retained $70 million in profits. Between 1970 and

1978 lrlanitoba Hydro ach'ieved a surplus of 9450 million (Loxìey 1981).

In spite of impressive gror^lth rates in northern investment and

returns, little benefit has accrued to the IndÍan hinterland from which

the. profit was ex-uracted. Even though most of the northern communities

are served by diesel generated electric power, fev,/ have been serviced

direct'ly by hydro-electric power generated from northern rivers. The

diesel generated electricity is not of a high enough anrperage to do

more than "'lìght up the town".

very little of the profìt generated in the North has been re-

tained for northern development. Rothney and watson (tgzs) report

that, for example, INCO (the nickel mining company) retained onìy 10.4

percent of their northern surp'lus, most of which accrued to Thompson

in the form of wages and salaries. The multiplier effect of thÍs

meagre retention is also very small, since most of that money finds its
way to southern banks or is spent on consumer goods Ímported from the

South. There is little evidence that the large industrial stap'le pro-

ducers have been successful, or have even attempted to develop economic

linkages in order to retain some of their sup'luses for northern deveìop-

ment.
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One can argue that ever since the fur trade era, economic struc-

iures have been transformed onìy to the extent that an increase in

economÍc rents for the southern and American metropoìes is assured.

These colonial- structures have resulted in socio-economic characteris-

tics rvhich have perpetuated the impoverishment of the northern hinter-

I and.

2. Employment and Income Characteristics

During the earìy period of northern development there were numer-

ous employment opportunities for the Indians in mining, forestry, cot-

tage industry, farming, fishing and transportation. For a limited time

the North was not attractive to southern labour. However, as techno'log-

ical advances made "frontier" life more compatible to southern life-'
styles, the North became a valuable employment opportunity for southern

labour. Hence, as technology advanced and the southern labour force

became more competìtive many of the native people were forced to return

to their "traditl'onal" pursuits of hunting, fishing and trapping

(Rothney and Watson 1975).

Emp'loyment and income figures for northern l4anitoba reflect a

high ìeve1 of social and economic malaise. unemployment figures for
Indian reserves are not systematicaily kept and what data there is

tends to be sketchy and unreliable (siggner 1980). unofficial esti-
mates, however, put generaì unemployment in the wage labour sector at

85% to 90%. A 1979 figure for on-reserve Indians pìaces unemployment

at 7rT" (siggner 1980). Emp'loyment figures are difficult to substan-

tiate due to the seasonality of much of the urage labour, and the extent

that "traditional" pursuits such as fishing, trapping, hunting and wood
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gathering influence overall rates. These skew Íncome figures as well.

According to Loxley (1981), however, it can be ascertained that B0% of

the jobs in the North are located in urban centres. Furthermore, ín

1975 only 5% (900) of all jobs in the North were fiì1ed by native

peop'le. Empl oyment opportunÍties for the native peop'le are further

eroded by a high birth rate and the ìarge numbers of youth entering the

labour force each year

Income figures tend to reflect the employment conditions. The

per capita income for native communities averages less than $1,000 per

annun while the urban enclave per capita income is over $4,000. Native

in.co¡¡e is a scant 25% of the l,lanitoba average and well below the poverty

line. An estimated 84% of all income generated in the North is accrued

to 61b/" of the popu'lation. That leaves 16% of the income for the remain-

ing 36%, who are made up largely of native peopìe (stefansson 1980).

A breakdown of íncomes in some selected communities Índicates

that an¡rv¡here fron 15% to 35% of the income is derived fro¡n the "tradi-
tional" economy in the form of income-in-kind.* Fron 35% to ss% of the

incone comes from the wage economy. These figures are highly influenced

by short-term seasonal labour characteristic of Manitoba Hydro empìoy-

ment, for example (Lake hlinnipeg, churchill and Nelson Rivers study

Boarci, Technical Report 1975). Transfer payments (or social assistance)

are becoming an increasing'ly ímportant component of the total income.

In the lg72-i973 fisca'l year , 43% of reserve income came from social

assistance. By the t979-r979 year, the figure rose to s7%, or an

*Income-in-kind refers to a calculation of estimated repìacement
costs on goods procured through hunting, trapping, fishing or wood-
gatherÍng at a rate that would be paid had they 6een purcñased
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increase of 37% in six years (S'iggner 1980). Some res'erve communities

report.social vrelfare payments of more than 80%.

This profile of economic structures reveals a pattern of north-

ern development processes which in fact has resulted in the underdevel-

opment of the native people's spatial, economic and social íntegrity.

Not onìy are they excluded from the benefits of resource expìoitation,

but they are also required to pay the social costs of development

(Watkins 1977). Their exclusion from long-term, effective participation

in the u/age economy has, according to Elias (tglo), marginalized them

even out of the "reserve army of labour". l¡lith few exchangeable commo-

diiies outside of labour, the native peop'le have become a permanently

underemployed cìass subsÍsting on social assistance. Furthermore, the

process of economic underdeveìopment has creaied social structures

which have tended to perpetuate the spatìal, economic and socÍal under-

development process.

F. POPULATION PROFILE: A THIRD IJORLD TYPE

A profile of northern socio-economic conditions revea'ls a way of

life set in poverty and disadvantagement. Social conditions reflect
the spatial and economic disparities which have already been high-

lighted. Furthermore, the spatial and economic structures themselves

are reflections of the social conditions. A profile of the northern

lilanitoba IndÍan population structure reflects simi'lar disparities found

between the underdeveìoped and the-developed world. This section pro-

files Indian population distribution, popu'lation growth, age-sex struc-

ture, mortality and fertiìity characteristics.
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1. Population Size

The Manitoba Health Services Commission sets the total provin-

cial indian popu'lation count at 53,280 (1977). 0f these, 41,050 (or

76.9%) live on Indian reserves, and 12,234 (or z3.L%) live in unorgan-

ized territories, which represent unregistered northern Indians not

living on Indiun ..u.ru.r.* 0f Manitoba's total i977 popuration of

1,083,509, the Indían populatÍon comprÍses about 5%. About 40,800 (or

about 76.5%) of the native popuìation resides in the North (Henderson

te77)

The Indian population is djstributed in communities which tend

to'be larger than the canadian average Indian community. A majorÍty

(56.r%) of l.lanjtoba's Indians live in communities in the 300 to 1,000

population range. Tabl e 3.2 'il I ustrates the popu'lation distribution

according to Indian Reserve Band size. There are six remote communities

which have a population size greater than 1,000, tvro of which have more

than 2,000 (Norway House and Cross Lake). The smal lest remote commun'ity

is God's River with a population of about 300 (Indian and inuit Affairs
Program statistics Divisi on 1977). Tabl e 3.2 indicates a proportion

of Manitoba bands with over 300 members (84.2%), which is twice that of
Canada as a whol e (+2.2%). This figure indicates that there are larger

*There is. a major data probìem inhibiting any accurate assess-
nlçn! 9f demographic structures. Because of the-difierent regiòna1 sub-divisions and different data collection methods employed ny Iróvinciaìand federal levels of. governmen!, thg possÍbility bf éncoui¡täring gross
inconsistencies must-be expected. -lhii data wili pertain, in soñe'in-
stances, onìy to registered Indians, other data reþresenti all lndians;yet in other circumstances, Indians in northern Mahitoba alone are in-
cluded. .The-.type of data will be duly identified. In a majority of
cases, the figures given in this discussion should represenl at jeast
three quarters of the totaj Indian popu'lation ìiving in the North.
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concentr'ô¡ions of people in l'lanitoba Indian comrnunities than is typical

for all Canad'ian Indian communities.

Table 3.2 Registered Indian Popuìation Distribution According to
Band Size

Canada l'lan i toba

Band Size Number Percentage Number Percentage

0- i00

1û1- rC0

3C1- 1 ,030

1,001-2,CJO

2 ,0û0+

95

179

224

59

16

16.6 r

31.2

39. I
10.3

2.8

56. 1

2t.L

3 5.3
6 \ 10.5

32

T2

4 7.0

Total 573 100.0 57 i00.0

(Source: Siggner 1980: iB)

2. Population Growth.

The overall growth rate of the Indian communities suggests a

rapÍd'ly increasjng youth population. Betleen I977 and 1976 the total

northern population greu, at.Z.I% per annum growth rate. The Indian re-

serYe Po¡-,ulation, however, showed a phenomenal 7.5% grovtth rate (Hender-

son 1977). Reasons for this phenomenal growth rate are not readily

appêrent, as births alone cannot account for such un ìncrease. However,

as'uhe pcrulation age-sex structure illustrates, just under one half of

the Indian popuìation is under 15 years of age.

3. Population Age-Sex Strgcture

The population pyramid (Fig.3.6) illustrates a demographic

structure most reminiscent of a Third l^Jorld type.
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Fig. 3.6 Indian and l,lanitoba Age-Sex Structure (Ig7l)
(Source: Maternal and Child Care Vital Statistics)

The age-sex structure of the Indian reserves and unorganized territor-
ies demonstrates a pyramid s.hape typicai of popuìations r,rith high birth
rates, high death rates and impoverished ìiving conditions. The t{ani-

toba pyramid illustrates a shape typica] of an industrialized, urbanized

soci ety.

Forty-five percent of the Indian popuìation are under 1s years

of age compared to only ?5.4% for all ltlanitobans. This figure, however,

represents a drop from near s0% five years previously. A lafge number

of these youth enter the labour force each year, v¡hile the remainder

place a heavy strain on eclucational and recreational facilities geared



for the youth.

4. Mortal ity Characteristics

In 1976, the average ì'ife expectancy for all Indians in canada

was 63 years versus 72.5 for all canadians. The average age of death

in 1974 was 42.5 years for Indians and 66.5 years for whites. l,lany

Indians dje at a very young age compared to the rest of the popuìation

(Health Data Book 1978). Figure 3.7 il'lustrates the age-standardized

death rates for canadian Registered Indians, Manitoba Registered

Indians, and aìì ManÌtobans.

Fig. 3.7 Canadian and I'lanitoba Registered Indian Age Standardized
Death Rates

(Source: Siggner 1gB0)
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:

Figure 3.7 indic'ies -uhat the greatest differential is in the infant
mortality rate. The 1913-1976 average infant death rate was 34.1 per

thousand Iive birihs for Indians and 15.7 for Flanitobans. By 197g, the

rate had droppec to 23.l/r,000 and 13.2/1,000, respectively.* The

figure also indicates a higher death rate for Indians Ín all ages except

in the 65 plus cchort. The lower rate among the elderìy indicates that
fewer inCian peo:le than all Manitobans reach o1d age. The overall age-

standardized dea:h rate for t4anitoba Registered Indians is L0.z/t,000
(1976) and for ail Manitobans , 8.3/r,000 (rg74) (siggner i9B0).

5. Ferti I itv Characteristics

The botto;i-heavy population age structure makes continued rapid
popuìation growtn inevitable, In spite of a rapid]y declining crude

birth rate ín the las-u five years, many more Indian infants are being

born per thousand than for all Manitoba. Since 1967 ihe crude birth
rate has dropped fron' 48 .4/r,000 (versus 17.8 for al I l'lanitobans) to

23.3/I,000 in 1918 (versus i5.0). Figure 3.8 illustrates a substantial
declÍne betvreen:976 and 1977. What reason there is for such a decline

is on'ly open to specuìa'uion. A rapid drop could indicate either better
reporting, a change in nethods of documentation, or an actual declinel*

The general fertility rate l= ÞoP' 0;1 .,- \females 15_4d x 1,000) indicates

that Indian families ¡end to be very large. A rate of 0.g46 suggests

that there are an average of 8.5 chirdren under five years of age for

*Infant mcr'tal ì ty wi I ì be fu'liy discussed ín chapters vI II and

**A similar decìine was registered for infant mortality in the
same years (see Fig. 6. ). 

' -' --" --r
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all mothers of child bearing age (Henderson Lg77).

In spite of the substantiar decline in birth rates, the popu'la-

tion boom of recent years wiì1 continue to add a large number of women

to the child bearing group. Between 1966 and 1976, the number of women

age 15 to 44 increased from 5,441 to 8,570. The forecasted decline in
live births is offset by an increasing number of women entering the child
bearing years (Siggner 1980)

In the'last several years Manitoba has suffered from a population

loss and un in."uusing o1d age dependenry ratio. For Indian communities,

however, a fast growth rate and a rarge youth dependency ratio has put a

strain on the health of mothers, on the provision of social servíces and

on the creation of emp'loyment. Overal1, inadequacies in the provision

of services and the inadequacy of socio-economic development has created
'livíng conditions not conducive to good nutrition nor to good health.

G. !8!IAL C0NDITIONS: A THIRD W0RLD r^rITHrN?

The sociaj conditions in the North are indicative of the spatial,
poìiti'cal and economic disintegration which underdevelopment has per-
petuated. Furthermore, they are aggravated by a population structure
which continuously adds pressure to conditions which already are not

conducive to good physical and psycho-social well-being. A review of
education, housitrg, water and sanitation illustrates the extent of the

insalubrious conditions of life in the Indian hinterland.

1. Education

The level of educatjon attained by northern native peop'le lags

far behind the rest of the province. In 1971, Lg%of the native people
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had never gone to school (Lox'ley 19Bi). ln tòla, onìy 4g% of the adult

popu'lation had compìeted grade nine, while on'ly lB% had compìeted

secondary school (Stefansson 1980). General enrollment figures for pub-

lic schools shot¡ a generaì drop between 1966 and 1976. In 1966,94% of
children between ages 5 and 13 were enrolled; by L976 the figures drop-

ped to 86%. For youths between 14 and 18, 18% were enrolled in 1966 and

38% in r97r. rn 1976, enrollment was again as low as 30%. In post

secondary schools, however, there was a significant increase in enroll-
ment. It rose from 4.9% in 1968 to 33.g% in 197s (siggner 1980): In

the public school sector a poor educational standard, insuffjcient
attendance' poor facilities and a culturalìy irre'levant curriculum

impede attainíng a good, functional level of literacy (Robert Be'l'l , per-

sonal communication 1980). LÍteracy has been shown to be correlated

with achieving good health standards among the Inuit (Hobart 1976).

2. Housing

since the sedentarization of the Indian people, they have been

confined in southern type housing in southern type settlements. Housing

styles and construction quality have been largeìy inappropriate for
northern 'lifestyle and northern climatic conditions (Fred Gudmunsson,

personal communication 1g7B). A lg77 housing survey (cited in stefan-

sson 1980) indicated that 44.5% of the housing is in need of major

rep,air or repìacement. A majority (83.8%) were occupied by one family.

Family sizes are large, however, and the average dwel]ing has an aver-

age of onìy 3.74 rooms. To achieve relief from over-crowding, 20.3%

more units are needed. For a majority of houses (72.6%), a singìe

smokey wood-burning stove supp'lies the only source of heat. About 90%
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houses have electricity, but it is used for heating in only 14%

houses.

Poor, crowded housing has been associated, for the past century,

with high ìevels of disease among the Indian populatjon (Bryce t9z2;

It{oore et al . 1946; VÍvjan qt al. 1948).

3. l,later

Indian communities have been denied access not only to good hous-

ing but also to clean, safe water. In recent years resource developments

and expanding settlements have begun to po'llute traditionalìy safe water

supp'lies. A survey of household water conditions (cited in Stefansson

1980) found access to safe, clean water to be grossly deficient. Also,

whereas 44% of the 78 remote reserve and non-reserve communities survey-

ed had access to an outdoor standpipe, only 3.8% were found to have

access to indoor pìumbÍng services (see Table 3.3).

Table 3.3 l¡Jater Access in 78 lrlorthern Manitoba communities ( 1980)

blater Access Number

Piped to homes

Trucked

l^lel ls
Individual col lection
Individual col lection
Individual col lection
No information

- more than I standpipe
from pumphou.se or 1 standpÍpe
from I ake or ri ver

3

9

6

6

28

20

6

(Source: Stefansson 1980: BB)
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0f these 78 communities, over zs% have to rery primarily on river and

lake water. In the winter the rate of river or lake water use rises

considerably as outdoor water systems often become frozen.

4. Sewage and Garbage

Inadequate sewage and garbage disposal has been found to strain
the safety margins of water supplies and general community hygiene.

Maintaining marginal levels of sanitation is severely hampered by rapid
population growth and generalìy poor soil conditions for optimal dis-
posaì. The same survey cited earlier also examined access to sewage

di!posal services in Indian communities (see Tab'le 3.4).

Table 3.4 sewage Disposal in 78 Northern Manitoba communities (ig80)

Sewage Access Number

Pit privies
Septic tanks
Sewage lagoons

Treatment pìant
Septic tanks and pit privies
Sewage lagoons and pit privies
Trucked and pit privies
Individual disposal
Pail collection
NiI
No Information

47

4

1

1

4

1

I
8

3

I
6

(Source: Stefansson 1980: 90)
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A recent survey shov¡ed that in Ste. Theresa pointe, where TS% of the

populatÍon uses lake water, coiÍform bacteria (reìated to fecal contam-

ination) levels u,ere 3.8 times the acceptable levels (t.linnipeg Free

Press Nov. 19, 1980: 2). clean, safe water is essential to good health.

This is partìcularìy critical for communitíes with large populations and

inadequate services.

This brief review has illustrated that Indian communities are

rísky and hazardous places in which to try to maintain good health. The

high ìevels of ill health, whích will be discussed in Chapters VII and

VIII, indicate this fact to be true.

H. CONCLUSION

This chapter set out to profile the northern Manitoba region and

ihe sons and daughters of its origina'l inhabitants. The main approach

taken was to use the process/structure method rather than a purely des-

criptive method to understand the origins of northern poverty conditions.

It was demonstrated how historical processes and structures continue to
perpetuate conditions which are intolerable even by Third World stand-

ards. The evaluation of spatial relations was examined to demonstrate

how current spatial patterns of underdeve'lopment are linked to the his-
'uorical process of metropolis-hinterland power relations. The discus-

sion of political structures demonstrated how colonial-type relations
continue to determine patterns of power relations today. The economic

structure theme illustrated how polittcal and economic power relations,
characterized by the 19th century spirit of expìoration, exploitation

and expansion, continue to facilitate exploitative development patterns

today. In the discussion of contemporary social conditions, parallels
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between the North and the Third l^lorld were drawn.

The overall purpose of using the process structure method is two-

fold. First, it I inks northern t'lanitoba to the Third l^Jorld patterns of
underdeveìopment. Drawing this paraì1e] helps provide a solution to a

special prob'lem. Relat'ive'ly few studies on Indian health and nutrition
have been done from the underdevelopment/modernization perspective.

Therefore, numerous studies on health and nutrition drawn from African

and South American sources are required Ín this study to develop a theory

of the underdevelopment of health and nutrition relevant to the North.

The second purpose for using this method v¡as to lay the ground-

woik for developing the hypothesÍs that conditions of ill health a.nd

malnourÍshment dp not exist in isolation, but that they are in fact
manifestations of the historicaì processes of underclevelopment. Condi-

tions of ill health and malnourishment become critical when ihey occur

w'ithin constrictive and oppressive po'litical, economic and social struc-
tures. This theme wil I be ful'ly deveì oped 'in the succeeding chapters.

This chapter has provided the historical and contemporary des-

criptive framework onto which the succeeding chapters are built. The

next chapter expìores the problems in relating conditions of ill health

and malnourishment to the processes of underdeve'lopment and moderniza-

tion. A general paradigm of health and nutrition in the Thírd World

will be developed in order to place the discussion of Indian health and

nutrition within a theoretical context.
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CHAPTER IV

THE ECOLOGY OF NUTRITION, HEALTH AND ÍqODERNIZATION

i NTRODUCTI ON

The conditions of poventy, ill health and malnouríshment evident

in northern Manitoba today reflect a'long history of colonial exp'loita-

tion. The Indian's integration into the fur trade determined how dis-

eases were introduced and determined the patterns of disease diffusion.
Historjcaììy, the processes of underdevelopment, which resulted in the

Indians losing their viable social and natural resource base, unleashed

devastating epidemics of sma'l1pox, influenza, measles, scarlet tever,

tuberculosis, venereal disease and starvation (Ray 1976). current pro-

cesses of modernization have unleashed new epidemÍcs of heart diseases,

diabetes, gall bladder disease and cancer (Schaefer 1921a). In spite of

the fact that modern medicine has reduced the virulence of epidemic

diseases and malnutrition, the same processes of underdevelopme¡t and

modernization serve to perpetuate ill health and malnourishment today.

A study of nutrition anrj heãlth is best approached from an ecol-

ogical perspective; indeed, this is the most common approach. However,

to also examine nutrition and health from a perspective of underdeve'lop-

ment and modernization requires developing a unique theoretical perspec-

tive. To understand how ecologicaì systems and modernization processes

relate invites the app'licatÍon of what Hunter (r974:3) calls the

77
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"spatÍo-envi ronnlental " approach :

"By 'environment' v¡e holistically embrace its diverse
physical, bioìogical, social, cuìtural, and economic
components. By 'space' we signify a prime interest
in the spat'iaì dynamics of man-environment phenomena."

This perspect'ive is exempìified in a study by Laurell et al. (tgzz) who,

ín establishing a theoretical basis for examining the underdevelopment

of nutrition and health, posit the followÍng three basic assumptions:

(a) Specific historical patterns of a society result in social

structures which express themselves in particular health and nutri-
tional situations, and that transformatjons jn the structures result in
changes in health and nutrition;

(b) The cumulated effects of socio-economic and environmental-

eco'logical factors are greater than biologicaì factors alone in the

processes g.enerating disease and malnutrit.ion; and

(c) Socio-economic conditions are not direct causal agents, but

they interact in such a way as to determine the structures that unleash

and transform the bÍo'logicaì phenomena.

Laurell et al. (1977:42r) argue that,,The economic structures and

social relations of production and exchange present in a society, and

not biological phenomena by themselves, determine the character of the

relat'ionship between man and nature and, consequent'ly, the type of
pathotogy affl icting hÍnr.,,

This chapter establishes the basis for taking an ecological

approach to the prob'lem of underdeveìopment and modernization. A holis-
tic concept of rvel'l-being (smith r9l7; l,Jisner 1976) provides the con-

ceptual orientation for examjning this ecology of nutrition and health.
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The fÍrst part examines the ecoìogy of nutrition to ìay the basis for
subsequent dÍscussion on the consequences of the modernization-induced

nutritional shift on health and well-being. The second part examines

the ecology of health to establish how nutrition and health interact to

contribute to, or detract from, we1ì-being. The third part examines

the ecology of etiology (the causaì explanation of ill health) to elu-
cidate the larger socio-environmental interactions which influence

nutrition and health. Finalìy, a discussion of modernization as an

etiologicaì factor will establish the validity of us'ing the "spatio-
environmental" approach to nutrition, health and modernization.

B.

The common saying "llle are what we eat', reflects a strong social,
psycho'logical and physicaì identification with food. Food and food

habits are so c'loseìy tied to human existence that George 0rwe1l wrote,

"I think it could be plausibly argued that changes of diet are more

important than changes of dynasty or religion.,, (cited in Berg 1973a:

1). Food not onìy fulfilrs nutritional needs, but a]so plays a sìgni-
ficant role in the organization of social, religious, economic and

politicai structures. A holistic, ecoìogÍca'l understanding of nutri-
tion, then, embraces the totality of human existence

0n the most basic, bioìogicaì level, nutrition is ',the sum total
of all the operations whereby a living organism takes from the environ-

ment what it needs for fuel, growth and repair of its tissues.,' (May

1974: 32). The most common measurement of nutritional adequacy is the

dai]y i ntake of cal ori es and protei ns . preci se def i n i ti ons of ,,good

nutrition" may be possib'le when limited to specific peopìe at a specific
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stage in life carrying out specific activitÍes and under specifjc stress

conditions. A general definition of good nutrition, however, is virtu-
a'lly impossible as nutritional status is buried in an individual,s adap-

tive and maladaptive response to various environments. There Ís no

universal nutritional standard. IndÍa's standard of dai'ly food require-
ments for the "reference man"--zs years, 65 kg., doing light activity--
is 2'400 calories and 55 grams of protein (Young 1964:323). Nutrition
Canada (1975) recommencis 3,000 calories and 86 grams of protein clai'ly.

Some tribes from Papua, Nevú Guinea have been known to perform amaz.ing

physicaì feats vrith pnly 1,600 to 1,900 calories daily (Robson and

Wailsworth 1977). Even the Basal I'letabolic Rate, which defines the num-

ber of calories (t,600 recommended) necessary to fulfill only the most

basic of body functions is questioned. Basic nutrient requfrements,

therefore' are a factor of age, sex, activity, race and ecological adap-

tati on .

Precise definitíons of good nutrítion are not possibìe. l.lowever,

whereas health was defined ïn functional and existential terms, ìikewise

an adequate definition of nutrition can be found in Jerome, Kandel and

Pelto's (1980) term "functional nutritional well-being,,. This term does

not attempt to define an ideai, or potential of nutrition, but reflects
rather optÍma] nutrition in the context of ecoìogica'l adaptation.

Ivlal nutri ti on i s more eas i ìy def i ned than nutri ti on . Qui te

simply, ma'lnutrition is a "pathologicaì state resulting from a relative
or absolute deficiency or excess of one or more essential nutrients."
(scrimshaw et al. 1968: 19).* scrimshaw and Behar (1969) classify maì-

*See Scrimshaw and Behar (1969) for a full description of nutri-tion and nutritional diseases
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nutrÍtion in-uo fíve categories: starvation, undernutrition, overnutri-

tion, spec'ific deficiency and imbalance. The pathological state may be

manifest overt signs of definable illnesses (e.g. marasmus, kwashiorkor,

beriberi: peleEra, etc.) or in subtle forms such as obesity, hyperten-

sion, depressíon, etc. It should be noted that both the hungry of the

Third l,/orld and the overfed of the industrialized world manifest the

symptoms of mal nutri ti on. In thi s study the term ,'mal nouri shment', i s

used in preference to malnutritÍon, as it impìíes a less clinical notion

of faulty nutrítion.

The ecology of nutrition is best defined within a particular sys-

tem of fcod production or procurement. In their ecological model of
nutrition, Jerome et al. (1980: 14-15) classify the food system into

five compcnent parts. At the heart of the model are individual biologi-
cal requiremen¡s for nutrients and psycho'logical needs for nurture.

Surroundíng the individual are:

(a) ihe physica] environment wh'ich establ ishes the conditions

of food production;

(b) social organization, which includes economic and po'litÍcaì

structures related to food production and distributÍon, division of

labour and household structures;

(c) technology whjch embraces the tools and techniques of food

production and distribution, processing, storage, transportation and

food preparation;

(d) cultural and ideologicaì beliefs which include ideas about

the role of food in hea'lth, religious beliefs involving food prefer-

ences and restric'uions, and the use of food in socÍal interaction and

religious practices;
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(e) the social environment, which encompasses other societies

whose food productíon and behaviour can have profound effects on the

society in general.

In short, the ecology of nutrition enco¡npasses a compìex array of
jnterrelated and interdependent factors of which the supply of nutrients

to the body plays only a minor role.

Functional nutritional well-being is an achievement of environ-

mental adaptation. Nutritional adaptabil'ity is expressed

"in.the ability of the human body to rally or respondpgsitiveìy to the insults of nutritionaj itress byaltering physica'l or metabolÍc activity while maiñ-
taining function Nutritional aaaþt.iveness alsoreflects the change in individual nutrient require-
nrents in.response to age, sex, activity, stress, dis-
ease, climate, altitude and a wide ran!é of socio-
envÍ ronlnental factors. ',

(Jerome et al. 1980: i6)

A population that is well adapted to its own ecosystem and exhibits
functional nutritional well-being might r^reìl soon exhibit malnutrition
should it be transferred into another ecosystem. More often than not

nutritional maladaptation is a function of "accumulated environmental

effects" resulting from nutrient deficiency or dietary excess. lulal-

adaptation is a typical response to either of two processes: (a) a

shift in food practices or changes in the food production/distribution

system--especiaììy when experÍenced as a result of the modernization

process, and (b) contînuous exposure to nutritíonal hazards present in
the form of nutrient deficits or excess in specífic food items, inten-
tional food additives (e.g. flavourings, emulsifÍers, preservatives,

stabilizers, etc.) or accidentar additives (e.g. pesticides, herbicides,
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antib'iot'ics, hormones, toxìc metals, etc. ) and components used in food

processing and packaging. These hazards are a particu'larly significant
factor vrhen assessing cumulative maladaptation in the etiology of i'il
heal th

!'lhen man leaves his natura'l , ecologically sensitive food system,

nutritjonal well-bejng is ínvariably compromised. Floreover, drastic
changes jn the nutritional ecology have strong imp'lications for health

and general psycho-so¡natic weìl-being. The next section develops the

eco'logical concept of health as we'll-being.

C. TOI^IARD AN EC0LOGIC

An all-embracing concept of "good health', is reflected in the

holistic notion of "well-being" and',wholeness,,. The preamb'le to the

i'lorld Health Organizatíon charter conveys a rather utopian ideal in the

fo'llovring defjnition: "Health is a state of complete physical, mental,

and social well-being and not merely the abscence of disease or infirm-
ity." (Dubos 1968: 88). Dubos suggests a more readiìy attainable

definition which aims at achieving a ,,rewarding and not too painfuì

existence" vrhile coping with an "imperfect world,'. A concept of
"wholeness" in health does not rule out pain and suffering, but imp'lies

maintaining the social, psychological and biological integrity (equiìib-

rium) to cope rvith i1'lness-producing stresses (Berliner and Salmon 19g0).

ill health can then be defined as the result of a fragmentation and

fracturing of whoìeness (l,lisner tg76) and hence a loss of integrity.
Disease shatters wholeness by chaìlenging bio'logical, emotional and

existential ive'll-being (powìes rg73). Biologicaiìy, good health can be

achieved by maintaining the physioìogical capacity to lead a fulfilìing
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1ife, to accompìish goa'ls and, in the words of Audy, to have the ',abil-
íty to ralìy from insults, whether chemical, physical, infectíous,
psychological or socíal" (cited in Jerome et al. 1980: 16). Emotion-

a]ìy and existential ly, good heal th rneans to ,,feel al ive in pìeasure

and in pain", as well as being cultur^ally equipped to nrake pain toler-
able, sickness or impaírment understandable and death meaningful (Illich
1976: 129-131). The holistic concept of health as "welI_being" is a

basic principle in defining the underdeveìopment of health, which chal-
lenges, and often results in a loss of, vre'l'l-being. This concept ìs
particularìy appropriate for associating dependency and marginaìization

wilh a loss of well-beíng and iil health.

The intrinsic relationship between the physical environment and

states of health was already conceived by the ancient philosophers and

practitÍoners of health. The Hippocratic tract "Airs, waters and

Places" laid the groundwork for the modern science of epidemiology

2,500 years ago:

"(Tþe physician who is an honour to his profession is
' one) who has a due regard to the iuuionr'of the v.ur,and the diseases whicñ they p.ôãuóãl-to the states ofthe wind pecuìiar to each colntry añd the qualities-ofits waters; who marks carefulty irre localti.iÀs or-inãtowns, and of the surrounding country, whether ir,uv ã"elow or high, hot or coìd, wel or dr¡-who *o..ouä."
takes note of the diet and regÍmen är the inhabiiants,
and, in a word, of ail the caüses that may proaucà dis-order in the animal economy.,'

(cited in Powles I9l3: ZZ5)

An epidemiological expìanation of ill health (see Johnson (1969) for a

detailed discussion) assesses the interaction between the trillogy of
host (the ill person), agent (e.g. bacillus) and environment. Ill
health (or injury) is produced only when the host is susceptible, the
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agent virulent, and the environment amenable to the interaction (Rogers

i960; Scrimshar'r et al . 1968) . An epidemio'logical expìanation attempts

to discern which environmental factors determine susceptibility and

virulence. The environmental exp'lanation includes genetically deter-
mined suscept'ibi 1ity, the ps-vcho-social setting, the natural habitat,
and significani]y, nan's artificially created environment. ThÍs in-
cludes the creatures of jndustrializationi air and water po.llution,
machines, synthetÍcs, and radiation (Johnson 1969).

The environment can affect health in two ways: it may act upon

or within the body as a material agent, or upon the mind and emotÍons

as a non-naterial agent (though sooner or later this may produce a

material effect) (Rogers 1960: 168). The environmental variables can

be further classified into (a) man's intrinsic environment and (b) man,s

extrinsic environment. Rogers (1960: i69) develops the classification
in the fo'l lowing schema:

ENVIRONTIENTAL FACTORS HAVING POSSIBLE EFFECTS ON HEALTH STATUS

J . The l4ateri al Envi ronment:

A. Intrí nsi c . 
( somati c) factors : age , sex, heredi tarycharacteri s ti cs

B. Extrinsic Factors:
1) Plvsical environment: 

. topography, cìimate, occupa-tíon, housing, other physicã.t äsóécts ot nóth
macro and micro envÍronments in i,vr¡Ích man lives.2) Biologicar environment: food, sanitation, iniãå-tious disease agents, vectors of direusÀ firoärãlngagents.

3) sociar environment: man's rerations with man in
terms of hÍs manner and conditions of living.

II. The Non-material Environment:

A. intrinsÍc factors: inherent mentality and temperament

B. Extrinsic factors: affecting man,s conscious and/or
unconscious behaviour: notiõns, be.liefs, unO i¿.ôíògies;
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values and goals; socjal norms; lÍfe experiences such
as socialization, education, trauma and stress, satis-
factjons and rewards; other cultural factors.

0n the simplest level of exp'lanation, good health is a maintenance of a

homeostatic equilibrium within the inner and outer environment (Dubos).

Hor,,/ever, since conditions are continuaììy in flux and change, the key to
good hea'lth is adaptation, or the maintenance of a dynamic equilibrium
(Hughes and Hunter 1970). Rogers (1960: 16b) argues that these con-

cepts are too simp'listic and static. l'lealth is determined by what he

calis the "net balance of accumulated environmental effects". Having

surpassed the peak load of tolerable stresses, the host may exhibit
pathologies with no dÍscernable causes, and with "inappropriate" mani-

festations. Ill health--or injury for that matter--can then be de-t'íned

as maladaptation rather than loss of equilibrium. The dÍseases of
civilization' many of which are nutritionaily related,* and the under-

development of health have common origins in ma'ladaptive responses to

accumulated envÍronmental stress. In the long run adaptation may be

less successful than commonly assumed (Renaud 1978). In the wor:ds of
Dubos, "Disorders may be secondary and delayed consequences of adaptive

responses, useful at first,'but fau'lty in the ìong run." (cited in
Renaud 1978:103). The ecology of health implies not on'ly a static
interaction of environmental effects, but also an historical process

which in itself becomes a determining factor in the manifestation of
i I ì heal th and I oss of weì 1-bei ng...

*ischemic heart disease,
i.llness, and social pathologieé
down, etc. are some exampìeõ.

cancers, hypertension, diabetes, mental
such as suicides, crime, family break-
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D. IQUABÐ AN ECOLOGTCAL EXPLANATTON 0F ETrOLOcy

In the last century modernizatíon has brought with it a phenome-

nal reduction in mortality and morbidity. It has also been responsible,

however, for greatiy altering the nature of disease, and in fact, has

even produced its own pecu'liar array of diseases. Hence, it could be

argued that "under conditions of affluence and crowding the products of
man's techno'logy may be inducing a selective method of popuìation con-

trol just as micro-organisnls are the maÍn agents of death under con,li-
tions of poverty." (Furnass 1970: 9g). In light of this statement, vúe

can define two broad categories of dÍsease: diseases of poverty and

diieases of affluence. l^líth the increasing complexÍty of social, econ_

omic and political organization, exp'lanations of ill health also become

increasing'ly compì ex.

Any one pathology can be the manifestatÍon of numerous disease-
causing processes. This is particularìy true when one takes into account

the net balance of accumulated environmental effects (Rogers 1950).

Moreover, dfiy one disease inducing process may aìso give rise to a num-

ber of pathologicaÌ manifestations (t4cDermot 1969). Therefore, a multi-
factorial exp'lanation of disease is needed (Dubos 196g). A single-
cause explanation of ill health is appropriate Ín onìy the most nar-
rowly defined context of infectious and parasitic disease. Most

episodes of morbidity, however, are an expression of a wide array of
interactions withín man's total health ecoìogy.

In the interest of crarity,-disease etiorogy can be broken down

into five broad categories: infectious/parasitic; chronic/degenerative;
psychosocial; accident/trauma; and diseases of no specific origin. The

fÍrst three categories are of special interest in this discussion. In
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conditÍons of poverty, a bulk of the disease burden is made up of infec-
tious and parasitÍc diseases (Scrimshaw et al. 1968). For a majority of
diseases in this category, sÍngle cause agents can be identified, but

their interactíon with the host and the environment is not a'lways ex-

plainable nor predictable. The most pernicious cu'lprit in this category

is the gastro-enteric/respiratory compìex, most of v¡hich is made up of
specific and non-specific diarrheas, infìuenza, pneumonia, bronchitis
and tuberculosis (t'lcDermott 1969). This complex still accounts for a

majority of morbidity in both the Third l^lorld as well as northern

l4ani toba

llutritÍon and socio-economic conditions are the two most serious

factors which account for the harshness of infectÍous dÍsease arnong the

poor. In condÍtions .of impoverishment, malnutrition is frequenily

chronic as well as hitlden. Though a dírect associatÍon between malnu-

trition and disease is not easi]y made, studies have shown that malnu-

trition is the underiying cause of 50% To 60% of deaths ín children aged

one to four in underdeve'loped countries (Berg 1973a; scrimshaw et al.
1968). According to Berg (1973a: 4), "Malnutrition causes otherwise

minor chÍldhood diseases to become killers." The interaction between

mal nutri ti on and di sease i s synergi sti c. l,lhereas mal nutri ti on impai rs

both the host's resistance to disease and the host's disease combatting

mechanisms, disease comp'licates the host's ability to absorb and utilize
the fevr nutr:ients availab'le (Scrimshaw et al . 196g)

Today it is taken for granted that impure waterr pooF sanitation
and bad hygiene, crowded housing and poor working conditions are key

components in expìaining the etio'logy of infectious and parasitic dis-
ease. The role of medical technology in reducing morbidity and
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fiortality in 'infectious diseases occurred before the discovery of anti-
biotics (l'lcDermoit 1969; McKeown and Lowe 1966; powles rgl3). In turn-
of-the-ceniury New York, for example, the pneumonia/diarrhea complex

accounted for a bulk of infant mortality. Between 1900 and 1930, before

the advent of antibiotics, the infant death rate dropped from 75 to 17

per thousand (lulcDermott 1969: rz). In England, the majority of morbid-

ity and mortalíty reduction at the turn of the century can be attributed
to the work of social reformers who pressed for improvements in sanita-
tion and generaì socio-economic reform. Scientific medicine, however,

has prefered to attribute this reduction to medical advances following
the exposition of the germ theory by pasteur and Koch (Berìiner and

Salmon 1980; Powles Lg73; Renaud i97B)

In spite of the advances in environmental condÍtions, it has

been argued that nutritjon is just as significant, if not more so, than

sanitation and hygiene. Studies have shown that where nutrition is
good, regardless of the presence of parasites (Berlin and Markell I¡TT),

squaiid living conditions (schaefer 1971a; Sinclair i953), or absence

of health care (Grosse 1980; Laurell et al. 1977; valverde et s'l_. 1980)

health status has been determined to be adequate. Sanitatíon and socio-

econonic factors become most important when losses in ecologicaì integ-
rity have already occurred.

The categories of iil health which include chronic disease,

psycho-socÍaì illness and diseases without specific attributable causes

are generaily described as diseases of affluence, civilization or life-
styìe (Berliner and salmon 1980; Najman 19g0; powles 1973). In indus-

trialized societies infectious and parasitic diseases are largeìy
under control, as Índicated by ìow mortaiity ìevels in this category.
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Though scíentific rnedicine has been successful in dealing with many of
the synrptoms and aftermaths associated with illnesses such as cancer,

cardiovascular disease, obesity, diabetes, mental illness, etc., their
causes and the biochemical/surgical means of their preyention and con-

trol still remajn, to a'large extent, unknown. It has been suggested

that nalnourishment and "moden'ì" lifestyles p'lay a significant role in
the causatjon of these illnesses (Powìes 1973; Schaefer i97la). Accord-

ing to epidemiologists and critics of modern scientific medicine, ex-
planaiions for the diseases of civilizatíon lie deeply ernbedded in
factors of environmental and psycho-social maladaptation (Dubos 196g).

' 
An attempt to account for ill health of nebulous origin is made

by general susceptíbility theory, as presented by Najman (i9g0). This

theory attempts to correlate modern problems such as stress, unhealthy

ìifesiy]es and ill health with the psycho-social envÍronment. Variables
such as marital status, reìigion, cìass, occupation and experience with
trauma are shov¡n to be clearly associated with episodes of "lifestyìe,,
diseases. In general susceptibiìíty theory, two exp'lanatíons dominate.

The psycho-somatic explanatÍon relates the impact of stress on lowering

host r"esistance to disease and to the social resources the host has to
resist the impact of stress. The socio-somatic explanation focuses on

I ifestyles, where "Al I hear th prob'lems may, to a greater or lesser ex_

tent, be related to precipitatory situatjons in the environment, in be-

haviour or in the individual's perception or reaction." (Najman 1980:

234). This idea is consistent with Roger's (igoo) notion of ,,accumu_

lated envÍronmental effects". Intolerabie stress and unbalanced life-
styìes contribute significantly to maladaptive responses which result
in the diseases of civilization.
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E. MODTRNIZATION AS ETIOLOGY

I'lajor changes associated with modernizatiãn are particularìy dis-
turbing to health and nutrition (Dubos i96B). Forces which result in
social fragmentation and ecoìogical debilitation not on'ly create new

disease patterns but also undermine society's ability to cope medicaìly
and social'ly with the new patho'logies (He'l'ler and El liot 1977). Hunter
(tgl+: 3) sutnmarizes well the ecologicaì impact of maladaptive responses

to change:

"ft follows that any processes of change, whether ofthe envirgfTer! per-sb or of man's á¿áptátïôñãi-f.-'- havior, wi'Il disrupt the barance and, ämong other con-sequences, new diseases.or health patterns-will .r".g".such adaptationar reactions foilow' wheñ: 
-.ärri..î-'

regiona'rìy introduce'ner,,r' diseases to susceptibre
hosts;-major environmentar changes are affecled, and' human lifestyles are signif.icanãly àjtered.,

Though the processes of modernizatjon and development bring many poten-

tial benefits to improved nutrition and hearth, their dereterious
effects must be carefully weighed. Hughes and Hunter (1970) have found

that many development projects in the Third World have'increased the
dísease burden of those whom the projects lvere intended to benefit.
Develop'reni projects which radically aìtered ecosystems were also found

to introduce entire'ly new patterns of disease into an area. Hughes and

Hunter (tglo: 481) have called development-related diseases ,,developo-

genic diseases".

Diseases of civilization induced by the modernization process

have a significanily different etiology than developogenic diseases.

Developogenic diseases are generally of the infectious/parasitic type
which are diffused through migrating vectors, and occur as a result of
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the altered external environment. Diseases of civilization, on the

other hand, are born by the modernization process and occur as a result
of both the altered external and internal environments (i.e. psycho_

social environment). Modernization-induced disease burdens could be

calIed "modernogenic diseases,,.

The classification of "modernogenic diseases" is used to describe

the nature of the disease burden of impoverished peop'le living in what

has earl ier been described as "the Third înlorld within,, (e.g. northern

l4anitoba). The term describes a disease burden which has a significant
composition of both the diseases of poverty and the dÍseases of civili-
zation. Developogenic diseases" when occurring within a relatively
ulrimproved socio-economic environment, merely intensifies the infectious/
pa.rasitic burden of disease. l4odernogenic diseases, however, occur when

ìmpoverished populations undergo radical socio-economic change without
necessarily experiencing an improvement in well-being, and when they

assume ejements of the "modern" 1Ífestyle without regainiñ-g control over

their social, economic and natural environment. Hence, when a moderni-

zing society in effect continues within the forces of the underdevelop-

nent process, they tend to carry a double burden of disease. The dif-
ferentiatíon between developogenic and modernogenic disease burdens will
be clarified in the subsequent analysis of the underdevelopment of nutri-
tion and health.

F. CONCLUSION

The ecological perspective on health,

modernization is important in determining, in

whether "behavior undertaken with respect to

nutrition, etiology and

the words of Rappaport,

social, economic, political
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or religious conventions contributes to or threatens the survival and

v¡ell-being of actors and whether this behavior maintains or degrades

the ecological systems in which it occurs." (cited in Jeronre et al.
1980: 15). Th'is chapter has established a basis for examining the

relationship between nutrition, health and modernization from the ecol-
ogicaì perspective. The basis for integrating the ecological theme

into the underdeve'lopment and modernÍzation themes has also been

developed. The next chapter wilì examine more fuììy the impacts of
development and modernization on nutrition and health in the Third
world to test the theoreticar base established in this chapter, and to
develop a point of departure for analysing the underdeveìopment of
nutrition and health in northern Manitoba.



CHAPTER V

THE UNDERDEVELOPMENT OF NUTRITiON AND HEALTH:

AN APPROACH DEVELOPED FROM THIRD L^JORLD EXAÍqPLES

A. INTRODUCTION

The spatio-environmental approach suggested by Hunter (rgl4) in_

vites a search into studies of Third t'lorld nutrition and health to
develop an approach to the underdeve'lopment of nutrition and health.

As a theoretical approach from this perspective is in a nascent state
of development, and since few investigat.ions into Canadian Indian nutri-
tion and health have also been made in this perspective, it will be

necessary to utilize examples from the Third World.

The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, it attempts to
i

apply the premises established in the prevÍous chapter to the real world.

Second, it establishes the basis from whích to examine Indían nutrition
and health. The chapter is.in two parts. The fÍrst part examÍnes the

Ímpact oJ the modern market economy on the nutrition and health of
Third world agrÍcultural societies. This part can be seen as a case

study of "developogenic ill health" discussed in the previous chapter.

The second part examÍnes the impact of modernization on hunter-gatherer

societies, of which the Indian peoþte traditionalìy are a part. A spe_

cial study will be made of the Inuit in the modernization process, as

their ecology has much in common v¡ith Indian ecoìogy. This part can be

94
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seen as a case study of "modernogenic ìll health,'. Together, these tvlo

parts lay the groundwork for a spatio-environmental approach to Indian

nutrition and health.

B. BU8ôL TRANSFORF1ATION: THE IMPACT ON NUTRITION AND HEALTH

A smal I but grouting number of studie/s are beginning to reassess

the impact of rural transformation on the health and nutrition of pea-

sant agrarian societies. In order to expand the theoretical basis of
the underdevelopment of nutrition and health theme as it is applicable

to northern Canada, one must rely on agrarÍan studies for the essential

social, economic and politicai processes 'involved. Assunling that these

processes are somewhat universal, imespective of whether agr4rÍan pea-

sants or hunter-gatherers are affected, studies on rural transformation

can be used as a surrogate information source in the absence of similar
studies on Indian or inuit popuìations. It will become apparent that
even though the details are different" the processes are in principìe

the same

Although much could be said about the specific impact of cash

cropping on peasant agriculture (Dema. 1969; Dewey 1979; Fleunet L9l9);

the focus of this study wi'11 be on elements of modernization invoìving
access to land, socio-economic structures, dependency, income and wage

labour, ecology and the nutritional shift. whereas a majority of the

available studies concern themselves with nutritÍon (Sa1Ímano and Hakim

1979; Taussig 1978; Valverde et al. lglT), some do lift out the ímplica_

tions to health (Laureli et al. 1977; Takemoto et al. i9B1; valverde

et al. 1980). All the ,r;; agree that modernizatÍon genera'lìy tays

the conditions for worsening health and nutritional status in societies
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undergoing rapid transformation. Ill health and malnourishment are

embodied in the institutional changes which create new patterns in the

productjon (or procurement), dístribution and consumption of goods and

serv jces (F'leuret I9l9; Laurel I et al . Ig77) .

studies which utilize disaggregate, non-linear methodologies

have been most enlightening. Where assumptions based on the notion

that so-cal led homogeneous groups (e. g. pocr, Third t^lorld, 'rural peasant,

Indians, etc.) exhibit similar heal'Lh and nutrition characteristics v{ere

challenged, it v,ras shown that in fact they do exhibit a b¡^oad range of
different characteristics. Valverde et al. (tgll) demonstrated this by

stratifying a rural Guatemalan popuìation by occupational and land

accessibiìity/control variables. A later study in El Salvador (19g0)

categorÍzed ecoiogicaì zones accor"ding to the dominant economic activity.
Rao and Satyanayarana ( 1976) differentiate between Íncome, house qua'l-

ity and nutritional level. Laureil et al. (rg77) use socio-economic

indicators related to land access, and social and economic structures

to analyse two demographica'l'ly similar but economicalìy disparate viì-
lages to identify strata of morbidity. Tar¡ssig (1970) differentiates
income, land use and labour to ana'ìyse the efficiency of energy con-

sumption in low income groups and relates it to national development

Berg (1973a) anaìyses categories of food expenditure by income levels
to elicit consumption patterns. All these studies reveal the importance

of disaggregating data to elicit horizontal relationships in social,
economic and ecological structures. In this way varying patterns of
ill health and malnutrition brought about by modernization/underdevelop-

ment are more accurately examined.
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i. Pre-Transfor¡rational Agrarian Diet

In assessing the impacts of modernization, it would be logicaì
io begín with a brief discussion of traditional, or ,,pre-transforma-

¡ionai" agrarian cjiets. Studies have demonstrated diets to be rationa'¡,

l'¡ell balanced and adaoted to the limitatjons of their environment and

technology (Devrey Ig79; Fleuret 1979; Jerome et al. 1980). The well

knoivn squash-bean-maize triad of ancient t'lesoamerÍca is a good example

(Sanders and Price 1968). t-leuret points out that studies on nutri-
tional regimes based on rice, cassava, sorghum, yams or bananas "show

ihat vrhe¡ these indigenous food production systems are undisturbed by

exogenous forces they can be quite capable of producing the correct

assor-ument of nutrients in sufficient quantíty to meet the requirements

of human popuìations. " (Fìeuret L979: 5). These traditional food sys-
-cems depend on a v¡ide diversity of wild and domesticated p'lants and

animals in order to both achieve nutritional balance and to even out
'large seasonal fluctuations in supply (Doughty l9g0; A. Fleuret 1980).

However, lest it be thought that tr^aditional, peasant food systems are

ideai, their experience with malnutrition and starvation is far more

intensive than would be acceptabre. Traditional agriculture has typi-
cally had problems of food storage resuìting in periods of scarcity.
It also tends to exhibit cultural modes of food allocation which result
especìa1ìy in infant and maternal malnutrítion. Nevertheless, tradi-
iional food produc'uion and distribution systems are oriented around

naintaining the viabiìity of the society as a whole.
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2. The Rrral Integ.ation into th. l.lode.n Market Economy

Though rural transformation does not necessariiy result in a

deterioration in health and nutrition, it lays down conditions for mal-

adaptive change which often results in a ross of the system,s ability
to tolerate health and nutritional stress. The purpose of this revier,r

is not to detail the mechanisms whereby ma'lnutrition and ill health

occur.* Instead, the modernization processes associated with rural

transformation are analysed to assess their impact on nutrÍtion and

health. Six such processes have been identified.

(a) Eco'logicaì Disruption

Rural transformation dramatícaìly alters the "ecological contract,,

man has with his environment. Whenever modernization causes environmen-

tal degradation, ill health and malnutritÍon ensue until a new equi'lib-
rium can, if ever, be reestablished. Three basic types of ecologica]

disequilibrium are caused by rural transformation. First', there are

dramatÍc environmental disruptions through flooding, deforestatjon, the

introduction of imigation,' or massive resource development projects.

Hughes and Hunter document a large range of diseases associated with
development projects. These include schistomómiasis, transmitted by a

snaiì-born liver fluke, associated with irrigation, river blindness

associated with watercourses, and sìeeping sickness associated with land

cìearing. Not only are new vectors of disease introduced, but changes

in life patterns of the popu'lations involved increase host susceptibiì-
ity to disease.

*see Laurell et a1 (1977) and valverde et. al. (rgll, 19Bo) for adiscussion on these mecïãnisms.
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second, changes in land use patterns, partÍcuìar1y as they relate
'to cash cropp'ing, may have profound ecological ramifications. Dewey

(tglg: 270) reviews three ecoìogica'l impacts of modern agriculture.
(i) A reduction of fallow periods in ecological]y sensitÍve areas

results in deteriorating soils and decìining yields. (ii) Each cropping

involves extensive monocultures requiríng large inputs of fertilizer"s
and pesticides resulting in greater pest resistance, destruction of
trophic levels in the food chain and dÍrectly related chemically in-
duced ill health. (iii) The cash economy "tends tc promote the over-

exploitation of resources for short-term gain, which can ultimateìy

result in declining yieìds. " (see a'lso Takemoto et a'|. lggl). The

eco'logical consequences for dÍets and nutrition include a reduction in

the amount of food harvested over time.

Third, changes in setilement patterns move people from ecologi-

ca'lìy familiar to unfamiliar zones, increases population concentrations,

and extends the mÍgratory range of people, all of which increases the

potential for the transmission of exìsting disease and the introduction

of new ones (Sorkin 1976: 53-54).

In summary, rural transformatÍon impìies changes in man,s rela-
tionship with the environment. In the words of Hughes and Hunter (1970:

480),

"Programs of economic or agricuìtural development,
popuiation relocation, industrial construction--any
program whích either delíberately or inadvertenily
changes pre-existing reìãtionshiþs between man and
any-aspect of hÍs environment (geographic, biological,
social or psychocultural)--must-be-viäwed-from tñe
outset ín terms of an ecoìogícal framework. They
must be viewed as the forgiñg, as it were, of a new
"ecoìogica'l contract" betweeñ man and his surround-
ings, a contract which usual'ly has hidden costs.',
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(b) The Cornmercialization of Agriculture

The commercialization of agriculture generates social and eco-

nomic structures characterized by: (i) type of productive activity;
(ii) control over economic surp'lus; (iii) mígratory status; (iv) family
organÍzation; and (v) nutritional status. These socio-ecnomîc factors
are shown to have greaüer influence over morbidity than environmentaì

factors such as housing, water, quaiíty, sanitatìon and even access to
medical facil ities. Laurel t et al. (t977) found that in iilexico, a sub-

sistence based v'i1'lage with strong social cohesion and relatively auton-
omous control over production exhibited lower morbídity rates than a

more modernízed but socia'lly fragmented vi1ìage characterÍzed by wage

labour and mixed peasant and commercial agricuìture. Grosse (toso¡

substantiates the thesis that the quality of nutrition is a more signÍ-
ficant factor than medÍcal centres and san'itation, even though they too

were found-to be key components. Valverde et al. (1OAO¡, examining four..
diverse El Salvadoran regions comprising intensive agricuiture, urban

slums, subsistence farming and coffee pìantatÍons, found that although

all regions were characterized by: rack of potab're water; unsanitary
waste disposaì, inadequate housing, ecucation and medical care; struc-
tural unempìoyment and very low income; there were strong differences
in nutritional status rerated to income generating activities, food

availability, cl imate, iso'ration, level of community organization,

famiìy composition and access to government programmes. The poorest

nutritional status was found among the wage labour oriented coffee plan-
tation region.

In all studies, lvage Jabour classes fared the poorest. The

generalization was found to appìy equaìly where the labour market com-
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petes for rural subsistence labour. A critical factor is that wage

labour experiences a net energy deficit when input and output are bal-

anced. In a study of Colombian agrÍculture, Taussig (1978) offers evi-
dence that the modernized peasant farmer expends twice as many Kcals as

the traditional farmer (41s,000 per year vs. 173,000 Kcals) due to the

fact that he must spend twice as many labour days on hÍs farm. The

plantation worker's daily caìorie expenditure is twice that of both the

traditional and subsistence farmer (3,500 vs. 1,700 Kcals). Further-

more' both the modern peasant farmer and the plantation workers received

fewer and poorer quality nutrients.
- Social and economic transformation (particuìarìy as it creates

a wage labour class), migratory labour and sociaì fragmentation were

found to be more significant in health and nutrition than environmental

factors

(c) Accessi bi'l i ty to Land

Among Ímpoverished populations, accessibilÍty to land is synony-

mous with control over means of production and means of exchange. A

loss of control over or accessÍbility to land results in a loss of self-
sufficiency and, hence, the ability to maintain health and nutritional
well-being. valverde et al. (1977), in their examination of the rela-
tionship between land availability and nutritional status in Guatemala,

successfu'lìy test the hypothesis that the prevalence of malnutrition
among 2 to 3 year oìd children is þreatest among agricultural workers,

intermediate among small scale farmers, and the least among merchants

and skilled workers. They also successful'ly tested the hypothesis that
the amount of land controlled by the peasant farmer is positively corre-
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lated with the nutritional status of their children. 0f the five occu-

pationa'l groups tested, the poorest nutritional status was found among

the children of fathers who controlled (owned and/or rented) less than

1.4 hectares of 'land ( 37.8% with moderate malnutrition), while the best

nourished were children whose fathers controlled more than 3.5 hectares

(76.7% wi th moderate malnutrition) .

In the Laurell et ar. (rgll) study, the less developed peasant

village, which had a greater degree of indepencient access to ïand and

less reliance on cash crops and credit, exhibited lower generaì morbid-

ity rates than its more modern counterpart (il vs. 15.3 per thousand).

In the more deve'loped vi'l1age, on]y th.e peasant groups with sirnilar
attributes to those in the peasant village had comparably low morbidity
levels.

Dewey (Lg7g), in a study of rural development in Mexico, found

that large agricultural projects tended to result in farmers losing con-

trol over their means of production and in their being drawn into pat-
terns of unequaì exchange. The consequences vrere compromised health

and nutritional status. Dewey (tglg: 2gg) supplements her findings by

citing a study by Marchione-in Jamaica which concluded that "When

market conditions forced small producers to return to greater subsis-

tence farming, nutritional status improved instead of declining.,,

Hence, Dewey is able to make a convincing argument that in spite of
stated goa'ls of land redistribution and socio-economic deveìopment,

development projects which deprive'farmers of free access to land and

control over theÍr means of production, result in compromised nutri-
tiona'l status. This conclusion is in agreement with Fleuret (1979),

who after an intensive riterature review, conc'ludes that there is a



clear relationship between access to

hand and constriction of opportunity

on the other.
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control over land on the one

ill health and malnutrition

(d) Dependency Reìations

Rural transformation tends to foster dependency relationships.
Integration Ínto regíonal and international market systems dictates pat-
terns of production and exchange whÍch enforce an increasing reliance
on imported techno'logies and commercial inputs. Innovations such as

cred'it, fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides and certain new crops put

thê smal'l producer into a high risk positÍon. For the small producer,

unequa'l exchange relations tend to erode alry marginal gains made (Dewey

1979: 267). To use Fleuret's (tglg) words, the "downward cycle of
diminìshing production resources,' tends to marginalize the petty pro-
ducers, transforming them into a class of unskilled labour.

Consumption patterns are also influenced by dependency on exter-
nal market economiês, which dictate what products are both desirable and

availabìe (Bader Lg76; Finney i96s). The marginalized poor tend to
emulate the consumption patterns of the rich. They can least afford
lavish expenditures on pr.ritgious foods whÍch result in an unequaì

return of nutritional value for money spent. The consequences of
dependency reìations are a loss of contro'l over means of production and

exchange and a loss of choice in determining consumption patterns.

(e) Income Increments

EconomÍc development which mereìy results in increments in in-
come has been shown to not necessarily lead to improvements in health

and

and
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and nutritional status. in some of the poorest segments of the popula-

tion an increment in income will result in a larger percentage of in-

come beÍng spent on food (Berg r973a: 40-42). However, monetization of
petty production which increases incomes has been shown to have little
beneficial, ìong-tern effect on nutrit'ion (Dema i969). where cash

income is seasonal, it tends to exaggerate the seasonality of want and

plenty. Cash income is frequentìy diverted away from better nutrition.
According to Fleuret (1979), the sudden amival of cash also tends to

drive up food prices, while inequities in the structure of credit and

savings facilities diverts money away from better consumption. Further-

rnore, the food available for purchase may be scarce or of inferior
quaìity, or cash Íncome must be allocated amorlg many non-food needs.

l.íonetary increments, therefore, are frequenily ilìusory.

Studies in India have shown that income increments '¡ñitiate a

nutrÍtional shift away from wholesome "traditional" foods in favour of

status laden refined foods (gerg 1g73az 44-4s; Jerome et al. igg0).

Peopìe may be spending more and eating more, but at the same time be

left with a nutritional loss. Fleuret again argues that there is no

necessary relation between commerciaìizatÍon, growth in real income and

improved nutritional status. Income allocations tend, rather, to
reflect the socio-economic malaise brought about by poverty. The impor-

tance of status laden non-food iterns and nutritionally inferior refined

foods tend to entrench dependency relations

(f) The Nutritional Shift

' Th" nutritional shift which generalìy accompanies modernization

results in a deterioration in the quantity, variety and quality of
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nutrients available. Dietary habits which are subject to external in-
fluences are the first to be compromised.

Diversity and variety are the guardians of good nutritional
heaith. Díversity is the safeguard against adverse conditions and

severe fluctuations in supply. Nutrient balance is híghìy probable

vrhen a wide variety of cultÍvated and wild food sources are utilized
(Doughty 1979; Fleuret rgTg). t^lith the introduction of modern agri-
culture and with integration into the modern market economy comes a

heightened reliance on a centralized system of world trade which is
dependent on uniformity and limited variety. consequenily, the diver-
sity of avai I able foods is climÍnished. l¡Jhereas in prehistoric times

five million people at one person per 2s sq. km selected their foods

from about 5,000 edible plants, today 4.b billion people (at 25 persons

per sq. km) are reduced to choosing about 150 varieties, of which only

15 foods account f,or most of the basic energy requirements (Doughty

!979: 279). t.lhile modern agriculture concentrates on only a few modern

food crops, diets become monotonous and dependent on the dictates of
the market economy

Not onìy does the market economy reduce the varieties avaiìable,
it often dictates basic changes in the types of staples consumed. Berg

(tgz¡a) described rvhat happened when, Ín India, there was a change from

the use of pu'lses to the use of wheat as a staple food. whereas both
'have a similar caloric content, purses have twice the protein, which is
also of much higher qua'lity. Furthermore, they are much richer in other

nutrients, particuìar'ly iron. The nutritional effect of making this
shift depends on the consumers being able to make up the deficit wÍth a

variety of other foods. Among the impoverished, this'is high'ly unìikely
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to happen.

With a focus on processing and refinement, the market economy

tends to dictate a shift in food preferences, from nutritionally super-

ior "traditional" diets to diets saturated with refined sugars, carbo-

hydrates, and fats. Furthermore, vaìuable nutrients are lost in the

refinement process (Bader 1976; Berg 1973a; Jerome g!. al. 1gg0). The

effects of income increments tends to encourage and accelerate the shift
from "vulgar" traditional foods to prestigíous status foods. In East

Africa, a change in the name for a local type of spinach, from mchicha

to sukuma wiki (meanÍng literally "to push to week until the next pay,'

in'Swahiìi) illustrates that a shift Ín preference fcr nutritionally in-
ferÍor cabbages and lettuce has occurred. Mchicha has been relegated

to being a poor man's food. Berg (i973a) illustrates the same phenomenon

when preferences shift from sorghum to home pounded rice to commercÍaììy

polished rice which occurs with each increment of incorne. Furthermore,

he states that "a statÍstical'ly significant drop in protein intake has

been dÍscerned as incomes rise and cereal diets are 'upgraded,.,, (Berg

1973a:44). The same process can be observed in European cultures where

preferences shifted from heavy, dark breads to super refined whíte

breads with a ìong shelf life. !,lhere such a shift in foo<l preference

occurs among nutritionalìy marginal popuìations, the consequences to
health are grave

It could be argued that the transition from subsistence to com-

merciai food production may resulfin oniy a temporary phase of hardship

which will be dissipated with more economic development. Fleuret (tglg:
18), however' argues that what he calls "transitional malnutrition,, is
rareìy transitional. Instead, "much more frequently attendant institu-
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tional changes embed malnutrition in the new patterns of product.ion,

dÍstribution and consumption." The nutritjonal shift, then,does not

occur.independentìy but occurs as a facet of generaì socio-economic

change.

Maintaíning a good diet ís dependent on maintaining control over

what ís produced and consumed. Ivlead (cited in Lee and Devore 1968:

50 ff.) argues that when a culture is no ìonger self-contained but be-

comes a part of a ìarger po]itical system, dietary patterns become

externally controì1ed by systems of land tenure, trade patterns, labour

markets and restrÍctive legÍstlation. Where a group loses self-suffi-
ciency and internal integrity, diets become rigid, monotonous and defi-
cient. Furthermore, rnarginalized, dependent people become less prone

to make posìtive shifts toward better food habits.

This sectíon has examined hor,r integration into the world market

econorny has marginalÍzed the nutrition and heaith of agrarian peopìe.

The next section examines how the modernization of hunting and gathering

societ,ies, of which the Indian people are a part, jeopardÍzes their
nutrition and health status

C. rn@ THE M0DERN MARKET ECONOMY

Survey'ing the hístory of man's relationship with his environment,

Lee and Devore (1968: 3) comment that "To date, the hunting way of life
has been the most successful and persistent adaptation man has ever

achieved. " The transition from tl'rã hunter-gatherer to the modern market

economy is proving to be paradoxical; in the transitional periods man

has continually exchanged components of good physical health for oppor-

tunities to lÍve an easier life and to Íncrease cultural compìexity
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(Cassidy i980).

The transition from hunter-gatherer socíeties to the modern

industrialized society can be described as taking two streams. First,
the vast majority of the earth's popul'ation has developed into an agrar-

ian society out of a hunter-gatherer base. The adaptation to the agrar-

ian diet has been very graduaì. The section on rural transformation

described the transit'ion into the market economy from within the agrar-

ian context. This discussion focuses on the second stream--the direct
transition from hunting and gathering into the modern market economy.

This stream totally bypasses the agrarian phase providing litile oppor-

tunity for adaptation. This second stream is developed to represent a

paradìgm which relates partÌcuìarly to IndÍan health and nutrition.
An examination of the hunter-gatherer ecology of nutrition and

health forms a theoretical basis for approaching the impact of moderni-

zation on hunter-gatherer societies. since today very few good,

detailed accounts of the ecology of traditional Indian health and nutri-
tion exist (Ray 1974; RÍch 1976), this study makes avajlable a surrogate

examp'le from which generaìizations can be derived. The discussion of
Inuit nutrition and health provides a particularly useful paradigm, as

there are many sfmilarities between the two ecosystems (Berkes and

Farkas 1978). It challenges the presumption that traditional diets are

monotonous and nutritionally deficient, and that life must be wrested

with a great agony from an ungiving environment.* Furthermore, it
expOses the misconception that the poor are poor, malnourished and un-

hea'lthy because they aìways have been poor, malnourished and unhealthy,

*See Cassidy (i980) for an excel'lent argument for studying hunt-ing-gathering food ecoìogy.
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and that they must be lifted out of their misery through modernization.

1. The Inuit Example

The Inuit people of the CanadÍan Arctic have demons'trated a

remarkable adaptability in procuring a livelihood from a harsh environ-

ment. In the past, they were able to maintain good health and nutrition
until contact with the Canadian south dramatically altered their life-
styìes. The case study of the Inuit transition from a nomadic, hunting-

_gathering lifestyle into the twentieth century canadian way of life
offers a textbook-perfect example of what happens when there is a rapid

shift in nutrÍtional and health maintenance systems (Schaefer 1971a).

(a) lhe Environment as provider

The hÍgh Arctic is one of the world's most delicately baìanced

ecosystems.* Although the production of food is tedious]y slow and ihe

conditions of existence are harsh, the ArctÍc has been able to support

life in full abundance for its inhabitants. The inúit, who jnhabit the

Canadian portion of the Arctic have adapted to the seasonal offerings

of what the environment produces. since pìant production is low, a

bulk of thêir sustenance, including nutrient requirements, is derived

from anÍmal sources (the tollowÍng description is taken from Sinclair
1953). Among the coastal Inuit, most of the winter provisions are sup-

plied by the seal: fuel for lighting and cooking; food; skin for boots,

cìothing and containers; sinews for thread and intestines for clothr'ng

and windows. In the spring the walrus and the whale supply food as well

*See T.R. Berger (tsll¡ for a good dÍscussion of the impact ofdevelopment on Arctiè ecology.
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bone for tools. The diet is supplemented by polar bear and muskox. In

the summer, caribou, wolves, hares and wild forvl provide a more varied

diet. Fish is utilized extensiveìy in all seasons.

A lìmited amount of vegetation supplies an important, if smaì1

supplement to the Inuit diet in spring and summer. Berriês, the stalk
of the aromatic angelica, algae, seaweed and the buds and leaves of wil-
ìow provide the most direct source of absorbable carbohydrate. Some

beffies and leaves are dried and stored for wirrter use. An important

source of pìant material is provided indirect'ly through eating the fer-
nlented contents (mostly mosses and lichens) of the caribou stomach. In
the spring the Inuit a]so enjoy the contents of the walrus stomach,

especialìy when it contains the feet of the bivalve Cardium groenlandi-

cum. l^lhereas the coastal Inuit depend heavi'ly on sea ìife, the inland
Inuit reìy much more on the caribou for their basic provisions.

In sp'ite of the nutritional adequacy when food is available, the

environment is limited in the numbers of people it can support. Starva-

tion can be frequent, particularìy when weather Ís bad or when migratory
animals vary their patterns. Hence, sociaì organization has histori-
cally included measures of voluntary popuìation control such as infanti-
cide and geronticide. Nevertheless, strong taboos against food hoarding

assured optimaì distrjbution of ava'ilable food. Though the environment

is harsh, it has been demonstrated to be able to sustain good heaìth

and good nourishment (Sinclair 1953).

(b) Environmental Adaptation

The Inuit are highly adapted to subsÍsting in the Arctic. They

are physioìogically and metabolicalìy adapted to deriving aìmost their
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entire nutrient requ'irements from anímal sources.

For a najority of the v¿orrd's population, energy requirements

(ca'lories) are made up of carbohydrates. The Inuit, however, tradi-
tionally derived 40% of their calories from protein, s5% from fat
and 5% from vegetation (cìements 1970:111). About one half of the

calorÍes were drav¡n from glycoproteins which are bound to protein

molecules. Glycoproteins are abundant in caribou liver (Schaefer 197la).

Anoiher rnajor source of energy is gìycogen found in surface and gut

epÍihelial (skin) layers, which are avid]y consumed by humans and ani-
mals alike (Schaefer 1977). These carbohydrate sources are compìex,

diiiicult to digest and noi readi'ly absorbed.

Though their body buird is much leaner and smaller than the

European's, their nutrjtient requ'irements are much higher. Due to the

co'ld, their basal metabolic rate is about 26% higher than ,'normal',.

Beyond the daiìy 3,000 Kcals required for basic metabolism, an addi-

tional 1,100 Kcals dai]y is needed to heat and humÍdify Ínhaled air
(at -4oo c). It requi'res yet an additional 300 Kcals to heat up the

average dai]y consumpt'ion of 4 kg of meat which is eaten frozen (sin-
clair 1953). Hence, the quantity of food required to sustain the Inuit
tlay of life is proportionaìly large. Sinclair cites reports that up to
15 kg of meat has been eaten on occasion, but none has surpassed the

proverbìal 16 kg of meat and B kg of butter (provÍding 112,000 Kcals)

reported'ly eaten by each of two siberian yakut (sincìair i953).

The Inuit food habits are also naturat'ly adapted to optimize the

food resources. Fish and r¡eat are preferred putrified. particuìariy

favoured is caribou liver fermented inside the moss filled caribou

stonach. Putrification and fermentation is known to break gìycogen down
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ínto a more easiìy digestibre form. The custom of eating raw fresh,
skin and viscera is known to provide a higher content of ascorbic acid
(vitamin c). The habit of nibbìing on frozen food alì day rather than

at one time requires less energy for thawing and heating once the meat

Ís ingested. The consumption of seal liver as well as the lichens and

mosses in the caribotl stomach supplies usuaìly adequate quantities of
vitamin A. The true Inuit, according to sinclair (1953: 78), has

"adapted with extraordÍnary effíciency to subsÍstíng in the Arctic,,.

(c) Traditional Inuit Health and Nutrition

Little evidence of malnutrition and Íll health is found among

traditional Inuit (schaefer. 1971a , rglh Sinclair i953). sinclair, in
comp.i'ling the nutritional data which is presented in Table 5.1, compares

traditional Inuit dietary íntake with the 0xford Nutrition Survey stan-
dard. He demonstrates that in each nutrient category, the Inuit diet is
more than adequate. The importance of seal meat in the coastal inuit
diet cannot be overestimated. The presence of bread, bar.ley, coffee,
etc. indicates a certain amount of modernization has taken pìace, but
the proportÍons are relatively insignificant. Though Table 5.1 denlon-

strates adequacy, Sinclair has some reservations about the adequacy of
ascorbic acid and riboflavin.

The health status of the Inuit has also been shown to be adequate.

Though their ìifestyìe tends to be highìy unhygienic, there is rela_
tive'ly little evidence of infectious disease among the more traditional
Inuit. Among those not adopting western lifestyìes there is an almost

total absence of cardio-vascular-renal disease, tuberculosis, diabietes
mellitus, appendicitis, cancer, or dental carriers (Schaefer 1971a;



Table 5.1

l,lt. of Tota'l
Edible Ca]- pro-

Portion ories tienFoodstuff (g) (cat. ) (s)

Nutritionai value of the Aduit Inuit Daily Diet in 1BB5

Seal flesh

0ther flesh

Capeì in
( sal mon )

Other fish
:
Eggs

Berri es

Bread

Bar'ley and
peas

Sugar

Coffee

860

225

620

370

5

50

27

6

1686

44t

Carbo-
Animal hy-
Proteìn drate Fat(s) (s) (s)

163

4.7

105645

444 61 61 o 11

8110i
i40030
6420i30

163 26

437

Total

0xford Nutrition
Survey standard

Proportion of
standard met (%)

105

6

6.5

Cai -
Iron cium(ms) (ms)

14

103

¿t

19

240
19 1

(Source: Sinclair 1953: 74)

23.2 95

6.1 25

6.2 155

Phos- Caro-
phorus Vit. A tencids(ms) (j.u.) (s)

3359

3000

TL2

377

0

0

3.3

0.1

0.6

0.3

0.4

0

0.3

1686

441

72

524

67 699 56 o

3103530
3022027
62000

373

60
2L

77 40

2025

s081500

36

Thia-
Vit. D rnine
(j.u. ) (ms)

59

i036

0

0

432

14

11

L62 40.5

00
9i0

0

0

r02

Ni co-
tinic
Aci d
(mg )

0.95

0.25

61,44 1.30

159 405

10

401

Ri bo-
f'lavi n

(ms )

42.1

11.0

46. 1

8.5

0

0.2

0.2

0.1

0

0.6

750

0

I

0

0

4407

0

0

0. 15

0.01

0.02

0.01

0. 03

0

0.06

Ascor-
bic Acid

(ms)

54

1000

441.

r.2

0. 32

0. 87

0. 18

0 .02

0.02

0.01

0.02

10364

0

0

833

1244

69

1B

57

0

0

3000

56

6147

7

0

45

0

200

3074

2.78

r.2

232

0

0

i08.8

L2

907

2.64

0

0

1.8

t47

195

30

650
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sinclair 1953). sinclair notes that parasites are very common, but

theÍr effect on health is minimal. This observation is consistent with
that of Berlin and tilarkel l (1977), who explain that among the Aguaruna

Indians of''Peru nutritional sufficiency adequately mitigates against

the effects of parasites.

One can conclude that in the traditional, hunting-gathering ìife-
styìe, the Inuít demonstrate adequate health and nutritional status,

(d) llutritional Shift and Maladaptation

Until the 1950's,the Inuit of the central ArctÍc Ín contrast to

thä coastal Inuit, were living totally tradítional , nomadic 'lÍfesty'les.

Except for the occasional use of bannock bread (flour, lard and baking

soda), sugar, tea and tobacco brought by traders and trappers, they had

seen virtualìy none of the southern 1ífesty'le. After World War II, the

airplane and the northern military jnstallations (D.E.t^l. line) brought

rapid integration into the ma'instream of the modern market economy.

Their rap'id modernization has demonstrated what happens to health and

nutrition (T.R. Berger 1977; Schaefer 197ia, ig7lb).

The greatest impact of acculturation has been orr changed eating

habits and food preferences. I,lhereas in the past the Inuit ate one big

meal a day while in the meantime nibbling on frozen char or caribou;

today, they eat three rich mears while continuing to nibble, but on

chocolate, cand'ies and soft drinks. Moreover, they also have taken to
a more sedentary 'lifestyle. The most important change is reflected in
the rapid growth in the consumpt'ion of refined sugars and a decline in
the consumption of protein. Table s.z illustrates how in eight years

sugar has come to contribute 44% of the total carbohydrate intake.
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Tahie 5.2 Ann ua I
drates

per Capita ConsumptÍon of
in Pangnirtung-Cumberland

Rapidìy Absorbed Carbohy-
Trading Area 1959-1961

Per Capìta % of(lbs) Total cHO

CERIALS AND FLOUR

Per Capita CHO Content % of Total(lbs) (lbs) CHOConsumed

SUGAR IN ALL FORMS

Year

1959

1960

1964

1967

26

37.6

65.5

L04.2

18.1

22.4

30.2

44.2

156.3

173.5

20t.3
I75.9

7r7.2
130.1

15i.0
131.9

81.9

77 .6

69.8

65 .8

*cH0 content of cereals and flour varies somewhat, but averages 7s%,taken here as basis for calculatÍon.
In Canada (i960) 46.7% of calorjes derived from carbohydrates were
consumed in form of sugar and sugar products.
(Source: Schaefer l97l: 10)

In eight years' sugar consumption quadrupìed while the more complex

carbohydrates contributed by cereals and flour dropped front BZ% to 52%.

Much of the added consumption is in the form of soda pop. In Barrow,

Alaska, it is estimated that peopìe consume an average of seven, 10

f]. oz. cans of soda pop per person per day (T.R. Berger r97l: ib3).
lnJhereas in former times up to 95% of the calories were derived from

animal sources, aìmost one harf come today from refined sugars. The

nutritional, metabo'lic and health consequences are manifest in the

symptoms of severe ma'ladaptation.

Nutritionalìy, acculturation results in a decrease Ín overall
calories, PFotêins and fats while carbohydrate consumption is increased.

In the following tab'le, four Inuit communities, at different levels of
acculturation are compared with tradÍtional inuit diet compiled by



Table 5.3 1964 Daiìy per
Four Canadian
Diet 1BB5

lt6

Capita Consumption of ltlajor Nutrients ínInuit Settlements vs. Traditional Inuit

Total
Cal orí es

Protei ns
(ems)

Fat
(Gms )

Carbohydrates
(ems)

Holman Island
Coppermi ne

Pangnirtung and
Cumberl and Sound

Frobisher Bay

Tradi ti onal *

2,959

2,536

2,7gB

2,097

3 ,359

280

271

318

t28
377

79

64

53

57

t62

230

2L3

254

254

59

*Si'nclair

( Source:

( 1953: 74)

Schaefer 1971a: 11)

Sinclair. Holman Island is the least acculturated and Frobisher Bay is
urban and hence the most modern. The most striking difference between

Sinclair's data and Schaefer's Holman Island data is the virtual
absence of carbohydrates, and that 15% more calories , 26% more protein
and 5I% more fat is consumed by the traditional Inuit studied by Sin-
clair than the most traditional of Schaefer's communities. The nutri-
tional costs of substìtuting imported meats for traditional meats is
reflected in the fact that traditional meats suppìy on the average 40%

more protein whi'le imported meats contain eight times more fat
(Schaefer I97T).

The metabolic consequences of maladaptation are most apparent in
the inuit intolerance for rapidìy absorbed carbohydrates. Robson and

Wadsworth (7977) report a general carbohydrate intolerance among protein-
based hunter-gatherers who are accul turated to western diets. Whereas
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traditional diets do not challenge the b'iological endocrÍne-metabolic

stabilizing systems, the modern diet, high in refined carbohydrates,

causes wild fluctuations in the blood sugar levels (Robson and Wadsworth

1977; Schaefer 7977a). When refined sugars are ingested, the result is
overstimulated insulin production, growth hormone production (in chil-
dren) and in the catechoromine and gìucocorticoid producing glands.

The consumption of alcohol creates the most impelling impact on

carbohydrate intolerant systems. None of the studies reviewed reported

any use of alcoholic beverages in traditÍonal hunter-gatherer diets.
whereas alcohol is a very rapid]y absorbed carbohydrate (ethanol =

C2H50H; g'lucose = C6H1206), it has been argued that carbohydrate intol-
erance is essentiaì ìy responsible for the especíai'ly debil itat,ing effect
of alcohol'on Inuit and Indian social fragmentation (Scfraefer lecture
1977). Originally, the taste for sweets and alcohol saved cosily bio-
chemical conversions of glycogen which took longer to digest. Today,

with easy access to sugar and alcohol this taste is atavistic and poten-

tíally harmful (Schaefer r977). According to schaeffer (tgzta: 16),

"the metabolic turbulence created by a shÍft in diet is largeìy respon-

sible for the less than pleasant ouilook. "

The consequences of maìadaptation are rapidìy becoming evident
in the Inuit health status. The modernization-índuced changes in
dietary patterns are being manifested in a rapid rise in the diseases

of cÍvilization. It can generally be assumed that a rapid increase in
diabetes rates wíll follow twenty years after acculturatÍon (Schaefer

1971a). In ten years, episodes of diabetes have tripled. Episodes of
gal1 bl adder disease are steadi ly increasing as wel'l . In Inuvi k, gal.l

bladder operations outnumbered all other operative procedures in the
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mid to late sixties. The phenomenal Íncrease in dental carries, an

accurate measure of the "sugar climate,,as well as acne vulgaris,is
directly related to sugar consumption. Atherosclerotic disease and the

classic degenerative diseases are also on a dramatic upswÍng. Also

common are obesity and hypertension, whÍch have 'long been associated

with rapid modernízation (Robson and l,ladswoyth IglT). Changes in infant
feeding practices--from breast to bottle feeding--have led to increases

in otis media (middle ear infection) and respiratory and intestÍnal
infectÍons. Changing patterns of fertility have been observed where

bottle feeding has been practiced. Breast feedirÍg has an ovulation-
inhlniting effect which is lost when botile feeding Ís adopted (Hiìdes

and Schaefer 1973)

h/hereas Euro-canadians have had over a century to adapt to
changÍng dietary patterns, the Inuit have had a mere thirty years

However, the question of overall maladaptation Ís raised by Schaefer.

The Inuit experience has telescoped the general experience of agrarians

into a very short time period. schaefer posits the possibirity that
the Inuit experience is a paradigm for the European,s long-term mal-

adaptation to the modern diet

2.

The Inuit example focused on a specific case study of hunter-
gatherer aCaptation, modernization and maladaptation which is in many

respects similar to the Indian experience. 0n the basis of a broader

literature review of nutrition and health among hunter-gatherers,*

*Barnes 1970; Berkes and
Burgess and Dean 1962: Cassidy

Farkas 1978; Berlin and Markell 1977;
1980; Clements L970; Dewey 1979; Ooughty
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four generalizations can be made. These genera'l izations function as a

surrogate to suppìement information on health and nutrition lacking for
the Indians of northern l,lanitoba.

(a) The Ecological Determinent Ín Food Systems

Hunter-gatherer food systems are determined by the ecosystems

which they occupy. The two basic food systems are: (i) trre protein-
meat based systems, for example, Inuit (Sinclair 1953), Indian (Berkes

and Farkas 1978)o Guaryarki (Jerome et al. 1980), and (ii) carbohydrate-
p]ant based systems (also incìuding meat), for exampìe, iKung (Lee

1968), Tswana (Grivetti IgTg), Aguaruna (Berlin and lrtarkel 1 Ig77). What

both have ín common is that their food ís stored in the environment and

íts retrÍeval depends on their intimate knowledge of the environment to
accurately predict the food's whereabouts. General principles have been

established that whether the environment is abundant (e.g. Kalahari

Desert or Zaire rainforest) or harsh (e.g. Arctic tundra, boreal forest),
a well balanced diet can be achieved. Rich environments are complex,

diverse and very productive. Harsh environments are simp'le, lack diver-
sity and can support only smaller populatÍons. whereas rich environ-
ments produce a broad range of edibles (the tswana utí lize 240 species

of p'lants, 23 of which make up 90% of their diet--Grivetti rgTg), they
also host many more disease agents than do simple environments (Dunn

1e68)

A comparison of the productivity of plant material in various

1979; Dubos 1968; Dunn 1968; Furnass
1979:' Lee and DeVore 196g; Robson and
1977; Sínclair 1953; yesner i980.

1970:' Jerome et aJ. 1980; Grivetti
Wadsworth 197;-Schaeffer !97Ia,
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Table 5.4 varíatÍons r'n primary (plant) production in variousTerrestrial Ecosystems

Ecosystem
New Primary Produçtiqn (Dry Matter)

Ftean (g¿/m¿/yr.)-

140

800

1,200

2,ooo

(Adapted from Berkes and Farkas I97B: ISI)

The less productive the ecosystem is in pìant materiaìs, the less
diversÍty there is in the diet and the greater the relÍance on a few

essential components. Generally, the less productive the environment,

the greater is the reliance on animal resources. The Indians inhabit-
ing the boreal forest thus denronstrate a greater nutritional diversity
than do the Inuit (Berkes and Farkas 197g).

, (b) Good Health, NLrtrition and Adaptation

Good health and nutritíonal status is evident in those pre_

historÍc and modern hunter-gatherer populations which are stable and

well adapted to theír environments'(Barnes 1970; Dubos 1968; Dunn 196g).
Bio'logicaì adaptation is oriented toward withdrawing needed nutrients
in sufficient amounts from available food resources without sacrificingrr I v¡¡vsu J(

nutritional efficiency. Hunter-gatherers in papua, New Guinea can

Tundra and A'lpine
Boreal Forest
Temperate and Deciduous Forest
Tropical Rainforest
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efficiently function with less than 2,000 Kcals (Robson and l,ladsurorth

L977) while the Inuit need up to 3,500 Kcals (sinc'lair 19s3). physÍo.l-

ogical adaptations in body size, form and grov,rth rates are responsive

to environmental conditions (Yesner 1980). Hunter-gatherers generaììy
have a smaller amount of food intake relative to physical activity than

do agrarians (Robson and lnladsworth Ig77).

In summary, in a natural envÍronment, balanced health and nutri-
tion is characteri'zed by: (i) isolation and limited contact; (ii) small

population units; (Íii) comprehensive resource utijization with litile
permanent ecoiogicaì disturbance; (iv) intimate association with fellow
humans and the environment; (v) mobiìity; and (vi) a wide diversity in
environmental inputs (Barnes 1970; Dunn 1968). Few, if any, popu.lations

today exhibit these characteristics. These characterístics, however,

point out the optima'l conditions for ecological adaptation.

(c) Nutritional shift: physioìogical and Socia'l Maladaptation

l4ajor shifts in the diet cal I for physio'logica] and metabolic
adaptation. lnJhen hunter-gatherer groups undergo a radicar shift, the
adaptation is not always biologicaily or culturalìy successfuj. Accord-
ing to Robson and Wadsworth (Ig77: 195), ,,The physiologicaì change

associatåa with adaptation to new diets, infections, and climate may

have triggered new forms of pathology. These modern diseases are prov-
Íng to be equa'l ly as lethal as were trauma and infectÍons before the
era of asceptic surgery and antibi-ôtics.,,

The shift from hunting-gathering directly into the modern market
economy v¡hich bypasses agrarÍan stages represents the most radical
change possibìe- Yet the greatest risk of maìadaptation occurs when a
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population shifts from a protein-meat based diet direcily into a refined

carbohydrate diet. Reflecting on the last 200 years of dietary change

among Europeans, Robson and wadsworth (1977: 196) even questíon the

graduai shift they have made. "Some physiological and metabolic adapta-

tion may have taken place over this shorter period of time but the ques-

tÍon arises whether effícient adaptation to one mode of diet over thou-
sands of years is inappropríate when the new and very different nutri-
tional insults of recent times have to be faced.,,

In the face of continual bio'logical maladaptation, it has been

assumed that man's continuing existence has depended on cultural and

soõial adaptation (Dubos 196g: gZ ff.). llowever, when a socÍety is
undergoing rapid modernization, its ability to maÍntain socio-cultural
adaptation may also be questioned. The relationship between the Inrrit
metabolic intolerance to alcohol (psychic disorder-inducing food addi-
tives notwithstanding) and psycho-soc.ial trauma is a good exampìe.

Where modernization threatens or debilitates cultural and socíal adapta-

tiono bioìogicaì factors are unleashed. Among the Inuit, unemployment,

constricted options and the loss of cultural traditions, socía'l dignity,
personal satisfaction and independence are "at the root of the huge

alcohoj problem inundating the Canadian North in a flood of booze, mur-

der, suicides and accidents." (Schaefer I97l: ZS).

(d) Hunter-Gatherers and Agriculturalists: A comparison

Hunter-gatherers tend to bê better adapted to theÍr environments

and are healthier and better nourished than their agrarian counterparts.
In an archaeologicaì study of two pre-historic Indian cultures in what

is nol Kentucky, cassidy (igao: 118 ff.) compared nutnition and health
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in an agrarian and a hunting-gatheríng society. He concluded that:
(i) the hunter-gatherer is more sure of his food supply in the face of
drought, f'loods or other natural disaster. A greater diversity and

dietary selectivity reduces the risk associated with agriculture.
Hunter-gatherers tend to experience more frequent and seasonal food

shortages than agrarìans, but they are of shorter duration and are less

random in occurrence; (ii) the hunter-gatherer tends to suffer fewer

deficiency diseases such as beriberi, sprue, pelegra, rickets and

kwashiorkor. These diseases díd not appear until a dependence on

cereals was developed; and (iii) the hunter-gatherers have experienced

better health due in part to their social organization. In the past

they were able to avoid such crowd diseases as plague, tuberculosis,

typhoid, influenza, measles, smal'l pox. These were rare or non-existent

untiI contact was made with "crowd cultures".

Cassidy contrasted the health status of the two types of society.

The agrarian society gave evidence of lower life expectancy, higher

infant mortality, more children's infectious diseases, rampant tooth

decay (which was unusuai among hunter-gatherers), higher mortality among

children aged 2 to 4, and more severe food shortages. frlalnutrition
among weanling chÍldren accounted for tlre increased mortality in that
age group. whereas it can be conclusively argued that agrarians who

are relative]y unaffected by modernizing Ínfluences exhibit better
health and nutrition than their "modernized" counterparts, the hunter-
gatherers (now hypothetically) extiibit the most ideal levels of health

and nutrition (Dubos 196g).

In summary, the hunter-gatherer has been shown to reflect optimal

ecologica] equilibrium in his relationship to the environment and to
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exhibit characteristics closest to a hypothetical ideal of health and

nutrition. Though man is hÍghìy adaptable, the process of modernization

and underdevelopment has been shown to clebilitate and degrade the integ-
rity of the Inuit way of life by threatening their very existence.

Their integration jnto the modern market economy of the South, with all
its institutÍons, consumer goods and resource needs constitutes part of
the general process of underdeveìopment. Moreover, when the integrity
of the Inuit way of life conflicts with the reality of the modern way of
life, the consequences to health, nutrition and the social fabric may

literalìy be life threatening. Examining the Inuit experience, which

occuffed with an almost instantaneous nutritional shÍft, opens the pos-

sibility of questioning the consequences to health and nutrition of
agrarian people as wel l. In the words of cassidy (1980: r4z) , ,,vn/e are

onìy now' as we come out on the other side of what might be called

'agricultural-superiority ethnocentricism,, in a position to realize
the fatal bargain u,e, as agricuìturalists, seem to have made." The

point of this discussion is to be neither pessimìstic nor fatalistic,
but to pìace modernizatioh and underdevelopment on a block for closer
scrutiny in order to better understand the dynamics which perpetuate

poverty, ill health and malnourishment.

D. CONCLUSION

Underdeveiopment and modernization processes tend to impoverish

the health and nutritionar well-being of marginalized people. This

chapter has demonstrated, through the use of holistic, eco'logical

models, that the maintenance of good health and nutritional welì-being
depends on maintaining contror over means of production, exchange, and
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maintaining the freedom to choose consumption patterns. It was shown

that people sacrifice their independence, their health and their nutri-
tional well-being when modernization forces a socíety to be transformed

from one mode of life to another and when that society is integrated
into the modern market economy. The blame for il I health and malnour-

ishment is often placed on the impoverished people's failure to adapt

to the new conditions. This discussion has shown them to be maladaptive

responses to cumulated environmental effects of modernization, over

which they have no control. l,{odernÍzation was seen to generate mal-

adaptive responses not only among the impoverished and marginalized,

but also among the beneficiaries of the modern way of life.
The ecologica] approach demonstrates that biotogical forces are

not alone responsible for ill health and malnutrÍtion. Economic struc-
tures and social relations of production, exchange and consumption

determÍne the character of the relationship between man and nature and

consequently the type of pathology affecting him. Socio-economic condi-
tions interact in such a way as to determine the structure that un_

leashes and transforms the biorogica] phenomena. The expìanations

available in the ecologica].approach offer a valuable contribution to
explaining the underdevelopment of health and nutrition.

In the next chapter, ihe Manitoba Indian's interaction with the

fur trade will be examined to demonstrate how an elucídation of the

historic process of underdeve'lopment and contemporary processes of
modernization can help to explain conditions of appaììing i'lì health
and malnourishment today.



CHAPTER Vi

THE INDIANS AND THE FUR TRADT: FROFI INDEPENDENT SELF.

SUFFICITNCY TO IMPOVERISHI.IENT, DISEASE AND MALNUTRITION

A. INTRODUCTION

A huntíng-gathering society which Ís ecological'ly well adapted

has a store of sociaì, cu]tural and natural resource wealth to sustain
a satisfactory level of well-being. The previous chapter demonstrated

that adequate nutritional and health levels could be achÍeved under very
rigorous condi ti ons . Thi s chapter v,ri 1 

'l descri be how the tradi tional ly
wejl adapted, self-sufficient Indian way of life became -impoverished

through contact with the fur trade. This discussion emphasizes the

importance of the socíal, cu'ltural, economic and envÍronmental resource

base for sustaining good nutrition and health. Through the use of the

historical process method, it will be demonstrated how the loss of self-
sufficiency and how the degradation of the resources necessary to sus-

tain well-being resu'lted in hunger and disease.

This chapter is in three main parts. The first part describes

the wealth of resources whÍch presumab'ly sustained the Indians in pre-
contact days and how this wealth became indispensable to the nascent fur
trade. The second part examines hov,¡ this wea'lth was expropriated by the

merchant capítalists, and hotv thís loss resulted in the Indians bejng

ravaged by epidemics of European diseases. Fina]]y, this chapter dis-

L26
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cusses the impact of resource exploÍtation on nutrition and health to
establish the hypothesis that a society's good nutrition and good heaìth
are ínextricabìy linked rn¡ith maintaining control over the lvealth of its
indigenous resources.

B. THE INDISPETSAqLT INDIGENOUS RTSOURCE BASE

Life for the originaì inhabitants of the boreaì forest was harsh

and demanded an intimate understandÍng of the resources the environment

had to offer- Nevertheless, the Indian people had evolved the socia'I,
cultural and economic resources to derive from it an adequate level of
subsistence. Not unlike the Inuit, who occupied a yet harsher environ-
mento the Indians were known by the early fur traders not to have suf-
fered either from malnutrition nor from many of the diseases known to
the Europeans (Ray i974; Rich 1976). The Indians were so successfully
adapted to the northern environment that they provided a rvealth of cul-
tural, economic and technologica'l resources (not to speak of food and

furs) which the European fur traders found to be indispensable to their
trade. This section brief'ly describes the wealth of indigenous resour-
ces urhich the Indians can be assumed to have enjoyed before they were

contacted by the fur traders.

1. Envi ronment

The Indian tribes of,the Manitoba region were well adapted to
utilÍzing a variety of ecosystems. The cree, who predominangy occupied

the boreal forest, utere among the more adaptab'le of the Indian tribes.
In their seasonal mígrations they regu'lar'ly exploited the environments

of the chipewyan in the North and the Assiniboine Ín the south (see
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Fíg. 3.1). From the chipewyan, who exproited the southern fringe of
the Arctic tundra, the cree learned the ways of the caribou. From the
Plains Cree and the Assiniboine, who occupied the parkìands and grass_

lands, they learned the ways of the buffaro. In the winter the cree
moved out of thejr northern environment into the park'land belt in the
neighbourhood of the Assiníboine who moved north for the winter.
According to Ray (1974) it was through the overlapping economic systems

that the tribes of the grassiands, forests and parkìands came into con-
tact t'rith each other. This contact encouraged an exchange of ideas and

technology. TheÍr ability to exploit all of these ecologicaì zones

gave them a great deal of resource flexibility. According to Leacock
(1973: BB), "intimate knowledge about animal habitats in relation to
types of terrain app'lies u¡ide'ly and affords a large number of alterna-
tive choìces of hunting, and greater flexibility in responses to changes

in anímal popu'lation.,' An elderìy hunter, whom she interviewed in the
1960's, could detaÍ'l a map covering more than 40,000 square miles of
hunting territory. He also knew precisely where the most abundant re_

sources were located; he was not considered atypical of many eìderìy
hunters she interviewed

2. Diet

The diet of the traditional Cree has been assumed to have been

adequate in all known respects (Berkes and Farkas 1g7g; sinclair 1g53).
A recent study of the wild food inventory harvested by the Eastern James

Bay Cree has indjcated that the northern environment produces a wide
variety of anímal and vegetable food resources (cited in Berkes and

Farkas 1978). The contemporary "traditional,, cree harvest 15 specÍes
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of mammals (out of zB available), 20 out of 90 species of birds and

nine species of fish (Berkes and Farkas 1978; Rogers 1963). The animals

considered most important in the diet are caribou, moose, bear, muskrat,

beaver and also fish (Feit 19i3).

The big game animals, aìong with beaver, were the most preferred,

as they are the most efficientìy harvested. They supply the most cal-
oríes of food energy for the energy put out to harvest them.* One

moose can supp'ly 100,000 Kcals per man day of labour. In seasonal aver-

ages, moose supply 16,000 Kcals/man day, fish 10,000/man day, and small

game 3,000/man day (.reit 1973). According to a L976 study (Berkes and

Farkas 1978), the animal categories suppìied the following percentage

of the total harvest: big game 36.3%, fish zs.3%, water fowl 23%, fur
mammal s 17.4%, small game s .s% and sea mammais Z.s%. In spite of the

calory efficiency of big game, they could not always be relied upon.

In times of a big game shortage, the Indians relied on what Berkes and

Farkas (1978) called the "fish-hare economy". The fish-hare economy is
made up of the more diverse and abundant, if less energy efficient,
smaller animals, birds and fish which occupy a lower trophic level in
the animal ecosystem. For the traditional Indian, the fish-hare economy

formed a significant buffer against hunger.

One way in which the Indians guarded against hunger was by pre-

serving meat as pemmican, which was made of dried, pounded meat, animal

fat and berries- Penrmican was one of the most important Indian food

contributions to the fur trade, as it was nutritious, it stored well,
and it was easily transported.

*See Pimental (tgzg: 29) for a discussion of food energy yields.
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Plant material supplied a small yet significant source of calor-
'ies, vitamins and minerals. Like the Inuit, the traditional Indian con-

sidered the contents of the caribou stomach a delÍcacy. However, unlike

the Inuit, the Indians had a larger variety of plant foods to suppìy

their carbohydrate needs. In the lakes region east and south of Lake

wi nn i peg , there was an abundance of wi I d ri ce ( Ray Lg7 4). I¡lhere wi I d

rice was not available, berries, leaves and syrup made from birch, pine

and mapìe vlas consumed. Teas made from juniper and pine needles pro-

vided a valuable source of VitamÍn C. Labrador tea, aìso hjgh in Vita-
min c, was extensively used as a remedy for scurvy. In fact, scurvy-

ridden sailors who arrived in North America after the lengthy sea voyage

quìckly recovered after being given labrador tea. Labrador tea was also

known to be an effective sedative (Rich 1976).

3. Heal th

Little can be said wÌth certainty about pre-contact health ex-

cept that if one can assume an adequate diet, good health should follow
suit (cassidy 19s0). Rich (1976) documents evidence from early fur
trade journaìs which jndjcated that little sickness other than coìds,

chest pains and some consumption r^,as observed among the Indians. They

were considered to be a hearty, robust breed. According to Rich (1976:

50), when they did fall ill, ,,they showed great powers of recovery un_

less some psycho'logocial factor upset them; and they wrought some not-
able cures from time to time. " With the meagre evidence from earìy con-

tact journals, supplemented by studies on hunting-gatherer health and

Inuit health, one can assume that there was relativeìy little mortaìity
from infectious or nutritional diseases. lrluch of the mortality was
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probably from frequent periods of starvation or from degenerative

di seases .

4. Periodic Hunger

In spite of good generaì nutrition, starvation was frequent,
imminent and a constant source of anxÍety to the Indians (Feit 1973;

Leacock 1973; Rogers 1963). changes in moose or carÍbou migratory pat_
terns, incìement weather or changes in vrater levels affecting the musk-
rat and beaver frequent]y threatened .their food suppì.y. December

through January were particularly strenuous months. , Many of the
Indians' adaptive responses were oriented around counteracting the
constant threat of food shortage. Their profound knowledge of the
environment, their social organr'zation, economic structures and tech-
nological ingenuity were oriented toward maximizíng their resource
potential and minimizÍng the threat of hunger.

The Indian socÍar organization was high'¡y frexibre in the face
of hardship. When starvation was impending they divided their bands

into unÍts of two to four families and redistributed themselves through-
out their hunting temitories.* This allowed them to shift Ínto lower
trophic levels of resource use, such as the fish-hare economy, to
stretch meagre food suppìies.

5. Economy and Technology

The Indians had litile
for persona'l aggrandizement.

reason or scope to accumuìate surpluses

Their nomadic ìifestyle limited the amount

*See Leacock
band organization.

(1973) for an exceilent discussion on pre-contact
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of food that could be stored or transported. Reinhard (1976) likens

their knowledge of surplus stored in the environment with the availabil-
ity of cash and credit surp'luses in the market economy. t4uch of the

exchange which did take place took the form of ceremonial gift-giv-ing.*

The means of exchange was based on the princip'le of "balanced recipro-
city" (E'lias 1975). An equal redistribution of meagre resources was

instrumental in sustaining life for the majority of Indian society.

The technology of production anC food procurement, though simple

and often crude, was we]1 suited for the harsh conditions of the north-

ern environment. In fact, the indian technology of transportation

(canoe, snowshoê, travois), housing (teepee, wigwam), food preservation

(freezing, drying, pemmican), leather clothing, and hunting (traps and

snares, bows and arrows) was so well adapted that it was to become

absoluteìy essential to the success of the fur trade (Ray 1974; Rothney

le75 ) .

6. The Indispensable Indian

When the fur traders first made contact with the western Indians,

they became total ]y dependent on the I ndí an ' s I i festyl e. l4any Euro-

Canadians joining the fur trade themselves had to adopt Indian ways to

survive (Innes 1g56: 131-134). until the 1g00,s the fur traders had

onìy sparse provisions of European foods. Flour, oatmeal, rice, raisins,
butter", cheese, beef and pork were supplied mainly for Christmas and

speciaì occasions (Rich 1g76). 0therwise they had to survive on what

the Indians had to offer by vray of fresh provisions. Rich (1926) notes

- *See Ray (19742 65-69, 137-139) for a good discussion of therole of ceremonial gift-giving in the fur traãe.
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that whites living on thís natural diet, in spite of the fact that many

of them were sickìy rvhen they first arrived from Europe, experienced

better health and used fewer medications than those'living off European

prov'isions.

The fur traders apparently had few medical concerns. Rich (1976:

53) maíntains that the journal writers were more interested in food than

in health, which was "faithfully reflected by the predominance of diet-
ary documentation over medical. " The traders considered that a surgeon

was worth hís salt only if he came as a trader or a traveller. One

trader at Rainy Lake was cyn'icaì about doctors when, in an 1g25 report,
he wrote:

"[T]here had been no kind of sickness till Doctors
were impor!99 ov the Hudson's Bay company and the lateEarl of Selkirk: since then sic-kness'inäreases inproportion with the number of Doctors.,,

(cited in Ri ch t976: b3)

The success of the fur trade depended first of all on the Indian

huntÍng-gathering ìifestyle. They were wiì'ling to travel immense dis-
tances at great risk and hardship; they knew how to survive in the wil-
derness, and they intimately knew their envjronment. The fur trade

depended on the Indians not onìy as providers of furs, but also as the

chief provisioners of food. They supplied meat, fish, waterfowl, wild
rice, berries,* and some medicants. John 0gÍlvy, an agent of the North-

west company wrote, "They alone supply aìl the food on which the

. *Among the numerous berries available were: blueberry, rasp-perry, mossberfJ, bokeappìebemy, huckeloérw, strawbeiw, góér.bead-berry, and Saskatoon Oei^i^y.
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company's servants subsist; without which they could be compelled to
abandon three fourths of the country, and a'|1 the valuable part of the

trade." (cited in innes 1956: 236). Furthermore, urithout their ser_

vices as guides, porters, voyageurs and interpreters, the fur trade
could not have been camied out. The Indian lifesty]e and mode of pro-
ductíon u,as so essential to the fur trade that it persisted for almost

two hundred years of fur trade activity.

c. !!!u
The traditl'onal self-sufficÍency of the Indian provided a con-

stänt dilemma for the nascent eighteenth century fur trade. The Indían
way of life was so central to the success of the fur trade that in west-

'ern Canada it became a barrier to the ascendency of merchant cap.italism.
For the market econo¡ry to r^rork, the fur merchants needed to be able to
contro'l exchange relatíons (which they cou'ld) and the mode of production
(whfch they could not). The fur merchants' dilemma was to get out from

under their dependence on the Indians' control over production without
having the fur trade coilapse around them. The Indians were quick to
recognize that the fur trade depended on their voluntary cooperation;
they aìso learned to be adept at using theír self-sufficiency to extract
beneficial terms of trade (Ray 1974: 134, 207). However, Ín,time the
tables were to be turned.

ntil the late 1700's, most of the Indian tribes, with the excep-

tion of the woodland cree, were still happiìy independent. The chipe_
wyan Indians of the North, who Samuel Hearne observed to be spared close
contact with the fur trade, had litile need for European goods. In his
journa'l , he commented that it was ,'well known that those who have the
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least intercourse with the Factories, are by far the happíest.,, (cited
in Rothney 1975: 65). The plains Indians retained a fierce independence

well into the 1800's. They also had littje need for European provisions
(Innes 1956: 236). The Woodland Cree, who were the first to be ex_

p'loited' were also the first to give up their independence. Theír role
as middlemen in the fur trade facilitated their rapid integration ínto
the market economy. untíl the decline of fur productivity they virtu_
a'l]y controlled the trading of furs Ín the york Factory hinterland.
consequentìy, they were left very vulnerable to the vagaries of the fur
market and depended on the continuing productivity of the fur bearing
anr'nlals' The woodland cree, in their role as middlemen) came the clos-
est of all the tribes to resembling what merchant capitalism could

'recogn'ize as a dependent labour class.

The usual coloniai methods of creating a dependent labour class
which would be available to merchant capitalism elsewhere was not avail-
able to the fur merchants in western canada. They could neither make

the Indians into slave labourers, as they could in the hlest IndÍes, nor
into currency-dependent labourers, as they could Ín Africa or Latin
America. The Indian role in extracting and transporting fur, as wel ì
as supp'lying the fur trade with food and back-up services, v,,as too cen-
tral to the functionÍng of the fur trade system. The only real means

of control at the merchants, disposal was through terms of trade, con_

sumer goods and dipìomacy. They were able to successfulìy use líquor
and credit to achieve control. However, what finally reduced the Ind_
ians to a state of dependency was their rore as single-comrodity pro_
ducers' This coincided with the deterioration of their resource base.
l^Jhether or not the use of these mechanisms to create dependency was
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alvrays consciously intentional, they ultimately were successful.

Rum and spirits, along with tobacco, fÍrearms and ammunition,

vrere the chief commodities traded with the Indians to make them depend-

ent on other European goods (Innes 1956: 235). Liquor was particuìar'ly
favoured as a trade item. It could be carried in concentrated form and

be diluted for sale. One canoe could carry r50 worth or rum and return
with !500 of furs for a ten-fold profit (Rothney l97sz 9l). Further_
more' it was the piece de resistance for the indians. l,lith their addic-
tion to rum effectively íncapacitating their ability to bargain, the
traders were able to capitalíze by trading at extortíonate rates of
exôharrge.

In the period of the Hudson's Bay company monopoìy, rum and

spt'rits served essentiaì]y as an enticement to trade. However, after
competitÍon v,ras opened in 1763, rum became a high demand item. Indians
began to refuse to trade without it. The peak in the trade of rum and

spiríts was between 1790 and 1820. Between 1802 and 1804, when rum con-

sumption peaked' an average of 19,400 gallons were traded annualìy
(Innes 1956: 269). At the heÍght of competition, many traders advo-

cated that rum and tobacco be used to make the Indians dependent on

turopean goods (Innes 19562 236; Rothney 1975:97). By the 1820,s, how-

ever' it was widely recognized that liquor was destroying the indians,
usefulness to the trade. After Lord simpson became governor in r}zz,
he attempted to reguìate l'iquor and return it to its former role as

enticement and for competition (Ray 1974: 19g; Rothney l97s:100).
However, liquor had already done its work.*

*The fur trade's use
East India Company's use of

of ìiquor is similar in
opium. Whereas rum was

many hrays to the
produced by t^lest
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The Hudson's Bay Company's introduction of credit became another
effective tool for creating dependency. l,Jhereas rum was most efficient
ín subduing the fiercely índependent plains Indians, credit came into
use jnitial'ly to al levÍate the starving Wooclìand Cree. The fur trade
had already seriously disrupted their delicately balanced lifestyle.
consequently, they began to experience severe hardship. It was soon

recognized that credit could also be used to hold the Indians in perpe-

tual debt to and dependence on their trading post. The Indians v{ere

outfitted on credit wíth goods, increasingry consÍsting main'ry of food
items, for the coming winter. The practice of basing credit on the fol-
ìowing year's harvest forced the Indians to return year after year to
the same trading posts. They were virtualìy denied the possibiìity of

'bargaining for a better rate of exchange, or accumulating any surpluses.
The oppressiveness of credÍt was recognized by the Aborigina.l

Protection Society. In one of their reports they c'laimed that,,To com-

plete their entire dependence on the company, they are, by the custom

of giving aìl the articles suppìied to them on credit, invariabìy kept
in debt--another powerful means of repressing the energies and advance-
ment of any people, whether barbarous or civirized.,' (cÍted in Rothney

1975: 86).

The use of rum, tobacco, ammunitiion and credit in creating
dependency became more coercive in the period fronr 1820 to i870. The

fur merchants now became much more expìicit in their goaìs of manipulat-
ing, caio]ing or forcing the Indians tnto a position where they wouìd

Indies slave labour
labour in Benga'l to
spices from China.
reflected a globaì,

to be used in Canada, opium
be used in extorting siiks,
According to Rothney (1975;
capita'l istÍc ouilook.'

was produced by slave
tapestries, teas and
i00) the use of 'liquor
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better suit the cononric interests of merchant capitalism. In an uns I gn-

ed letter wrítten in r8z7 from Fort Garry, it is evident that credit,
ammunition and rum had taken on a coercive role:

"Their inrmedíate wants have been ful]y supplied, butof course the scenes. of_extravagence áre ät an énd,
and i'b will be a work of tÍme tó reconcile them iõ'ü,.
new order. of things. I have made it my stuãy to
examine the nature and character of Indians an¿ Àów_ever.repugnant it nray be to our feelings, I am convin_ced they must be rurêd with a rod of irón io-nriñö'un¿
keep them in a proper state of subordination,-unä"th.
most certairl way to effect this is by lettiné ir,.r-feel their dependence upon us. . In the ,iooàs andnorthern.barren grounds this measure ought to be pùr-
sued.rigidry next year if they do not i¡ñôrovÀ,-ãnã-no' credit, not so much as a road of ammunitioñ,-órüäñ
them untir-they exhibit an inclination to renew theirhabits of .industry. In the pìains hov¡ever ür-¡i ivstemwilt fgl gg: ur rhey can tivä tndepôndent of us,-åñã
þy withhording arnmuñítion, tobacco' ana s[i.iti,'tñä-
Stapìe articles of Trade, for one year, ifrey wili re_cover the use of their Bows and späars, and lose siqhtof theÍr smoking and drinking habìts; ít wili-tñ..éËo."
be necessary to bring those iribes róund oy miiä-uñàcautious measure which may soon be effecteä.,,

(cited in innes 1956: 297)

In thÍs letter' it is apparent that the fur merchants still feared that
the p'lains Indìans courd regain their independence and become serf-
sufficient. This was to be avoided at all costs.

Reducing the Indians to the role of singìe commodity producers

ultimately resolved the prob'lem of turning the Indians from self-suffi-
cient independence into a state of armost totar dependence. In this
role as hunters and trappers for the trading posts they had litile time
or opportunity to engage Ín other subsistence activities. According to
John Ogi1vy, the fur merchant,
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"The.sole empìoyment of these pìains Indians is to kiilthe rarge animars with which their country abounãs; tosetecr pgf lcular parrs of rheir f tesh unä iãiiä*l'un¿prepare rt in the usual manner and deposit it at úheposts where.the company's servants wiii find i¡ . .' .As these Indians arà nót rike those of the cord anàmountainous.regions ín want of manufactuie¿ goo¿r,-their principre !nducement to periòrm the,.Ëvicuiu,u
have enumerated is the present'of rum, which ÚrÀv-rå_ceived at stated periodËl- - -

(cited in Innes 1956: 236)

Whether the Indians were employed to provide the fur trade wíth
food or wÍth furs, their natural economic cycles had been disrupted.
The hunters in the empìoy of the trading posts were particularly vulner-
abie, as they could no longer hunt for their own needs. After the
bison--on which the plains Indians wholìy depended--were decimated, the
Hudson's Bay company became their sole provisioner of goods, including
food' By the late 1700's the lnloodland Cree had virtual]y become the
employees of the Hudson's Bay company (Ray 1974: 2r3). Neither 'riquor

nor credit were as effective Ín creating dependency and totalìy disin-
tegrating the Indian way of life as was their relegation to p.laying a

role as a producer of a single commodity.

The processes of underdelopment which integrated the Indians
into the market economy differed ritile from the processes which

created dependency in the Third world. One of the colonialists, first
economic tasks was to create a reliable, dependent class of cheap

labour' Due to the peculiaritíes of fur extraction and transport, this
was not easily achieved.in the conventional ways. The fur merchants

applied great ingenuity to solve their prob'lem. The onìy way merchant
cap'itaì could exert controì over production was to entice and coerce
the Indians out of their self-sufficient Iifestyles. This process took
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two to three generatíons. The end result was dependency, hunger and

disease. There were few moral constraints to 'limiting the vices of the
fur trade and the maximizing of profits.* The Aboriginal protection

society,'in an 1857 report, soundly indicted the Hudson,s Bay company

for their expìoitative practices:

"hle have given unrimited scope to the cupidity of acompa!{,of,traders, pracíng no stint on ïheiËprorits,or rimitl to the!r power, [he unhappy race we i"raveconsigned to theïr keeping, and trbin whose io.ii tñeirprofits wring:.âre perishing miserabry nv tãmin.-.'-. .[the company.s] rreärmenr oi the rndiän î, ãJ ððniiå_erate and humane as is consistent with the tntereiiiof a body having rhe primary question of u pròiiiãui.. trade as object of association." \

(cited in Rothney 1975: tIZ)

when the animal resources were depleted, and the viability of
the fur trade as the central economic activity waned, the interests of
the merchant capitalists turned to other economic activities. In the
meantime, the social and economíc resources of the IndÍans had been so

debÍlitated, and thejr way of life so disrupted that they had virtuaìly
no resistance left to face the onsraught of armost a furì century of
famine and disease.

D. RESOURCE EXPLOITATION AND EPIDEMICS

The Indians experÍenced their most

in lifestyle in the period 1820 to igg0.

radical and permanent shift
The gradual disappearance of

*From i690-1800, the annual profit margin was 60% to 9o%. After1750, dividends paid to share holdei^s never rËir neioù-72-õ.r"ännum forabout.a tsO year period. prfi!g. trlis pãrioa ü¡e rur traäe'yieî¿.¿ uprofit of L20 miilion for Brittðn inieiãsti-(ñäÚ,nev 7975: ieq_tst).
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fur and game resources undermined social and economic structures which

had heretofore sustained a viable way of life. It was in this perÍod
of socio-economic fragmentation and demoralization that successive

uraves of epidemics followed by hunger finally broke the indian resis-
tance to colonization. Furthermore, the Indians became increasingly
irrelevant to the Euro-Canadians whose interests shifted fronl the fur
trade to settlement and economic expansion. The treaties signed in the
mid-1870's deprived the IndÍans of rand rights and placed them on

reserve land (see pp. ss ff.). Reserve rife put an end to their migra-
tory way of life and made them virtualìy sedentarized wards of the state.
This period climaxed their pauperízation and disadvantagement. The

Indians were to remain highly vulnerable to disease and malnutrition
for the next century.

1. The Decimation of Fur and Animal Resources

The l^loodland cree and Ojibway were the first of the Indians to
suffer the consequences of resource depìetion. By the 1g20,s the fur
bearing animals in the whole boreal forest region were reported to have

almost disappeared (Ray L974: ch. 6). Declining figures for trade in
marten pe'lts between 1817 and 1827 were indicative of the decline in
all fur bearing animaìs. In 1g17,2,196 marten were traded, 1,430 Ín
1819' 5i3 in 1820 and 366 in 1g21. The latter figure represents one-

seventh of the 1817 totar (Ray 1974: rr7). The parkrand bert rikewise
was losing its productivity. Fur'bearing animaìs like beaver and musk-

rat had not only been over exp'loited, but a whole series of abnormal

natural calamities had struck as well. A number of new animal diseases
never seen before by the Indians began to decimate the beaver and cari-
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bou (Martin 1978: rz9-r44). Tuleremia, a zooitic disease which was

killÍng off the beaver population, also infected the Indians with a

typhoid-like illness. Periodic droughts and fires were also said to
have killed large numbers of beaver and muskrat (Ray 1974: r20). A de_

popuìatÍon of big game in the southeastern djstricts of l4anitoba was

also observed. Big game was becoming so scarce, in fact, ühat the

Indians lacked sufficient skins to make clothes and moccasins. Even

the trading posts were experiencing shortages. By the mid-1g20,s, as a

result of the shortages, the eastern Woodland Cree had become virtually
dependent on the Hudson's Bay company for their suppiy of food and

cl.otning (Ray 1974: ch. IZ).

The park'land-grassland Indians were able to resist change some-

what longer than theÍ. *oò¿land relatives. They v¡ere still supplying

the Hudson's Bay company with meat, grease and pemmican. The bison were

plentifuì and agricurture had not yet given the Hudson,s Bay company

self-sufficiency in food (Ray 1974: ?04-zr4). In fact, their independ-

ence and the Hudson's Bay company,s reliance on them for provisions
greatly dispieased Lord símpson, the company's governor. This is evi_
dent in a letter of 1823, where he wrote:

"The PlaÍn Tribes continue as insolent and inde-pendent if not more so than everl they conCeiuã thut
we,are dependent on them for the mean! of subsistence
and_consequent'ly assume a high tone, but the most effec-tuaì way of bringing them to their ienses rori¿ be towithdraw the Establishments / particutaiiy iñose of the
saskatchewan / for two or threä years whiän .' . . wourdenable us to deal with them on råir and ."ãronábr.terms . This however cannot be affectea uniir RedRiver settlement has the means of furnishing ui with aconsiderable stock of provisions for our rrãns[ort busi-
ness. "

(cited in Ray 1974: Z}t)
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Simpson hoped to alleviate hís relÍance on the Indians through agricul-
tural development- The entry of the Metis (.of Indfan and white parent-
age) into the fur trade provisions market helped solve hís dilemma.

As the game anima'l population decreased in the boreal forest,
the Company's orders for buffalo meat and pemmican from the pìains in-
creased. However, as agricu'ltural production in the Red River coìony

r'mproved, the demand for bison meat declíned. The disappearance of the
buffalo was the result not of the provisions market, but from a sudden

upsurge in the buffalo robe and hides market. In southeastern tlanitoba
the buffalo herds began diminishing in the 1820,s. By the i870,s they
had virtualìy disappeared from the plains. subsequent to the disappear-

ance of the buffaìo, the plains Indians were, according to Ray (1974:

213), "reduced to the same state of economic dependency as their wood-

land relatives had begun to experience some fifty years earlier.',
The safety valve which the rich parkland belt had provided for

many centuries was also no ìonger viable. with the cessation of the
annual winter buffalo pound, to which even the Woodland Cree had made

'annual migrations, the Red River colony became the new winter ,,safety

valve" for Indians seeking food and shelter. Þlany Indians were stijl
attempting to eke out an existence on a modified form of subsistence

hunting and trapping, but it was becoming increasingìy apparent that
the traditional way of rífe was no longer viabre.

2. A-Pfofile of Disease: 1 780- 1870

The disappearance

famine and disease.* In

of the buffa'lo was accompanied by widespread

1885, the Metis leader, Gabriel Dumont,

*Aside from an article by Rich (1976) there is litile documenta-
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descrjbed the social and psychological demise which accompanied the end

of the Indian's self-sufficiency:

"You would not know the canadian Indian. He is ail
changed.. pride, vÍgour and sturdy independence aregone. The loss of the buffaro made the change. Hisliving. is gone. His very rife is gone. He does notlike the rotten pork the governmeni gives him.--Hô-issicki smalìpox and other-white men'ð diseasôs tiir
them in hundreds. He talks of uprisings but ñe doesnot have it in hÍm any more. He'is juõt full otgri evances . ',

(cited in Rothney 1975: 1S4)

In the twenty year period 1830 to 1g50, ls serÍous epidemics,

9 of which spread through more than two districts, began decimating the

Indian popu'lation. In some years, as Table 6.1 demonstrates, severaj

diseases coincided, creating a doubìe jeopardy.

The epidemics of smalìpox in rTBr-BZ, influenza ín 1835, small_

pox again in 1837, and measles in 1846-41 caused heavy losses of life
in the affected areas. The scarlet fever epidemic of 1843 caused heavy

losses both among Indians and Europeans. Most of the other epidemics,

however' v'ere said to have taken light to moderate tolls (Ray 1976).

Smaìlpox was the most dreaded of all the diseases. It was intro-
duced on the east coast of the Americas early in the seventeenth cen-

tury. In the three year period following the arrival of the pilgrim

Fathers in 162I, a smallpox epidemic decimated an estimated 90% of the

popuìation among the coastal tribes (R.ich 1976). Indians fleeing the

tion outside of Hudson's Bay Company journa'ls
1850 perig! has bggl thorough'ty äocirmðnted byperiod fol lowing 1850 awaitõ ¿óta.¡led stuày."
cover onìy the documented perìod with commänts
ceedÍng periods.

before 1830; the 1830-
Ray (1974, 1976). The
Hence, this review will
about preceding and suc-
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Table 6.1 Epidemics in l^Jestern Canada 1780-1870f

Year Disease Epidemic Year Disease Epidenric

TTBL-82

rB79-20

1834*

1835

7837

1837-38

1841*

i843

1843*

1843

1844*

1845*

1845*

1845

1846*

tB47 -47

7847

1869-70

smal lpox

measles and whoopíng cough

whooping cough

i nfl uenza

i nfl uenza

sma'l I pox

mumps

scarlet fever
whooping cough

infl uenza

mumps

whooping cough

dysentery

i nfl uenza

dysentery

meas I es

i nfl uenza

smal 1 pox

tDocumentation for the period 1780-1g30 and 1850-1870 is not compìete.
*l ocal i zed epr'demi cs

(Source: Ray 1974, 1976; Rich 1976)

dreaded disease mereìy diffused it deeper into their territories.
The smallpox* epidemic of 1781-82 was the first major inciclence

of European dísease recorded ín western Canada. It entered Canada from

the south via the American fur trade. In two years it had spread.like
wild-fire to the furthest northern Indian tribes. It decimated some

Indian tribes- About 90Tg of the Chipewyan were estimated to have died
(van Stone 1965). Among the plains and woodland Indians, David Thompson

estimated losses of one half to two thirds (Ray r9l4:105). Smaìlpox

was not so1ely responsible for the heavy death toll, however. Starva=

tion followed the epidemic due to a lack of hunters (Rich 1974:60).
Though the populations affected suffered heavy losses, they were able

*For an epidemiorogicaì description of smallpox,see christie(tgll) - --r'--'
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rebound quickly and stiil quadruple in 30 years. Their independent

self-suffíciency and integrated lifestJrles can probabìy account for
their resijience. The epidemics of later periods had much mor serious
ìong-term effects.

Whereas smallpox tended to originate south of the border, epidem-

ics of influenza, measles, and scarlet fever originated from within the
York Factory,/Norway House transportation corridor. Quite possibry the
August arrival in york Factory of the annual Hudson's Bay company ship
from Engìand coincided with outbreaks of these diseases. From york

Factory diseases spread via the transportation networks throughout the
Yoik Factory hinterland in a hierarchical contact-diffusion fashion
(see Fig. 6.1)."

The influenza*outbreak in 1835 rivalled the smallpox epidemics

in the extent of its diffusÍon. 0n June 22 it was reported sÍmultane-
ous'ly in York Factory and t',rorway House. The Athabascan Boat Brigade

then carried it to Fort ChÍpewyan where it was reported on 0ctobe r 23.
Here the Caribou Indians from the forest tundra zone had gathered to
trade. They carried the epidemic with them after dispers.ing to their
home areas for winter. By January 22, 1836, Ít was reported in the
Peace River District. Except in this district and in Ft. Athabasca,

where ma:lnutrÍtion had reduced resistance to disease, this epidemic

resulted Ín few deaths (Ray 1976).

*Diffusion v¡as hierarchical'ín that the first stages diseaseswere transmitted from one centre to anothe., ãft.r which it diffusedby contact over a period of time. 
¡r'¡rvrl I v vr I

**For an epidemiological descriptÍon of influenza, see Schild(tott¡
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A.

Centres of
Diffuslon,r

Hudson Bay Co.
Shlppfng

Legend

<r-rf> Ïi;i":i:l
¡--Þ Secondary Path

of Diffusion

fiÞ
Path of Snall-
pox Diffuslon

Fig. 6.1 Paths of Epidemíc Diffusion 1830-1850
(Source: adapted from Ray 1974, 1976)

The measles* epiàemic of 1846-41 began in the Red River colony

and spread northward to Non,ray House, from where it was diffused out-

wards. It was widespread and took a heavy toll in life. In york Fac-

tory about one third of the Indians perished. It was so devastating

that not enough transport cneu,s could be made up to haul cargo inland

from York Factory (Ray 1976).

*For an epidemiological description of measles, see Balì (1977).
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The 1837-38 smallpox epidemic, the first since the 1781_g2 out_
break, also took a heavy toll. Ray estimates that up to three quarters
of the Indians affected had dÍed. This epidemíc was brought to Ft.
union, iust south of the border, by the American Fur company. From Ft.
union it spread via the plains Indians into the forest regions.

1'he patterns of disease diffusÍon were quite reguìar and predict-
able. However, not al1 diseases followed the same patterns, as the nap
might suggest. Some were highly localized and others had a límited
range' The York Factory/Norway House axis was the maÍn diffusion centre.
Out of this hub of economic activity and transport radiated one epidemic
after another. The most consistently ravaged region \^ras the Norway dis-
trict, which suffered ten epidemics in Zlyears. lnlith the exception of
smal'lpox, virtually all the epidemÍcs were diffused frorn Norway House.

The epidemics followed the transportatÍon routes to cumberland House,

carlton House, Edmonton House a'long one path, and from cumberland House

to Ille a la Crosse, Ft. Chipewyan, Ft..Resolution, Ft. Simpson, and

Ft- Dunvegan aìong another (see Fig. 6.1). It is interesting to note
that, with the exception of smallpox, most of the epidemics were con_

fined to the boreal forest regions and to the Red River val.ley.
It may be mere coincidence that the epidemics b.¡ere confined

largeìy to the boreal forest. 0n the-other hand, it is also open to
conjecture that the diseases spread arong paths of reast resistance,
created by the loss of resource viability among the l¡loodland Indians.
It is conceivable that a loss of resource viabiìity would result in
greatly increased vulnerabiiÍty to disease. It Ís clear that the
pìains Indians who ha.d an abundance of resources and were still
fierce'ly independent were hardìy affected by the díseases which crip-
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pled their northern neighbours.

several factors account for the rapid diffusion of disease. Dur-
ing the period examined, there r^/as considerable population movement and
commercial interaction between the various regions of the Hudson,s Bay

company's Northern Department. Ray (1976) lists three main diffusion
factors attributable to population movement. First, there vras consider-
able interactÍon betu¡een Indians during their traditional, seasonal
migrations. Ampie opportunity would have been given to come into con-
tact with infected hosts. The chipewyan, for examplê, picked up disease
agents while they wintered in the south and transmitted them northwards
while following the migrating caribou herds. Second, there were seasonal
variations in spatia'l population concentrations. lnlhile Ín the winter
the woodland Indians would be scattered about in small concentrations
of 20 to 30 people, they congregated in summer trading camps in vil'lages
numbering up to 1,000 people. In these camps disease spread like the
praírÍe fire. Third, as was already mentioned, the prime carriers of
disease were the transport brigades who travelled an extensive network
of posts linked by boat, canoe and cart. Most of the disease transmis_
sion ,took piace in the summer months when transport was moving and popu_

lations were concentrated. Few epidemics which began in fall or winter
diffused very far because freeze-up halted transport and the coming
winter dispersed the Indians.

One factor Ray (rcla¡ avoÍds in his discussion is the ,'coÍnci_

dence" between the Indian ross of serf-sufffciency, the depietion of
resources and the rapid spread of disease. Even though it is difficult
to establish a causal link rvithout access to better data, from an ecol_
ogical and epidemiological point of view such a correlation seems
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plausible. Where the environment plays a critical role in the inter-
action between agent and host, a debilitated environment weakens host
resistance to disease. The extent of environmental debilitatÍon was

greatest in the areas of greatest fur trade activity.
Proponents of the ecological school of epidemiology (Reinhard

1976; schaefer rgZra; sincrair 1953) are pìacing increasing emphasis

on the coffelation between dra¡ratic changes in lÍfestyìe and disease.

Among them the generaì concensus is that changes in lifestyre and

debilitating social and economÍc conditÍons are more significant fac-
tors than the physio'logica] conditions in the transmission of dÍsease.
Dr. l'rJm. Saunders (cited in Obomsawin 1978: 7) refrects this opinìon
when he says, "Indians fell prey to the white man's diseases not upon

' contact, as the germ theory wouìd require, but after they changed their
lifestyìe." This opinion lvas crearìy erucidated and supported in the
study on Inuit acculturation and morbidity. If the Inuit experience

has any validity in expìai'ning the Indian experience, then the apparent
coincidence between their radical'rifesty'le change, deprivation and

disease is too strong to be dismissed.

E. rzu ross, srorillnnrz DrsEAsE

The ,ndru ormed from a proud, independ-

ent peop'le into an unhealthy, subdued folk who coujd no longer resist
the advances of Euro-canadian civilization. First, their fur resources
ran out. Then, their sources of food and clothing were depìeted. The

Indians had been fuììy exploited for their economic value and had tost
mapy of their social resources as a consequence. Finalìy, they were

exploíted for their land.
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Land was ultimately the Indians' most valuable resource. The

land not only sustained their physical needsi the land also embodied

the essence of their religíon and their culture. It could not be vio-
lated without violating their spirituality. l4artin argues that Euro-

pean diseases, the fur trade and Christianization were the three domin-

ant features of the white man's coming that caused the Indian to aposta-

tize his relationship to the land. 0f these, the European diseases

were the most difficult to understand and to cope with successfully.
Itlartí n (1978: 53) maintains that:

'Alien disease did more than decÍmate the r¡ative popu-lation; it effectively prepared the way for subseäul¡nt
phases of .European contäct', by breakinä thu ñ;li;d--
morale and, perhap: eygrl móre- significãnily, bt'ðract-ing their spiritual edifice. It-is my coniéntion that
European disease rendered the Indian'i (parti.riâ.iv
the shaman's) ability to control and otÈärwise infiú-
ence the supernatural realm disfunctional__becuur. hi,magic anci other traditional cures were now ineffective
--thereby causing hìm to apostaríze (in etfeCi);-¡ñi,in turn subverteã the,'rerätionshiprr'principle'ór-tauoo
and opened the way to a corruption'of the Indian-land
relationsh'ip which soon gathered momentum under theinfluence of the fur traðe.,'

By 1870 the rand courd no ronger support the Indians. However,

it was still essentialìy theirs--they were free to move about and use

it as they saw fit. The fur trade made no demands on the land itself
as an economíc resource. Hence, there was no pressure to officially
deprive the Indians of it until expanding interests in set¡ement and

mineral exploitation imposed a nelv value on land (t^latkins 1977).

Though by the 1820's and 1830's Lord Simpson had already made moves to
restrict the Indians to certain trapping areas and to trade at desig-
nated trading posts, it was not until the sÍgning of the treaties in
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the mÍd-1s70's that they finally lost their rights to the land. By

this time they had become too impoverished and v¡eak to resist, or even

to negotiate better terms (Ray i974). By this action of the coronial
government, they were deprived of the opportunity to develop adequate

alternative resources. They hail become social ìy and economical.ly

irrelevant to the westward expansion of eastern economic interests. By

being confined to the reserve rands they were relegated to attempting
to continue in their "traditional,, pursuits of hunting, trapping and

fjshing on a resource base that was at best marginal.

sedentarization on the reserves did little to improve the condi-
tions of ill hearth. In fact, it cou'ld be argued that it entrenched
disease as a permanent feature of Indian rife. Reinhard (1976) argues
that the sedentarization of subsistence hunters introduces a new dis-
ease burden (see arso cassÍdy 1980). Diseases of crowdirg, such as

tuberculosis and marnutrÍtion, which had no prace in the rife of sub-
sistence hunters, began to make up the main disease burden of the
Indians. Poor sanitation, crowded and inadequate housing, few economic

opportuníties and sociar depression took an ever increasing toìr in
morbidity and morta'lity.

F.

The correlation between disease and socio-economic deprivation
was established in the previous chapter. In this chapter the'reratÍon_
ship between diseases and resource exploitation has been examined. In
Reinhard's (1976) study of the relationship between resource expìoita-
tion and disease in the western Arctic, he attributes increased morbid-
ity and mortality to: (a) üre exploitation of resources necessary for
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the subsistence of indigenous peopìes; (b) the incomp'lete Índustrialí-
zation of the native econoÍty; (c) increasing urbanization (or sedentar-
ization); (d) surges of immigration; and (e) economic inflation. The

net results, he says, "have been a de facto pauperization of most of
the indigenous populatÌon and degradation of their life styìe, produc_

ing greatly increased morbidity and mortalÍty with social depression.,'
(ReÍnhard 1976: 626).

The overal'l impact of resource exploitation on disease can be

expnessed in two ways. First, ill health is a manifestation of the
cumulative envÍronmentar effects (Rogers 1960) of a given rifestyre.
The role of food quality and quantity in maintaining good health is a

crucial ìifesty're variabre, as we sharr see in the fo|rowing chapter.
second, the existence and perpetuation of ill health among marginalized
peopìe is the product of the underdeveìopment process. These two
points are illustrated in Figure 6.2, inspired by an idea from Reinhard
(1976)' The four waves of resource exp'loitation which result in accumu-

lation of factors leading to loss of well-being (or what Reinhard (1976)
describes as disadvantagement) illustrates the cumulative effects of
the underdevelopment process.

Figure 6.2 illustrates the debilitating impact which the over_
wheìming Euro-canadian social and economic system had on a well balan-
ced yet fragile Indian system. Through successive waves of resource
exploÍtation the Indians were steadiìy integrated into the expanding

system of world capitalism. Each wave had a severe.ly debilitating
effect on Indian self-sufficiency, social and economic self-determina-
tion and, signifÍcant to this study, overa¡ hearth and nutrition. The

Indian system steadily'lost its abiìity to adapt and maintain integrity
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Fig. 6.2 The-Impact of Resource Exproitation on Generar Leversof Disadvantagement*

at the expense of contributing to the Ímpetus of westward expansion.

The first wave of expìoitation occurred with the fur trade, the
impact of which peaked in the earry r800,s. As the fur bearing animals
were decimated, the fur inclustry waned and trapping took on a much more
peripheral role. Today, trappÍng prays a very smaìì rore as a econ-
omic activity but a vitar rore in herping to maintain the thin thread
tying the Indians to their tr.aditional vaJues and way of life.

*This diagram is not a self-contained model and does not repre_sent a quant'itative relationship betwàen iñ î;;r waves of resourceexp'loitation and the f -curve oi cumuluiiu.-uriàcts. It serves merelyto di asramati canv i n usrrare ãn r¡ilio;i;;i õ"åà"rr.
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The trade in provisions and hides peaked in the mid-1g00's, after
(

which the decimation of the bison left the pìains Indians in a debili-
tated state' The debilitating effects of fur and big game exp'loitation
culminated in the loss of ìand rights and sedentarization on reserves.
Even though the Indians were able to rebound from localized and periodic
debilitatíon (i.e. epidemics, starvatÍon, etc.), the cumulative effects
left them impoverished, social'ly and economically demoralized and no

longer relevant to the processes of western deveropment.

In this century the development of forestry, mining and hydro_

eleciric generation is represented by the latest wave of exp'loitation
(säe pp' 59ff.). Though the overall impact is lessened somewhat by the
more humane attitude of southern interests, the general impacts have

tended to further debilitate the native peopìe. The overaii process of
exploitation has varied little from the fírst period of fur extraction
(Loxley 19Bl). Henceo contemporary resource expìoitation can also be

saíd to contribute to the cumulative effects of underdeve.lopment.

According to Reinhard (rgl6); FêSour^ce expìoitation has left the
Indian with excessive levels of morbidity, mortaìity and socio-economic
depression.

G. CONCLUSiON

This chapter elucidates how the process of underdeve.lopment

generated iìl health and malnutrition in the past, and how it formed

the basis of continuing disparity in health conditions today. The same

processes which were shown in the previous chapter to generate morbidity,
mortality and malnu.trition in the Third l,Jorld and among the Inuit were

seen to generate iil hearth among the Indian people. processes which
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resulted in dependencY, social fi^agmentation, loss of control over the
means of production and exchange, loss of access to and control over
land, a broken "ecorogicaì contract',, integration into the worrd system

of capítalism' commercÍalization of resources and a radicalìy altered
lífestyle were shown to play a significant role in the etiology of
disease and malnutrition. The significance of the historical approach
emp'loyed in thís chapter lvas demonstrated by erucidating the inter-
actions between social, economic and environmental factors which, over
ti'me, culmínated in the unleashing of bio'logical and social phenomena

over which the Indians had no control. The method served to íllustrate
how these processes have a cumulatÍve effect which can be manifested
in a burden of ill health whose causes are often neither apparent nor
easi]y comprehended. If the theoretical basis for p'lacing the role of
nlodernization in the etiology of iìì health and malnourishment (as laid
down in the previous chapter) has any varidity, and if ít can be

accepted that the modernÍzation of hunter-gatherers and of agricultural
people provides an appropriate paradigm agaÍnst whích to compare the
Indian experience' then it can be concluded that the conditÍons of ill
health and malnourishment today are rooted in the processes or under-
development and are perpetuated by the processes of modernization.

The next chapter isolates the nutrition variable from the whole
range of resource variables discussed in thÍs chapter. The basic
stages of the nutritíonal shíft, as an aspect of the Indians, integra-
tion into the modern market economy, wiìì be described.



CHAPTIR VII

THE NUTRITIONAL SHIFT: MODERNIZATION AND DIETARY CHANGE

A. INTRODUCTION

Whether changes in values and institutions fostered by moderni-
zation are beneficial or not is determined largely by the ability of
the receiving culture to withstand and absorb the system shocks which

change generates. It has already been demonstrated that the fur trade
left the Indían people dependent on their colonizers, socia.lìy fragmen_

ted and vulnerable to the insults ravaged on them by the,,modern way of
life". The diet of the Indian peop're was, and stíil is, particu-rarìy
susceptible to value changes in food habits and food preferences.

Rapid changes ín food values compromised theír well-adapted social and

economic systems of food productíon (or procurement), distribution and

consumption as v¡ell as cultural values. These changes accelerated as

the Indians came in increasing contact with ihe modern market economy.

The purpose of this chapter is: (a) to highìight the nutritional
component of the interaction between resource degradation, and (b) to
establish the basis for describing the Ímpact of dietary change on

Indian health' Thjs chapter on modernization and dietary change focuses

on the nutrÍtional shift, the nutritional sacrifice and the role of the
modernization process. Three basic stages are described. First, the
late fur trade diet is descrÍbed. second, the semi-traditional diet,

t57
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which'involved few drastic'lifestyle changes, fs describecj. Third, the

settlement diet, vrhich invorved a dramatíc change in lifestyle, is
detailed. An examínation of the nutritional sacrifice assesses the con-

sequences of the nutritional shift both in terms of nutrient quantity
and of nutrient qualÍty. Final]y, the nutritional shift is viewed as

occurring as a part of the modernization process, which includes the
pressures to integrate and incorporate the Indian way of life into the
modern market economy and into the mainstream of southern Canadian way

of life.

B.' THE LATE FUR TRADE DIET

Before the decimation of fur and game animals, the IndÍans used

relativeìy ìitt1e by way of agrarian foods. Some Indian corn from the
Michilimackinac Indians in the East may have found its way into the
plains and boreal forest.* Ray ( rg74) reports that the Assiniboine
nlade annual trìps to the Mandan Indians to the southeast to trade meat

for corn. The Homegttard cree around York Factory are also known to have

been given rations of oatmeal from time to time right from the beginning
of Hudson's Bay company occupancy (Moodie, personar communication).

The carbohydrate component in the indian diet, however, remained rera-
tively insignifícant (except for the copious consumption of fur trade
I iquor,! ) unti I the late 1800's.

In the fur trader's diet the European component also remained

relatively insignificant until the 1g00's. packing lists for canoes

making the journey northward indicate that on'ly a smalì proportion was

*See Moodie (i980) for a discussion on Indian corn in the furtrade
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made up of flour and other European foods. A 17gs packing ìist for a

canoe travel'l'ing from Montreal to Michilimackinac shows that out of a

5,540 lb load, rum and wine made up 1,i20 lbs, butter 70 lbs, fìour 400

ìbs, and for comparisons sake,4g0 lbs of gunpowder (Innes 1956: 216).

Anoiher lÍst from a 1800 canoe trip into the North indicates 90 gaì'lons

of r'rine, 100 lbs of flour and one keg of sugar (innes 1956: zzg), In
an 1818 trjp to Athabasca, the list shows that only one third of the

load was rnade up of provísions (food contents not detailed). For daily
consumption the traders had to rely on Indian food, reserving European

foods for speciaì occasions.
- 

The Hudson's Bay company encouraged all the posts to attempt

agricu'lturai self-sufficÍency, particuìar'ly in garden produce. But for
obvjous reasons of climate, soil and unadapted seeds, this polÍcy was

not always too successful. It was not until Lord Simpson's arrival in
7822 that a concerted effort was made to make the Red Ríver coìony agri-
culturally self-sufficient (Ray 1974 : 206_20T) .

By the late 1820's serf-sufficiency had been achieved. The Red

River colony successfuìly produced potatoes, turnips, bariey, wheat,

oats, beef, pork, pouìtry; it aiso produced eggs, butter and cheese.

Thereafter, a smaìì surp'lus was available for trade to the Hudsòn,s Bay

company. Initial]y it consisted largeìy of flour. untiì 1g70 the

demand from the company was not'large and it fiuctuated a great deal.

A list of goods requested from the Red River colony, pF€sented in
Table 7.1, illustrates what was moved through the company network.

It is interesting to note that Table 7.1 shows pemmican to be in
importance as late as 1870. Conceivably this increase could reflect
the increased dependence of the Indian on the company for provisions.



Table 7.1

To be supplied by Red River:
Barley (bushels)

Corned beef (cwt. )

Biscuít (cwt. )

Butter (firkensf)
Butter (%firkensf)
Butter (maccarons)

Cheese (lbs.)
Eggs, preserved (kegs)
Flour, lst grade (cwt.)
l- lour, 1st & 2nd grade (cwt. )

Hams

Hogs lard (100 'tbs. 
)

Dried onions (bushels)

Potatoes

Pemmican, common (90 lb. baqs)
Pemmican, fìne (45 1b. bags)
Grease, common (cwt.)
Dried meat (100 lb. bales)
Tongues, Buffalo
Salted pork (cwt.)

Hudson's Bay Company provisions 0rders

1830

300

1840

for the Northern Department

30

12

30

40
10

6

BO

1850

t R tirken was equal to a quarter barrel.

500

45

6

30

40
10

B

300

12

300
900

50

4

4

2a (bu.)

650

u:o

70

3

40 ( kegs )

o9o

50

45

1860

60

40

45

46
10

360

i0
10

7,700

40

5

2

20 (bu. )

u9o

1870

70

40

464

50 + 2 salted
16

6

230

16

50
1,410 + 10 coarse

56

?

20 (bu. )

r:o

-

(Source:

100

60

Ray 1974: 209).

80

Or
O
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However, what proportion of the conrpany,s request would have been con_

sumed by Indians is not known.

Bannock began to appear as an Indian stapìe in the iate 1g00,s.
Though a precise time of introduction has not been established, it con-
ceivab'ly could have happened in the 1850's or 1860's. Berkes and Farkas
(i978) estimate the time of bannock introduction in the East James Bay

region to be between 1890 and 1900. The company,s request for frour
(the main ingredient of bannock) rose sharply between these years. Hogs,

lard, the other important ingredient, was introduced to the request list
in 1840 and held steady until 1870. By the turn of the century, fìour
anã lard comprised a small but important part of the indian diet.

The introduction of bannock signifÍes the first nutritional shift
away from a ìargely protein based diet. Though consumption of flour
was small in the initial stages, it Íncreased steadily as availability
and access improved.

C. THE SEII1I-TRADITIONAL DIET: THT FIRST NUTRITIONAL SHIFT

The little information available on turn-of-the-century Indian
diet indicates that southern provisions like flour, sugar, lard and tea
were slowly being Íncorporated. A report of a L94Z medical survey con_

ducted in the Norway House District by Moore and others (1ga6) Íncluded
a small study of foods purchased at the Hudson,s Bay company store from
the early 1900's to the earry 1940's. They noted that Norway House was

virtual]y the only supply centre for southern foods. Norway House, be_

ing situated at the north end of Lake l^linnipeg, had direct boat access
to southern supp'lies. Because of Norway House's central location, trap-
pers and traders from ouilying areas relied on its trading post to
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supply them wÍth foods for the coming year.

The search by l4oore et al. (ro+o¡ into the records indicated
that the most common foods purchased v{ere: white flour, ìard, sugar,
tea and oatmear- They noted that in the ear'ry ig00's a trapper with a

typical family of six purchased 100 lbs of flour, some larcl and a few
pounds of tea and sugar for luxury consumption. The records show that
forty years latero the same typica'l trapper v¡ould carry away 600 lbs
of flour, i30 lbs of lard, 50 lbs of sugar and 25 lbs of tea. t^lhereas

the variety of goods had not increased substant.ially, the quantities
purchased increased sixfold.

' In the ear'ly 1900's not all trappers had as much access to
southern goods as the report by Moore et al. might indicate. Tom

Linklater, an 81 year oìd trapper from Nelson House (near Thompson),

reported that the diets of trappers at the turn of the century were,
at best, fruga'l (Lowrey 1980: 2). Their typical diet consisted of
fish, rabbit, mink' otter or porcupÍne,* with a smail piece of bannock

constituting a sunday treat. Lowrey reports that ,'Another treat was

syrup made from the sap of birth trees. ilinkraterl said his father
would boil the sap along with a muskrat paw and some of the animal,s
flesh. The paw and fresh were removeà and more sap poured into the pot
until the mixture turned to a syrup as thick as carmel.,, (Lowrey 1980:

2)- The availabílíty of flour for bannock was too precarious to suppìy
them with more than an occasionar treat. Frequently, the trader who

bought furs at Nerson House wourd have onry s0 kg of frour to seil to

*The utilization of
the large game anímals must
ti on.

the fish-hare trophic level indicates thatnot yet have receovered from their deplÀ_
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as many trappers. Sometimes there would be none. When flour supplies
became more secure, however, bannock became signifÍcant enough Ín the
Indian diet to be incorporated as a ',traditional " food.

The Moore et al. (t0+01 study observed that where dietary habits
were strongìy ínf'luenced by imported food, the physicaì condítion of
the Indian deteriorated. Based on an examination of changes in the
average sizes of clothing sold at the company store, they claimed that
Indians were not groowing as'large in 1940 as in 1900. They reported
that "The shirts sold then were sized 16 to 17, now the common sizes
are 15% to 16; the pants were sized 38 to 44, now 34 to 38.,, (Moore

e! al' 1946: 231). They noted that older white inhabitants of Norway

House had also observed that the Indian's genera'l physical condition was
'deteriorating.

Most like]y the increasing consurprron of southern food worked

in conjunction with an inadequate suppìy of traditionar foods, as the
reliance on the fish-hare economy would indicate, to produce the deter-
iorating conditions observed in the Froore et al. (1946) study. vivian
et al. (1948), in theÍr study of the Eastern James Bay cree, reported
numerous cases of starvation and chronic f,ood shortages until the 1940,s.

l'ioore's concern with the increased consumption of refined carbohydrates
is consistent with sinclair's (tgs¡) observation of the Inuit made at
about the same time. In fact, Sinclair accompanied Moore and others on

a later survey in Norway House and remarked'on the similarity in condi-
ti ons

The Moore et ar. (1946) and vivian et ar. (194g) studies of Nor-
way House and four Eastern James Bay communities, respectively, report
on the consumption revers of southern foods. Moore et ar. (ts+o¡ esti-
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mated that the Indians of Norway House purchased on averag e r,470Kcals
per day, or about one half theír total consumption. About 85% of thÍs
purchase was made up of flour, iard, sugar and jam. vivian et a-|.
(194s) observed that in Attawapiskat, the poorest of the four communi-

ties, flour, sugar, iaffi and butter also made up 85% of an average daily
purchase of 1,91s Kcals. This would represent 64% of the total of
2'546 Kcals consumed daiiy. In Rupert's House, the better off of the
four communitiês, the same shopping ìist made up 86% of the 2,3g7 Kcals
purchased dai]y (or 66/" of the 3,103 Kcars consumed dairy). Both stud-
ies indicated that by the mid-1940's up to two thirds of the Indian diet
consisted of imported food. Furthermore, about BS% of these purchases

were made up of refjned carbohydrates.*-

In spite of generarìy inadequate nutrition, Indian people have

exhibÍted little evidence of the classical nutrient deficiency diseases.**
Both the Moore et al. (1946) and the vivian et al. (1948) surveys came

to this conclusion in the 1940's. Later studies in saskatchewan (Best
and Gerrard 1959; Best et al. 1962) also came to the same conclusions.
The Nutrition canada survey (Ig75) is also consistent with these find-
ings. There has appeared to be ritile change in the Indian,s nutri-
tional status over the last'30 to 40 years.

Even though there has been litile evidence of the major classi_
cal nutrient deficiency iì'lnesses, all the studies identified chronic

*The reader should recall the
erance factor on the general health of
based.

impact of the carbohydrate intol_
peop'le whose dÍets âre protein_

**This fact distinguishes Indian nutritional status from thatfound tvpicaltv in.nylfitionqr]v marginaì Thi;d worrd ãr.ãr'*ñ"." p.o-tein-calorie marnutrition (pcM)"predõmiÀatei iBerg 1973a).
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vitamin deficiencies which produced minor symptoms. Moore et al. (1946)
reported that every Indian examined exhibited some abnormality either of
the conjunctivae (vr'tamin A deficiency) , or swe'rìing and breeding gums

(vitamin c), or ocular rimbic blood vessels (riboflavin), or a fiery
red tongue colour (niacin). vivian et al. (io+a¡ included evidence of
extremeiy hÍgh 'revers of dentar carries. They Ídentified hard candy

as a worse culprit than ralv sugar. In Attawapiskat, where sugar con_

sumption was higher than in Rupert's House , 50% of the people between

ages 13 and 25 had no decayed, missing or filled teeth (DMFT). In
Rupert's House, where candy consumptÍon was three times as high as in
Attawapiskat, only 24% of the mares and 9% of the femares had no DMFT.

The sanre deficiencies and excesses were observed by the subsequent sur-
veys as well.

In the post fur trade era dietary change was confined more to an

increasing consumption o,f refined carbohydrates than increased variety
in consumables. However, with increasing consumption came an increasing
reliance on food supplies imported by the trading post, and a decreasing
dependence on country food.

D. THE SETTLEMENT DiET: TIiE NUTRITIONAL SACRIFICE

The post worìd l.Iar II era inaugurated a period of rapid changes

in the northland. It was the era of the bush plane lvhich facilitated
the final break with isolation and integrated many native communities

into the modern market economy. The government had been awakened to
the plight of the Indian and had initiated a more humane approach direc:
ted primarily toward food rations and family aìlowances. This action
vastly increased food avairabÌrity as werl as the purchasing power of
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the peopìe (Berkes and Farkas i97B).

1.

Another period of ra.pid social change was inevitable as numerous

modernizing processes emanating from the South broke through the isola-
tion of the North- The first carriers of modernization were Hudson,s

Bay Company store emp'loyees and medical services personnel. t^lith an

increasing focus on northern resources came frequent visits by represen-
tatives of industry. Civil servants, who were concerned with reserve
administration and social welfare, also came. They were also interested
ln concentrating Indians in white-style settlements to facilitate social
infrastructurar deveropment and reduce its costs. This deveropment

heralded new ways of thinking and living together. Improved air trans_
port also faciritated a much higher rever of migration to and from
urban centres. Furthermore, modernization was not brought to the
Indians; they were being brought to ,'civilization,, as well. A major
source of change was compulsory schoo'ling. Flost of the IndÍan children
who were to be educated were transported off the reserve into more

"civilized" settings to be educated in southern ways (Berkes and Farkas
1e78)

l4Jith changes in rifestyle came changes in dietary habits and

food preferences. Before World hlar II, many Indians spent a good por_
tion of the year in the bush trapping, hunting and fishing. The Indian
purchased his flour, sugar, rard, etc. (in increasing quantities), and
carried them into the bush in one or two trips annuaììy. These foods
were convenient as they were easily transported and stored. The transi-
tion to a settlernent way of life, however, inaugurated the setilement
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diet.

The settlement diet, in contrast to the semi-traditional diet,
became composed increasingìy of semi-processed and processed foods.
The refined foods such as frour, sugar, lard, etc. gave way to proces-
sed foods such as bread, cakes, cookies, etc. (Berkes and Farkas 1978;
Bossenmaier 1974). New values were also placed on meats from the South
which not only came in the familiar',raw,'state, but more importantìy
came preserved by canning, smoking or curing. processed meat became a
symbol of the modern diet.

In the light of a narrow traditional food supp.ry base, southern
fo'od supp'lies may in fact have retrieved a semblance of good nutrition
for many Indians suffering chronic food shortage. It brought a wider
variety of foods which could also have increased the potential for an

improved diet. The sociar werfare system certain]y courd have made

this possible. However, according to lnloolcott (Lgll) the greater diver-
sity in the dÍet did not ensure a better nutritionar status. In fact,
it has been the general concensus of some nutritionists such as Berkes

and Farkas (1978) , Bossenmaíer ( Ig74) and t¡Joo.lcott ( tg74) and of medics
such as Ellestad-Sayed et ai. (tglg), l.,toore et ai . (1946), schaefer
(.1977) anci sÍncrair (19s3) that abandoning the traditionar diet in
favour of the setilement diet has represented an unfortunate nutri-
tional sacrifice.

Lest it be misconstrued that the

totally abandoned, nutrition surveys in

ample evidence of traditional food use

1974; Social Impact Study Group Ig74).

ences in usage, depending on the extent

traditional diet has been

northern Manitoba have found

(Bossenma ier I9l4; Ledermann

There are wide regiona'l differ_

of a consnunity,s isolatÍon or
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its access to a major urban centre. It has been proposed that the pro_
portion of imported fooci versus traditional food in the diet could be

used as a measure of ihe level of modernization in a community (hlooìcott
1974) ' The studies found that the more Ísolated communities depended

on country food for as much as one third of their intake. More inte_
grated communities were shovrn to have reduced their consumption of wild
foods to only one eighth of the total consumption (sociat Impact study
Group L974).*

2. The Nutritional Sacrifice
' The shift to the setilement diet has invorved a major change in

food preferences. An increasing prominence of processed foods in the
' stores has genera'l'ìy turned the Indian preference av{,ay from ,,country

food" in favour of southern food. A particuiar concern is expressed by
Berkes and Farkas (tgzg) for the consumptÍon of pre-packaged dinners,
white bread, iam' processed neats, fìavoured crystal drinks, carbonated
drinks, confectionary, 'ínfant foods and infant formula milk.

The switch to the settement diet has been shown to resurt in a

nutritionar sacrifice (Berkes and Farkas 1g7g; Schaefer 1g71a " rg77).
The nutritional sacrifice in substitutÍng processed foods for natural
foods involves: (a) the quaìity of nutrients available; and (b) tfre
absorption (or utirization) of these nutrients.

Research into the nutritionai quality of country food has shown
that nutrients are much more conceñtrated in the bush foods than in

*see Bossenmaier (ßlq) and.Lederman (rgr4) for an exceilentdescription of hunting pàiiut:ás, wild food uù;irability, food prefer-
iii:r:to cookins and eattns lraoíts in seiÀci.ã no.*,å.i'¡råñîioËu .o,orun-
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imported southern food. The most

Vitamin A and Vitamin C.

vulnerable nutrients are protein,

A comparison between wÍld

nificant differences in protein

the dífferences.

game and domestic meats

and fat content. Table

indicates sig-

7.2 illustrates

Table 7.2 Proteín and Fat content of commonry Eaten Meats(gml100 sm edibte portion--rñääãt.äl--vYrr 
¡'vseJ

INDIAN DIET CANADIAN DIET

. Item Protei n Fat I tem Protei n Fat

Ducks

Snow goose

Moose

Cari bou

Beaver

Hare

l.lhi tef i sh

Pi ke

24.3

23.r
25.2

27.0

20.4

27.0

25.0

18.7

3.5

3.3

1.5

t.2
2r.4
3.1

1.1

0.2

19.0

20.0

17.0

16.0

12.0

16.0

16.0

14. 0

12.0

13.0

23.0

25.0

45 .0

28.0

28"0

21.0

Veal side
Chi cken

Beef roast
Beef steak
Pork side
Lamb sÍde

Hamburger

Frankfurter

(Sources: Berkes and Farkas 1978: 161; Schaefer 7977: 24),

The domestic meats were shown to contain about 30% less protein than
the wild meats- If an equal quantity of ail the wijd meats were con-
sumed, they vrould provide an average of 23.1 grams of protein per 100
grams (edible portion) while domestic meats would supply only 16.3
grams' The differences in the fat content of wild and domestic meats
is the most striking. If beaver is omitted--the beaver tail provides
most of the fat content--the wird meats wourd average 2.0 grams of fat
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compared to 24.0 g.enis in the domestic meats. Tl-.e domestic meats pro-
vide about 12 times as much fat. If beaver is included, the proportion
t'rould be about 6 tin¡es as niuch. The high fat conteni o.i domestic rneats

is alarmìng when one consíders that a sedentary ìifestyìe does not jus-
tify a large consumption of fat.

A comparison between wiìd greens

illustrates striking differences between

sources of nutrients, as showrr in Table

Table 7.3

and garden vegetables also apily

imported and traditíonal

7 .3.

Vitarnin A and Ascorbic Acid Content of
DornestÍc Vegetables and Edible Greens

Commonly Eaten
(per 100 gm)

i^lILD VEGETABLES GARDEN VEGETABLES

ViI. A
(r . u.l

Asco rbi c
Aci d
(mg)

Vit. A
(r.u.)

Ascorbi c
Ací d
(mg)

Bistort - is8
Dandel ion 800-14,000 30_66
Fireweed 18,708 ZZ0
Lyme grass - 43
Flountain sorrel 8,900 40

Rose root 4 ,1.06 68
Lambs quarter 11,600 B0

Scurvey grass 4,546 111
l,li I I ow I eaves 18,300 190
Violet leaves 9,258 ZI0
Cloud beryies ZIO-Z3S 158_475

Cabbage

Cel ery
Spinach

Green peppers

Peas (raw)

Carrots (raw)

Beets (boi led)
Potato (cooked)

Tomato ( raw)

0range

Appl e

130

240

8,100

420

640

1 1 ,000

20

trace
900

200

90

51

9

51

L28

27

B

6

16

?s

50

4

(Source: Schaefer lgll: 1g)
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Among the garden vegetables, onìy spinach and carrots were found to be

comparabìe in vitamin A content and only spínach, green peppers and

cabbage in vitamin c. 0n average, wild greens provide four times the

vitamin A and 4.5 times the vitamin c.* unfortunateìy, data on the

nutrient quaì ity of tnore common]y consumed berries is not available.
It can be generaììy assumed, however, that few wiìd greens are now

utilÍzed; the nutritional surveys indicating Vitamin A and C deficien-
cies would support this assumption. l,Jith such a rich abundance of
ríative sources of vitamins, nutrient deficiencies are not necessary in
spite of the inadequacies of southern foods.

' Ïhe second concern with the increasing use of highly refined and

processed foods is their antagonistic effect on nutrient utilization.
Though these foods are frequenily fortified with vitamins, dietary
deficiencies can occur due to antagonistic or competitive factors asso-

ciated with excess consumption of certain food additives. Berkes and

Farkas (tgzs: i65) have stated that the native people's conversion to
processed foods "has decreased the intake of certain nutrients, piaced

a stress upon other nutrients, and resulted in the intake of some other
nutrients." An exarnple of the nutritional sacrifice is substituting
Vitamin C fortified orange crystaì drinks for traditional sources found

in rose hips and Labrador tea. Natural Vitamin C is more efficientìy
utilized than artificial Vitamin C.

Table 7.4 illustrates some of the nutrient changes resulting
from dietary acculturation. The table íllustrates that with the modern

diet there is a decrease in the intake of roughage, protein, vitamins

*The Canadian minimum requirement for Vitamin Corange = 60 mg ,

ís 30 mg--one



Tab'le 7.4

Di et
Component

al cohol

cal cÍ um

fat

i ron

phosphorus

protei n

t^oughage

sugar

tann i n

th i ami ne

Vitamin A

Vitamin C

n1 tri te

Some Nutrient changes Resuìting from Recent Díetary Accurturation

TraditÍonal Source

not used in bush

meat, fish, bones,
baking powder

game fat, lard

meat, fish: organÍc

meat, fish: organic

game meat

edib'le vegetat.ion,
Derrt es

tree sap, sugar Ín tea
tea

meat, fish

vegetation, game meat,fat, fish
organ meats, berries,
meat, fjsh, vegetation,
rnorgenous teas
vegetati on

used in setilement
evaporated mil k

refined fat. (margarine, potato
cnìps, etc.) processed meat fat
'inorganic in enrÍched breads,f]our, noodles

inorganÌc in carbonated bever_
ages, food additives
processed meat, coûunercial meat,grain protein, eggs

canned vegetables, fruit

sugar foods

tea

enriched grain products, peanuts

margarine, canned vegetabìes,
frui t
orange crystal drinks, juices,
some fruit, vegetables

processed meats

Source Change

and Farkas

i ncrease

possible decrease

change: unknoy¡n effect

change: I ess wel I
absorbed

change: antagonistic to
magnesìum, calcium ì

decrease ìn prote.in con-
tent
decrease

i n crease

possibÌe increase consump-
ti on

ìncrease, also increase
in antagonists
possible decrease:
ìncrease antagonists
decrease

addition, increase

Net Resu'lt

\¡
t\)
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A and c, thÍamine, caìcium, magnesium and iron. 0n the other hand,

there ís an increased intake of sugar, tannin, caffeine, fluoride, Ín_
organ'ic phosphorus, nitrate and alcohol. In addition, substituting
inorganic for organic nutrients can lead to poorer absorbtion of iron
or increased antagonism to the utilization of other nutrients such as

inorganic phosphorus antagonizing magnesium and calcium. Increase in
sugar consumption has u¡ell known imp'lícations for carbohydrate intoler-
ance (Schaefer i971a). f,lagnesium contained in tea also influences the
uptake of mercury, which has been found Ín increasing concentrations in
northern waters due to industrial pollution.

A growing preference for and consumption of processed foods
(which are fortifÍed with preservatives, emuìsifiers, inorganic com_

pounds, etc.) and high'¡y refined flours, sugars and fats represents
dietary modernization in the best tradition of the modern market economy.

The less isolated communities become and the more cìosely they are inte-
grated into the urban world of the South, the more rapidly the weìl bal_
anced traditÍonar diets are abandoned in favour of modern ,'junk food,,
diets' t¡Jhereas e'lderly native peop'le would prefer to see traditional
foods in the stores (ll.loo'l cott 1974.) , the youth prefer the modern foods.
In the words of Berkes and Farkas (1978: 160), ,'Despite the availabilÍty
of country food, many young peopìe pursue the worst of Southern influ-
ences'" Indeed, the best potential in the southern diet is frequent'ly
lost due to high costs, transport and storage difficurties. However,

to what extent demand for convenience foods and processed foods is a

factor of "demand dictated by suppry,,can onìy be conjectured untir fur_
ther research is done.
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Berkes and Farkas (1978: i69) suggest that "what is needed is a

nutrítion revolutÍon that parallels various successfuì adaptations of
the Eastern James Bay cree society to changÍng conditions.,, This can

happen in four ways. First, a rejuvenation of traditional food habits
and protectinE such habits as eating the internar organs of fish and
game is the primary concern. second, Berkes anc Farkas recommend incor-
porating new native nutrient sources which wourd make up for the fre_
quent shortage of fruits and vegetabìes. Third, they suggest improving
the qua'lity of store-bought foods and give increased attention to food
and nutrition education in northern cree communitÍes. Fourth, the
renewed availability of wiìd game and the maintenance of ìarge bush har-
vests would onìy benefit the development of a mixed econonry (i.e. wages
plus brrsh harvest) .

E. THE NUTRITIONAL sHrFT AND Dr!IARy_r40!E&NiZATILON: THE Ec0l0cy 0F

NUTRITION RESTATED

The consequences of changing from the traditional to the white
man's dÍet have not gone unnoticed by the Indian. In the seventeenth
century a Micmac chief noted that before the Indians adopted the Frerrch
ìifesty'le, which inc'luded consuming bread, wine and brandy, they lived
healthier and longer lives (Martin 1978). ThÍs opinion ,,. is con_
sistent with the conventional wisdom of the olcler cree who regard bush

food as superior to commerciaìly available meats.,, (Berkes and Farkas
7978: 168) ' ,The 

change in diet has been occurring for several centur-
ies' In northern f'lanitoba two distinct shifts are discernable. First,
the introduction of bannock, sugar and tea as stapìe items occurred in
the late 1800's. The use of fur trade alcohoi is not considered an
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aspect of the nutritional shift as it did not coincide with any other
dietary changes. The second major shift occurred after worrd Ìrrar II,
when commercialìy processed foods became readily available. Each shift
represented a step further removed from the Indian's traditionalr pFo-
tein-based diet, and one step closer to an agrarian type diet heaviìy
dependent on carbohydrate foods.

In the aftermath of the fur trade, a dependence on southern food
was virtually forced upon the Indian people because traditional food
resources had almost been depleted. Their deperrdency on the trading
post has ca*ied through to the present--what the store supplies is pur_
chased and consunled. The modernization process has generated a conflict
between traditionar and modern dietary varues. For exampre, food por_
tÍons such as the internar organs of fish and animars were once highry
cherished preciseìy for their nutritional value. Now they tend to be
abandoned in favour of beef steak and frankfurters. Modern values con-
sider traditiona'l practices such as eating the content of the caribou
stomach as vulgar. Until very recenily, the practÍce of breast feedÍng
infants suffered the same stigmatizatÍon. The ethnocentrism of the
modern dietary culture mitigates against retaining traditional values.
It is ironic that the real diversity of the traditional diet has been
repìaced by the apparent variety of the modern diet concomitant wÍth
nutritional sacrifices. The modern market economy,s rejection of tradi_
tionaJ values, modes of production and consumption patterns mitigates
against the deveropment of mixed módes of production and consumption
which wouid be much more in keeping with traditional vaìues and the
availability of local resources.
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F. CONCLUSION

It was previous'ly established that a populatíon which is ecologi-
caì1y welì adapted experiences nutritional stress after being transfer-
red ínto an alien ecosystem. The Indian people have entered a period
of high nutritional rísk due to: (a) the loss of the traditional food
resources base; (b) fundamental changes in food procurement, distribu-
tion and consumption systems; and (c) chronic exposure to nutritional
hazards (i.e. nutríent deficiencies and/or excesses, and food addÍtives).

The modernízÍng Indian diet has represented a shift into a new

trophic level of food production and consumptÍon (Martin 197g). The

modern market economy represents a trophic level in the food system over
which the Indian peop'le have Iittle, if any, control. It was argued

earlíer that a good diet depends on a society exercising some measure

of control over the prodrrction and consumption of food. Furthermore, it
was also demonstrated that where self-sufficiency was lost, diets tended

to becolne monotonous, rigid and deficient. This discussion has illus_
trated that modernization strongìy infìuences the shift into a food sys-
tem over which the native people have exercised litile control and how

in turn nutritional weil-being has been compromised

The long-term consequence of nutritional maladaptation was des-
cribed earlier as the "cumulative environmental effect,,. The accumula-

ted effects of social, economic and nutritional insults which the native
peopìe have had to bear are becomÍng manÍfest in changing patterns of
il I health and disease. l^Jhereas the synergistic relationship between

the modern diet and ill health has been well documented for the Inuit
(schaefer 1971a), the impact on IndÍan hearth is on'ry now being docu-
mented. There is evidence, however, that their experiences may be
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233) suggest that malnourishment is a

fiable manifestations of physica'l i I I

aise and apathy:
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al. 1948). Moore et al. (1946:

factor not only in easily ídenti_

health, but also in social mal-

"lilany characteri sti cs , such as shi fil essness , i ndor _ence' improvidence and inertia, so rong regañoed ásinherent or hereditary traits in ihe-tñoiañ .uãu,-ruyat the root. be rea'rìy the manirestãtion-oi *ålñüiri'-'tion. Furthermore, it is probabre ihat the Inàiãn;sgreat susceptibir!ty to many diseases, paramount
amongst which is tuberculosis, may be attributable
amongst other causes to the high äegree of malnutrt_tion arising from lack of p.opõr foõds.,'

The next chapter will examine the health conditions of the Mani-

toba indian people. It can safely be assumed that underneath appallíng
conditions of ill health lies a history of malnourishment vrhich the
introduction of the moclern diet has not only failed to ameliorate, but
has indeed exacerbated.



CHAPTIR VIII

THE INDIAN BURDEN OF DISEASE: CHANGING PATTERNS

A. INTRODUCTION

The characteristics of the native people's burden of disease has

altered in conj'unction with the nutritÍonal shift. The Indians as a

whole experienced extremely poor health in the period from the turn of
thê century until after t,lorld l¡lar II. Extremeìy high levels of mortal-
ity índicated that conditions had not improved substantialìy since the
fur tracle era. After 19s0, medícar services gradualry improved and

mortality rates began to drop. However, at the same time that setile-
ment life began to drastically change ìifestyìeS, the nature of the dÍs-
ease burden also began to change. This discussion on health will
examíne the nature of, as well as changes in, the Indfan disease burden.

The purpose of this chapter is to assess the impact on the
I

modern way of life on Indian health. 0n the basis of the discussion in
the previous chapter, it is assumed that the nutritional shift has been

a sÍgnificant factor in the changing character of the Indian disease
burden. To begin, the conditions of Indian heaith from the end of the
fur trade untíl after hJorld t¡Jar Ii will be described to provide a back-
ground to current health condÍtions. Second, a comparison between

l'lanitoba Indian mortality and morbidity characteristics with those of
the canadian registered Indians and Inuit and the average Manitoba

L78
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rates v¡ill be rnade in order to examine the components of the Indian
disease burden and to assess the relative disease risk facing the
native peopìe in present-day Manitoba. Third, a discussíon of deaths
by accident, violence and suicide will elucidate the psycho-sociaì com-

ponents of modernogenic disease. Fina'11y, infant mortality and morbid-
ity, as a realistic reflection of generaì hearth conditions, wiil be

discussed to determine the extent of the "diseases of poverty,, compon-

ent ín the Indian burden of ill health.

B. ETD-EP'TC IUEERCULOSIS E LEGACY OF THE FUR TRADE

' In the aftermath of the fur trade the quality of life for the
sedentarized Indian had deteriorated greatly. Tuberculosis had become

the principle disease scourge. 'This disease is most commonly associated
vlith poverty and intojerable 'living conditions. According to Reinhard
(1976: 62b), "The entrenchment and emergence of tuberculosis as the
prínciple infectious disease correlates well in time with the increasing
disjo':ntment of the native economy and way of iife.,' The loss of the
Indian's indigenous economy and the breakdown of sociai and cultural
values had left them highly vulnerable to infectious disease.

Tuberculosis* is a tuberculín disease which can affect almost
any of the body's tissues. It is caused by an airborne bacillus which
thrives in conditions of poverty. According to l,ioore et al . (1946) and

Vivían et al. (tg+g) surveys., the Indians were ìiving in such abysmal

conditions that they played host to numerous infectious diseases. In
the wínter, most Indians'rived in smail, smoke-fiiled, one-room shacks

*For an epidemiological description of tuberculosis, see suther-land ( 7977).
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with poor ventilation' one smoky stove, little or no furniture and few

cooking utensils. The houses were draughty; frequenily the only door
t'ias an old piece of blattket or canvas to keep out the winter wind. The

shacks were also dangerous'ly overcrov¡ded. Ten to twelve peopìe often
inhabited a 12 foot square 1Íving space. According to their reports,
sanitation was vírtually non_existent; they v{ere surrounded by fiìth,
refuse and excretia.

In the summer, however, the Indians moved out into tents to
escape these Íntolerable conditions. They depended on the summer raÍns
to "sanitize', their camp sites (t4oore et al. 1946; Vivian et al. l94B).
In'the summer the Indians lived on the trap line which gave them a

better chance to recover from the impact of winter diseases. According

' to Vivian et al. (tg+e: 507), "Fortunateìy the nomadic life of follow-
ing the trap ìines causes frequent shifts of camp site, except during
that portÍon of the year spent at the posts. Here sanitary conditions
are their worst, and this is where most outbreaks of disease occur.,,

The foregoing description refers to conditions in the mid to
late 1940's. Litile is pub'li.shed about conditions prÍor to this. A

document written by Dr. p.H. Bryce (rg22), appointed riredicar Inspector
to.the Department of the Inierior and of Indian Affairs in 1904,

reports that from 1904 to 1921 tuberculosis threatened to virtua'lìy
depopu'late the Indians. Bryce's statistics on tuberculosis morbidity
and mortality indicate conditions even worse than those reported in the
l'loore et al . ( ts+o¡ and vi vian ei ar . ( 1948) surveys. In 1909, ar r of
the 243 Indian chíldren in eight Aìberta schools showed evidence of
harbouring tubercurosis. Furthermore, each chird awaiting admission

was infected- In a Qu'Appelìe, Saskatchewan schoor in r9zz, 93% of r7s
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Indian children showed evidence of tuberculosÍs. In the three prairie
provinces, 24% of the enroiled pupirs died over a span of 16 years be-
tween 1904 and 7920. 0n the File Hills reserve, at the end of the 16
years since the schoo'l began, a ful .l 75% of the children had perished.

According to Bryce, the popuìation of the Blackfood Indians had
decreased a furl 40%, between 1904 and 1906, due to disease. These
same Brackfood had been the rast to be subdued by the coroniar govern_
ment; In the 13 year period between 1904 and rgr7, the popuìation of
canadian Indians aged 20 and over dropped by 1,639 persons. using a

very conservativeìy estimated birth rate of zT/r,000, Bryce claims the
poþuìation should have increased by 20,000. The highest death rate v,/as

experienced by chirdren between five and ten years of age. The overail
Indian death rate in this period was gI..g7/I,000.

when the Federal Department of Health was established in 191g,
Bryce and others made a concerted effort to make the new department
responsibre arso for Indian hearth. up to this time the Departmênt of
the Interior and of indian Affairs had assumed this responsibiìity.
rn'1972, theír expenditure on Indian hearth was onry two do.rìars per
person. For 105,000 Indians, only $tO,OOO was allocated to tuberculosis
control. In contrast, Bryce contended that in 1919, the city of 0ttavra
was given three genera'r hospitars at a cost of 9342,860, and that
$33,364 was atocated for their tubercurosis program. Needress to say,
bureaucratic red tape prevaired to brock ail efforts to bring medicar
care to the Indians, and for his efforts Bryce was dismissed from his
post. *

tenure,. government documents cover_Indian health were destroyeã nV'tf,.
. *Over the course of Bryce,sing about 3o years or reporlìiõ"on
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By the mid-1940's, health conditions may have improved margin_

a'|]y. Indicatíons are, however, ihat mortaiity and morbidity rates
were still phenomenally high. Moore et al. (1s+o¡ reported that in
1942, the crude death rate for Indians was 39/1,0t0. The comparab.le

I'lanitoba rate was g"g/t,000. The death rate can be assumed to have

been onìy s]ight]y lower than the birth rate. in the same year, the
infant mortal'ity rate for Indians was 400/L,000 while for whites it v¡as

52/7'000' Feur Third lrlorld countries today exhibit such high infant mor-.

tality rates.

rn 1942 tuberculosis was still the major cause of disease and

death. l^lhereas the mortality rate for all Canadian Indians for tuber-
culosis was 7 -3/r,000, for the Norway House area it was r4/r,aol, com-

pared to the white rate of 0.27/L,000 (Moore et al. 1946). Today far
fewer Indians die from tubercurosÍs. However, the morbidity rate for
Indians today is stiil 118/100,000 compared to on'ry rz/t00,000 for
(1975-1979 average) al ì l,tanitobans (Siggner i9B0).

Irloore et ar. (1946) observed that where the Indian peopìe were
well nourished and had a higher economic status, their mortality and

morbÍdity leveJs were onty sìightly above the levels for the surround-
ing white popu'lation. For the more impoverished Indians, they
attributed poor housing, inadequate sanitatiorì, the rigours of the
climate and poor nutrition as the major factors accompaning excessively
high morbidity and mortaìity rates.

The plains Indians who were'spared the worst of the mid-1800,s

Department of the Interior and IndÍan Affairs to destroy the incrimin-ating evidence of gross negrect, constuerÀd oy-io*. to have beän geno_cidal (Leo hJaisburs, persoñaì .óp*uni;¡i;;,-igeij. -- "*'- vugr
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epidemics suffered great'ly in rhe late nineteenth and twentieth centur-
ies' LÍttle, if anythr'n9, ís known about the health of their woodland

neighbours, who sufferèd so extensive'ly in the 1g00,s. If the informa-
tion by I'foore et ar. (1946) about the 1940,s gives any indication, they
too urere suffering intensely from disease. since resource exp'loitation
in the boreal forest zones generated little demand on Indian land, many

of the bL¡sh Indians were able to retain some semblance of the hunting,
trapping and fishing way of life. The plains Indians, however, were
directìy in the path of westward expansion, settlement and agriculture.
Hence, it could be argued that, ìiving in the midst of canadian ,,civili-
zation", their way of rife wourd be artered more radica|ry than that of
their northern neighbours- It courd be argued, therefore, that the
plains Indians' hearth had been more fuily compromised by encroaching
modernization than that of their,woodrand neighbours.

C. IIANGING,P4TTTRNS E INDIAN DISEASE BURDEN

Little longitudinal data on Indíari health is available for the
pre-1970 perio{.* Therefore, to establish changes in the patterns of

*Health data for Manitoba Indians is limited to several pub_lished government.reports in an aggregated form. . Data disaggregated byindividual communi.tiäs or by iociõ:u.õÀo*ic iåriables is generalìy con-sidered classified informa'uion.. AggrãgãI.-¿åiå on mortarity and mor-biditv ís available bv resioñ, in.íü¿i;ö-irdi; Reservei unä úno.ganizedTerritories' sex, agg and-cauée. The rãstriciìo1s ptaðe¿-ðñ ir,e quaìityof .demographic da.ta-(:.g p, 65 ) app'ry tõ ih.-ñåarrh dara as weil. Inrhis discussion, r4aniroba rnãr-'án äitä-i; ffid;ed wi*¡ canã¿:iãn Resis_tered Indians lincruding Inuit) an-d ail:uãñi[ðoa data. Three particu_l.arìv userut dàta sets õn in¿iáns were uuãïi;bî",--äi cåiiåãiuå un¿Manitoba Regisrered rndians (sissner 7s7s, rgãoi, ròi'r;äï;;'äår".u"r,UnorganÍzed Temitories an¿ ttaníiòUu (UC!gI;;i".0d Chitd Care Vital$tqt;:licq); and (.c) hosp'italiruiiõn àand all [lanitoba (Manìtoba Heaith servi.à, cóñrlssion rgT}_rgtg). How_ever' an assessmgnt.of the.composition of üre ¿lsease b;;ã.;';; well asan index of the Indians'diseáie risk rÀlative to other u..är-õ. groupscan be obtained from these data.
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the disease burden, the genera'l assumptions about health in the modern-

ization process developed earlier will be used along with the ¡rloore

et al. (1946) survey report to establish a starting point in the analy_
sis' This discussion r,¡ill survey both morta'lity and morbidity to anal-
yse the composition of the Indian disease burden.

1.

Age, sex, and cause specific mortality data, though it is the
most absolute and universally recorded in Manitoba, is becoming an in-
creô'singìy unreliable indicator of health conditions. Because of better
access to modern health care, fewer peop'le are dying. This is especi_
aì]y true whett one ana'lyses death from the typical l,diseases of poverty,,
classification (i.e. infectious, parasitic and respiratory diseases).
It is still questionable whether or not the actual disease burden from
these disease categories has been substantial ly decreased by modern

medicine. Even though mortality data tend to obscure the true nature
of the disease burden today, it is useful in assessing the processes of
change in the disease burden.

Tab'le 8.1, indicating the ten leading causes of death in 1946,
reflects a disease bu:rden stiil'¡ reminiscent of, Third !,lorld poverty.
The principaì causes of death were tuberculosis, pneumonia and infant
relaterl illnesses. These diseases fall into the infectÍous, parasitic
and respiratory disease classifications.

MortalÍty rates from tuberculosis were almost double the rates
of death from pneumonia. The death râtes from pneumonia in turn were
more than double the rates for the diseases peculiar to the first year
of life' Today, these two causes of death have lost their clevastating
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Death Among Canadian Indians 1946

Cause of Death Rate/100,000
r974-76

Ran k
Average

0rder*

Tuberculosis

Pneumon i a

Diseases peculiar to thefirst year of life
Violent or accidental deaths
Diseases of the heart
Infl uenza

Diarrhea and enteritis
Cahcer

}Jhooping cough

76I
383

177

t74

172

126

110

94

66

7 (infectious)
3 (respiratory)

6

1

2

3 (respiratory)
7 (infectious)
4

3 (respiratory)
*Rankordercorrelationisausefu]wqyofestab.l¡'r.iffi
when the dara is nor o.suni.ãiìv òoröåtiutã1"-'
(Source: Moore et al. 1946: 226)

virulence due to improved socio-economic conditions and a vasily
improved level of medicar care. The strong representation of infecti-
ous, parasitic, and respiratory diseases also reflects the Third t,Jorld-
type disease burden. An exception to the Thír"d r^rorrd type, however, is
indicated by the'strong representation of heart diseases (rankecl sixth)
and cancer (ranked ninth). Another exception is the particularìy high
risk of death by accidents, poisoning and viorence, which is becoming
an ever increasing cause of death.-

Deaths by violence or accident have

1946 to the leading cause of death today.

levels of heart disease and cancer can also

moved from fifth p'lace in

Dramatic changes in the

be observed. Heart disease
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noì'i ranks second (from sixth) and cancer ranks fourth (from ninth place)
0nìy the dÍarrhea and enteritis (infectious/parasitic) category and the
respiratory classifícation hold a relatively similar rank. Diseases
peculiar to the first year of rife havê dropped from third to sixth
p'lace in importance. Tuberculosis has been virtualìy eliminated as a

major cause of death. This comparison indicates a vast improvement in
con-urol'ling death by infectious disease and causes pecu'liar to the first
year. of life.

Today, the proportional distribution of selected causes of death
suggests a different composition in the disease burden. Most notable
differences are deaths by vio'rence and circuiatory diseases, as iilus-
traied in Table 8.2.

ïable 8.2 Selected causes of.Death by percentage Distribution(t974-1916 Averase)

Cause of Death

ltlan i toba
Re,gi s tered

'Indi an
( percent)

Canada
Regi stered

I ndi an
(percent)

Ail
Mani toba
(percent)

Accjdents, poisoning" violence
Diseases of the circulatory system
Diseases of the respiratory system
Neopl asms

Diseases of the digestive system
CerÊain causes of perinataì

mortaì i ty
Infectious and parasitic diseases

36. 1

L7.5

13.1

7.3

3.8

6.7

3.4

32.9

20.5

t0.7
7.8

4.6

4.4

2.4

8.7
47 .4

9.2
22.t
3.6

1.5

6.8

Total

(Source: Siggner 1980: 30)

100.0 100.0 100.0
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Whereas more l4anitoba Indians than Canadian Indians were dying from

accidents and violent causes, fewer were dying from diseases of the

circulatory system. The importance to ManÍtoba Indians of neoplasms

(cancers) as,a cause of death ís also notable (7.3%). The prominence

of these causes of death signifies that diseases of civilization are

increasing ìn importance. Far more Manitobans are dying fro¡n heart dis-
eases and cancers (69.s%) compared to Manitoba Indians (24.g%), but far
fewer die from accidental and violent causes (8.7% versus 36,r%). The

causes of death associated with poverty do not vary significanily be-
tween Canadian and Manitoba Indians and all Manitobans. However, cer-
tain causes of perinataì mortality are considerably more important to
Ilani toba Indians than for al I trlanitobans (6.7% versus r.s%). This cate-
gory of death will be explaÍned more fuìly later in the discussÍon.

In general, the information on the causes of death would suggest

that with the exception of deaths by accidents, etc., the typical dis-
eases of poverty which predominated in the 1940's have virtualìy been

brought under control. The comparison with the 1g46 table would also
indicate that the diseases typÍcaìly associated with civilizatíon (in-
cluding death by accidents, etc.) have become significantly more pre-
dominant causes of death.

2.

An examination of morbidity characteristics based on hospitali-
zation data tends to indicate a different composition of the disease
burden than woul.d be suggested by the mortalìty data. Not onìy does

the data suggest a different disease burden composition, but it also
indicates a much higher disease risk to lrlanitoba Indians reìative to
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al I Mani tobans.

In spite of íts weaknesses, morbidity data ís more enlightening
than mortaiity data. In Manitoba, the only available source of general
norbidity data is found in hospitalization records. trleaningful infor-
mation can be derived from age and cause specific data, as well as hos-
pital acimissions and length of stay rates. Hospitalization data vastly
under-represents the disease burden. Data can be skewed by varying
availability of hospital services, ease of access and levels of utiliza-
tion' In northern Manitoba, for instance, most patÍents are evacuated
to a distant urban hospitaì on'ly after their conditÍon has reached a
crisÍs point. The patient Air Transport (p.A.T. services--now cailed
$ledivac), which was organized in 1972, increased Indian hospitaì utili-
zation by four times, so hospitalization data before that year are not
comparable (Stefansson 1980). Furthermore, hospitalization data does

not account for ambulatory meclÍcal care nor for general illness which
receives scanty attention due to understaffed, overworked medicaì per_
sonnel servíng the Indian communities. Nevertheless, hospitalizatíon
data can give a reasonably accurate account, based on statistical
representation, of morbidity, as compared to other communities or rela-
tive to past or future trends

The first significant observation is that the respiratory and in-
fectíous and parasitic disease classification reasserts the predominance

of the diseases of the poverty category,* as illustrated by Tab.le g.3.

*Some siqnificant diseases pertinent to this study are categor_ized as followsi intòCiitr;-;;à pãrutiïiä-¿ii.uses inctudins rubercuto-sis, venereal diseases and vi.us hrr.ã;;;; ;¿;pìratory diseases incrud_ing inf'luenza, measles, pnurroñìa and uroricr¡iiîs; nutritional -endocrinal-metabolic diseases.inciuäins ¿iaoeiäi;-åiö;;ii;à dir.urus, saìr bradcrerdiseases; mentar diseases tñcluãirg-ãí..hðii;;'ànd drug crependency.
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,to1 I']9j9r Diagnostic Categories in(rate/1,000 populatio¡r) -

D'isease

Northern
Remote All Relative

Inlanitoba Manitoba Risk*

Respiratory disease
Obstetrical conditions
Accidents and poisoning
Infectious and parasitíc diseases,
Il 1-defined conditions
Digestive disorders
GeilÍ to-Urinary di sorders
Círculatory disease
Nervous system di.sorders
Mental disorders
Skin and sub-cutaneous disêase
Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic
Muskuloskeletal diseases
Neopì asms

Congenital anomal ies
Blood disorders

67.15

50.24

36.46

23.49

19.8

16.2

14.2

13.08

70.97

7.1

6.91

5.79

5.29

4.73

2.19

1.96

19.5

2t.2
L4.2

5.1

8.5

15. 1

9.9'

16.1

5.8

5.7
2.3
2.9

5.7

9.6

1.3

1.0

3.4

2.4

2.7

4.6
2.3

1.1

1.4

0.8

1.9

t.2
3.0

2.0

0.9

0.5

1.9

2.0

Total 293.01 t47.7 2.0
*ReÏative risk refers to the risk of northern reniotehospitalized relative to all lilanitoOãns,'tf,äråio..risk; 2.0 = twice the rÍsko etc.
(source: t4anitoba Health services commissicn rgl}-lg7g)

Marritobans to be
1.0 = the same

reminiscent of the notorious pneu-

principa'l cause of death among

(Scrimshaw et_ al. 1969). Respira-

third highest cause of death to

The diseases of poverty category is
monia,/diarrhea complex which is the

infants in the tropícal Third World

tory diseases moved in rank from the
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the first cause of illness, whiìe infectious and parasitic diseases
moved from seventh to fourth. f'loreover, circulatory diseases moved from
the second most common cause of death to the eighth posÍtion as a cause
for hospit'alization. Neoplasms moved from fourth to fourteenth place.
It is ciifficult to account for this drop. One could speculate that cir-
cuìatory ciseases and cancers remain hidden until it is too late, or
that in the case of heart diseases, treatment often does not inc'lude
hospital ization.

The hospitalization data does not indÍcate diabetic and gall

' bladder morbidity. The importance of these two diseases as indicators
of'nutritionar maradaptation was highlighted by Schaefer (19zra , rg1g).
These indicators are hidden in the general endocrinal-metabolic-nutri-

'tional and digestive disease classifications. 0n the strength of
schaefer's study, however, the presence of these diseases in northern
Manitoba can be assumed. The lack of data cloes not allow any comment

about the prevalence, however.

A comparison between the remote North and all of Manitoba in
terms of the relative rÍsk factor is also reveaìing. whereas infectious
and parasitic diseases are the fourth leading cause of death for lilani-
toba as a whole, they represent the highest relative risk in northern
remote Flanitoba (4.6), foirowed cìoseìy by respiratory disease (3.4),
then skin and sub-cutaneous diseases (3.0), which are arso poverty_
sanitation related disorders. The relative risk of being hospitalized
for accidents and poisonings is 2.7 times that for all l4anitobans and

ranks third' The relative risk in being hospitaìized for circulatory
diseases is onìy slighily rower (o.g) whire cancers are about one half
(o'sl' whereas all f{anitobans die at a much greater rate from cancers
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and heart diseases, they are hospitalized only slíghtly more frequentìy.
This comparison would suggest that while the Indian peopie carry a sig_
níficantly heavier burden of the diseases of poverty than all Manitrr-

bans, they carry an almost equa'l weight in some of the diseases of
civilization.

Hospital admissions and 'length of stay data also provide some

meaningful in.formation about the significance of various diseases. The

renrote northern residents were hospitalized at a rate of l,g9g/1,000
population as compared to I,607/I,000 Manítobans (Stefansson 1980).

One can assume that a majority of Indians hospitalized are represented

largeìy by crisis cases whíle all Manitobans would be hospitalized more

frequent'ly for non-crisis episodes.* Data on the length of stay in
hospitals also reveals the seriousness of the diseases of poverty. For
reg'istered Manitoba Indíans, respiratory dÍseases account for 600 hos-
pitaì days per 1,000 admÍssions (1976), or three times the non-Indian
rate. Infectious and parasitic diseases follow at 3s0/1,000 (still
three times the non-indian rate) while accidents, poisonings and viol-
ence account for 300/I,000 admissÍons (SÍggner 1980: 32).

To sum up the analysis of the general mortality and morbidity
data, it could be said that whereas the so-called lifestyìe diseases
(heart disease and cancer) and accidents, violence and poisonings pre-
dominate as causes of ill health, it can be assumed that hospitaliza-
tion data by far underrates the significance of the disease burden in
both categories. Hospital access'is limited 'largely to emergency

*To reflect the rerationship accurately the rates should bestandardized to compensate for this àirà."pãnäv. since the data is in-sufficient to aoply a standardization formllã,"on. can only assume thatthe standardizeà'rätÀ ro. iñoiår rrosþitãliiáIion would be significanrlyhi gher.
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cases and is not easily available to less critical, yêt equaìly debi'li-
tating forms of ill health. some of the significant lifestyle diseases

related to nutrition (diabetes, gall bladder, dentaì carríes, obesÍty,

-etc.) are not'likeìy to appear in mortality figures since they are
rare'ly the dírect cause of death. The bearers of these illnesses are
often not hospitalized but are treated as ambulatory cases. Ilany of
these illnesses wourd rare'ry appear as hospitatization data, but they
would appear in a community's clinical data. One could assume the pre-
sence of these nutritionalìy related modernogenic diseases on the
strength of schaefer's (1g71a) data, and on the strength of the nutri-
tional survey which ìent general support to Schaefer,s conclusions.
l4any episodes of the diseases of poverty wourd a'rso not find their way

into hospitalization data. lnJhere environmental conditions are far from
salubrious, environmentaily rerated iilnesses can be assumed. The in-
fant mortality and morbidity data which will be examined later will
elucidate these relationships even further.

A significant source of ill health and death in northern Manitoba

can be associated with a deieterious psycho-social environment. If the
epidemiologist's assumption that loss of physical well-being can result
from a loss of social and psychological well-being is correct (Rogers

i960), and if it can be assumed that the Indians' history of coloniza-
tion has produced a significant leûel of social disintegration (Davis

and Zannis 1973), then a case could be made for saying that the Indians,
heightened susceptibility to illness is a function of their history of
suppressÍon and impoverishment. This hypothesis is consistent with

D.
DEN OF MODERNIZATION
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Najman's (tggo) general susceptibÍlity theory. Ihe addition of alcohol
to the Indian diet and way of life has undoubtedly unleashed an array
of psycho-social and physical patho'logies on the Indian people. Due to
a paucity of significant data on Indian sociaJ pathology a more conrete
statement on the relat'ionship would have to await specific case-study
research' However, there Ís a small amount of data avaÍlable on deaths

by accident, violence and poisonings as weil as on suicide. Though no

concrete conclusions can be drawn from this data, they do illuminate
some tel ì ing relationshÌps.

Social fragmentation, marginalization and impoverishment pro-
duôed by the underdevelopment process become manifest in numerous forms
of psycho-social ill health. 0f these, alcoho'lism and depression com-

pose the bulk of the burden. In the opinion of Davis and Zannis (1973:

727), "The prime cause of mentar iilness among the native peop.re of the
North is related to systematíc cultural destruction and loss of iden-
t.ity." A loss of meaning in customs and traditiorrs,and a clash of
social values produces a severe identity crisis which develops into de-
pression and arcoho'rism. According to Davis and Zannis (ig73: rzs),
"B'itterness and cynicísm are very much a part of rife in the North.,,
Mental illness and social breakclown have virtual]y become a part of the
modern way of life for the native peopìe.

Mental illness is often manifest in forms of accidental and

violent deaths which includes also suicide. According to a study on

violent deaths in Kenora, Ontario, arcohor was associated with abcut
70% of the cases (Grand councir Treaty No. 3, undated). A simi]ar study
in Manitoba arrived at a similar proportion (cited in Stefansson 19g0).
About one third (36.1%) of all Indian deaths in l'lanitoba are be acci
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dent, poisoning or viorence. Acconding to the Fianitoba study, the Ind-
ían popu'lation is at six times the risk of dying frorn sudden or unnat-
ural deaths than Ís the Manitoba population as a whole. Furthermore,
it was esiimated that if the trend continues, one in three natíve peop.le

could expect to die as a resurt of accidents or viorence.

Data on deaths by accident, poisonÍng and violence can be broken
down into specific causes of death and into age specific rates. Tabre
B'4 illustrates the composition and percentage distribution of causes

of death for the Canadian and Manítoba registered Indians and for all
Mani tobans .

' The 'leading 
causes of tlanitoba Indian deaths in thÍs category

were drowning, followed by motor vehicle accidents, burns and firearnls.
It'lotor vehicle deaths form a significant'ly lower portion of deaths than
for Canadian Indians and for all ManÍtobans.

Table 8.4 Deaths by Accídent, poisoning, Violence (percentage)

Cause
Canadian Registered
rndian (ßlq-la) Regi s tered

(1e74-76)
Mani toba

I ndi an
l,lan i toba
(wta¡

Motor vehicles
and trains

Drowni ng

Expos ure

Burns

Falls
Fi rearms

Others*

?5.4

15.0

3.8

9.4

3.7

8.1

34.6

11. 3

23.4

7.7

11.3

2.8

10.1

33.4

33.0

8.2

3.9

r0.4
1.1

43.5
Total 100.0 i00.0 100.0
*Other incl udes suicides, poÍsonings
(Source: Heajth Data Book I97B; Siggner 1980)
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The.greatest risk of death by accidentr poisoning and violence
occurs to males between the ages of 15 and 44. The 1976-197g average

death rate for Indian males in this category was s.3/1,000 compared to
L's/t'000 for IndÍans of alì ages. The rate for lujanitoba Indian males

is five times that of ali canadian males in this age group (siggner
1980) ' The 1977 accidental death statistics for frlanitoba Indians shovr

that 35% of all accidentar deaths occurred in the 20 to 29 age group,

indicating that this group is the most prone to die vìo'rently (Medicat

Services Branch, personal communication)

A small proportion of deaths by accident and violence is made up

óf'suicides (see Tab're g.5). suicide rates give a good general indica-
tion of mental health. Even though suicide forms a relativety small por-
tion of the total death rate (0.30/1,000 versus 10.2/t,000), it warrants
specia'l attention due to the seriousness of suicide as an indicator of
psycho-sociai r+el'l-being, as il lustrated in Table g.5.

Table 8.5 standardized suicide Rates 1976-i978 (per 100,000)

INDIAN RESERVES AND
UNORGANIZED TERRITORI ES

Age Standard-
ized Rate

Age Sex Standard-
Ízed Rate

ALL MANiTOBA

Age Sex Standard-
ized Rate

Year Male Female Tota I Total

7976

1977

t978

40. B

60. 3

57.9

4.3

9.7

4.4

23.3

35.9

32.2

14.t
17 .5

13.9

( Sou rce: Suicide and Suicide Attempts 1980)
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Table 8.5 íllustrates.that over the three year period the male suicide
rate averaged about 8.7 times higher than the female rate. In 1978, it
was 13 times as high. The suicide rates for Indians also averaged twice
that for all Manitobans. Other figures on the age distribution of re-
ported suicÍdes indicates that 90% of the suicides occur between the
ages of 15 and 30. This figure can be further broken down into three
age categories, which show that the group most prone to suicides are 15

to 19 year o'lds (38% of ail suicides), folrowed by z0 to 29 year ords
(33%) and then zs to 29 year olds (t9%) (suicide and Suicide Attempts
1e8o).

' The Indian age cohort most prone to commiting suicide are adoles-
cent males aged ls to 19. This cohort represents a group of youth who,
though in the process of establishing their own Ídentities, should be

in their prime of physicaì and mental health. However, before the age

of 15' many chíldren already have developed severe emotional handicaps.
In a report from the shanattawa I.R., about sr% of the chirdren have

developed the habit of sniffing gasoline regularly, while Il% of these
are chronic sniffers. The report goes on to say that, ,,Most of the
people that are chronically involved in sniffing come from either physi-
cally or psychorogicaily broken homes. A rot of'this has to do with
the fact that fam'ily dynamics of 25 years ago in an Indian community

have certainly changed. " (postl 1975: IZB).

The risk to the youth of dying by viorence, accident or suicide
is a clear indication of a less than salubrious psycho-social environ-
ment in Indian communities. The cumulative effects of psycho-social
stress and environmentar stress on the Indian peopre places them into a

vulnerable and disadvantaged position of high risk to ill health.
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f'lodernization has not on'ly increased the prevalence of the diseases of
civilization, but arso has imposed a heavy burden of psycho-sociar iil_
ness. t^lithin the Indian context, psycho_social illness should indeed
be categorized rvith the other rnodernogenic diseases.

E. 
TION OF THE

DISEASE BURDEN

Data on infant sickness and death reflects the disease burden of
a population, as infants are the most vulnerable to environmental influ-
eRces. Infant mortarity rates have been dropping significantly in the
last two decades. From an infant mortarity rate of 400/r,000 rive
births in 1946, the rates had dropped to B0/1,000 (canadian Indians) by

- 1960 and to z3-7/r,000 in 1978 (Manitoba Registered Indians__see F.ig.
B'1)' For all Manitobans, the rate more than halved between 1960 and
1978 (from 30/1,000 to 13.Z/t,000) (Siggner 1970,1980).

comparing the causes of infant death among canadian Indians with
those of the canadian popu'ration* revears some striking differences.
Figure 8'2 shows that about one third of canadian infant deaths are from
various causes pecu'liar to the first week of life as compared to almost
one half for all canadian infants. Another 20% of canadian Indian in-
fant deaths are from i1'l-defined symptoms. The main identifiable cause
of death for canadian Indian infants is respiratory diseases which claim
5'8 times as many Indian as canadian infants. The death rate for con-
genÍtal anomalies is almost equaì for both groups. For canadian infants
this cause represents armost one quarter of ail deaths, and for Indian

*ltlanitoba cause-specific infant death rates are not avai]able.
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infants, about one ninth. In a setting where the social and economic
environment is optímai for nurturing hea.lthy infants, perinatal mortal_
ity and congenitai anomalies account for a majority of infant deaths.
These two causes of infant death account for 70% of all canadian infant
(including Indian) deaths. RespÍratory, fnfectious, parasitic and diges_
tive diseases account for zg.5% of Indian deaths, and only 12.6% of
canadian infant deaths. The greatest disparity in causes of death is
in ill-defined symptoms (1.+/t,000 vs. L.Z/t,000) and respiratory dis_
eases (6.9/r,000 vs . r-2/t,000). If the canadian infant death rate by
cause represents a "normaì" pattern for developed, Índustrialized popu_

lations, the pattern for canadian Indian infants is abnornrally skewed
towards death by diseases of poverty (zg.s% vs. rz.6%) and by accidents
and violence ( Z"A/t,000 vs . 0.07/1,000).

An examÍnation of infant morbidity a'lso indicdtes a strong preva-
lence of poverty-rerated diseaser A study of hospitaì admissions of
Indian children (under 14) in Saskatchewan (Houston et ar. rg1g) indi_
cates that the diarrhea/pneumonia comp'lex (McDermott 1969) of disease
is still hÍghly signíficant among Indians. The study indicated that
there v'/as a high rate of association between pneumonia and diarrhea--
five times as many Indians had diarrhea associated with pneumonia as

whites, and fever persisted twice as rong. comparing Indian and white
children hospitar admission and 'rength of stay rates arso indicated
how vulnerable Indian chirdren are to these diseases. From a rather
outdated, but still relevant statistic from 1966, they point out that
hospital admissions for Indian chirdren were 1,r4g/r,000 and for whites,

*A detailed examination of infant morbidity in Manitoba followsin thg next chapter. e rrrvr rJ¡\¡¡ 
,
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258/L,000. The rate for length of stay was 2,30s hospital days per,
1'000 for whites and i2,397/1,000 for Indians (or 9 times). For the
duration of their study, the average rength of stay in the hospitaì for
respiratory and gastro-intestÍnal diseases was 26.9 days for Indians
and 8.7 days for whites or three times as long. Out of the 102 children
examined, four died while none of the 64 white children died.

Houston et al. (Wle¡ noted that chest infections, of which
measles (rubella) formed a significant proportion, were common.ly asso_
ciated with poor housing, crowding, poor nutrition, water, smoky atmos-
phere and poor ventilation. A highly significant causal factor which
thêy stressed was the practice of botile feeding infants, which put the
infants into a position of vulnerability. 0n1y 14% of the Indian chil-

'dren in the study had been breastfed for ìonger than one month.

The infant mortarity and morbÍdìty survey suggests that poverty_
related diseases are still an important component of the Indian disease
burden' !'lhereas the nutritional factor in the etiology of modernogenic
disease is more difficult to identify in adults, in infants it becomes

very clear' The role of bottle feeding in infant mortality and morbid-
ity to more clearly identify the nutritíonal component lvill be examined
in the following chapter.

F. CONCLUSION

The Indian people's mixed burden of poverty and civirization
dìseases has made them as vulnerable to ill health as the typicaì Third
t'lorld population. t'lortality statistics indicate that the Indian death
rate from poverty diseases is insignificant. These figures, however,
are misleading because of the availability of good medical care (aìbeit
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crisis care) r,rhich keeps mortarity fígures row. However, it has been

shown that the morbidity figures and infant mortality figures strongìy
suggest that these diseases still form a major portion of the disease
burden. The mortality figures, on the other hand, tend to indicate a

much stronger diseases of civilization component in the Indian disease-
burden.

One courd concrude, therefore, ihat the Indian people have beèn

rapidly acquiring the diseases of civilization without significant-ly
'leaving behind the diseases of poverty. In terms of the typology of
modernogenic diseases presented previouslyn the acquisition of the dis_
eases of civilization can be seen as a concomitant of the nutritional
shift' The central factor in the shift in the disease burden v^/as not

'improved environmentar conditions and hearth care (though this arso
has occurred), but the adoption of a maladaptive way of life, of which
nutrition has become a vital factor.

The next two chapters take a case stucry approach to pinpoint the
interrelationship between nutrition, health and moderniza.tion. A study
of bottle feeding infants provides an excellent exampìe of how the nutri-
tional shift (from breast feeding to botile feeding) has r¡ad adverse
consequences for both infant and adult physical and psycho-social health.
The case study wili also examine the role of the modern market economy

in creating the need for making the shift, and thereby perpetuating il.l
heal th and malnourishment.



CHAPTER IX

THE UNDERDEVILOPI4ENT OF INFANT NUTRITION AND HEALTH:

A BOTTLE FEEDING CASE STUDY

A. rrlrnooucrlo¡l

The nutritionar shift from breast feeding to bottre feeding in_
fants presents an ideal case study of examining the impact of under_
deÚelopment on nutrition and hearth. Breast feeding constitutes an
ídeal micro-environment involving a minimum of interactions between the
infant and the hostile environment. Bottle feeding represents a macro-
environment urhere a compìex array of physicar, sociar and economic
interactions influence infant health during a highly vulnerable period
of iife' Furthermore, the infant feeding bottìe, as a representative
of modernity, demonstrates the nature of the interaction between modern-
izationo nutrition and health

This case study is divided into two chapters. This chapter
takes 'an ecologicaì, or epidemiological, approach to the infant feeding
issue' It examines the micro-environmentar impact of the shift from
breast feeding to botile feeding on infant health in the North. The
next chapter continues the case study by examining the macro-environment
of the infant nutrition problem as well as the socio-cultural and
economic processes of underdevelopment which influence the spread and
adoption of botile feeding.
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This chapter is divíded into four parts. The first part reviews
the extent and nature of the shift to bottle feeding in t4anitoba. The
second part examÍnes the extent of the influence botile feeding has had
on Indian infant mortality, while thé third part documents the charac-
ter of bottie feeding related iilness to the North. Fina.ily, an ecoì_
ogicaì approach is used to expìain the environmental factors involved
in the switch from the breast to the bottle, and to show the deleterious
consequences of the shift.

B. ]NFANT FEEDiNG PRACTICES iN I,IANITOBA

In the last six decades, mothers in the industriarized worrd
have been steadily abandoning breast feeding in favour of botile feed-

, 
ing'* In the Third l^lorld this transition has occurred with expìosive
swiftness in just the last two decades (Berg 1973a). The botile feed_
ing revolution is also of very recent origin among native canadians
living in remilte areas. This section briefry, examines the nature of
infant feeding patterns in both the urbanized South and the rural North
and differentiates between the two. The purpose of this discussion is
to establìsh the extent of the nutritional shift from breast feeding
Ínfants to botile feeding ìnfants in lrfanitoba.

A recent study of infant feeding patterns in Canada has demon-
strated that a very sma'lì proportion of mothers breast feed their chil-
dren at least for six months (r'lyeres rgTg). The patterns were found to
vary significantìy from region to region and from one ethnic group to

*See Hirschman and
9h: l0) for an historicá.tbottle feedíng in Ameriða.

Sweet (ßlq) and Jel tiffe
review of the change from

and Jel I iffe ( igZAU:
breast feeding to



another (see Table 9.1). During the perÍod of study

Indians and inuit had the largest percentage (g% and

of total]y breast fecr infants. Hovrever, most Indian

were bottle fed at some point in the ear.ly stages of
cations are that the percentage of botile fed infants
steadily since 1971.

Table 9.1
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(i965 to I97L) ilre

13%, respectíveìy)

and Inuit Ínfants

infancy. The indi-

has increased

Distribution of Breast and Botile Fed Infants in canadai965- I977 (percentage)

IVIODE OF INFANT FEEDING

Regi on
Breast
0nly

Breast Pl us
Bottl e

Bottl e
0nly

Atl anti c

Quebec

0nta ri o
Prai rí es

Pacific
Indi an

inui t
liati onal

1

1

4

0

3

8

13

2

L4

11

29

33

31

31

46

24

B5

89

67

67

59

61

51

74

( Sou rce: f'þeres 7979: ZI3)

A study of two nonthern Manitoban Indian communities found that
54'4% of the mothers started breast feeding, but that by one month 36.7%

of them had switched to bott're feeciing. Armost one harf (45.6%) used

only bottle feeding (Eilestad-Sayed et ar. rgrg). These figures indi-
cate that a significant proportion (82.3%) of Indian infants were being
bott'le fed after the first month of life.
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Infant feeding patterns in Manitoba vary significantly from one

area to another. Table 9.2 suggests that breast feeding is more asso-

ciated with urban areas than with rural areas or IndÍan reserves.

Table 9.2 9tçqt! Feeding aI Hospital Discharge in Manitoba 1979_
1980 (percentage)

Regi on r979 1980

Wi nn i peg

Rural

Indian Reserves

66.0

47.0

39. 0

66.6

48.4

39. 1

(Source: Manitoba paediatric Society 1981a)

A. recent study of Ínfant feeding practices in southern lvlanitoba (Cìark

1981b) also found that there was a distinct, and growing, urban bias to
breast feeding. This pattern is in direct contrast to the abandonment

of breast feeding in the Indian areas.
' In the industrialized world there is a distinct urban bias to
breast feeding, Ín contrast to the urban bias to botile feeding in the
Third world. The urban bias in breast feeding was illustrated in a

recent study of the socÍo-economic characteristics of mothers with new-

borns in southern Manitoba (clark 19g1b). Some of the findings are

illustrated in Table 9.3, which relates breast and bottle feeding to
the mother's age, education and soêio-economic status. These data

illustrate that in the "developed" areas breast feeding increases with
the age of the mother, with education, and with socio-economic status.
These data are consistent with the findings of Jones and Belsey ( rgTl)



Iable 9.3 Sccio-Economíc
Boztle Feeding

Characteristics of
Ilothers in t4anitoba
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Breast Feeding and
1977 -1978 ( percentage)

MODE OF iNFANT FEEDING

Soci o- ic:nomi c
Characteristic Breast Bottl e

Itlother's Ag:
<19

1B-i9
20-29

30-34
2ÂrJJI

Stother' s ic,rcati on

El ementar.;

High Scho:1

Universit¡
0ther

Socio-Econo;ic Status*
Low

AVerage

Hish

43

37

57

7T

78

57

63

43

29

22

37

51

89

64

69

49

1i
36

51

52

73

49

48

27

*Incl udes

(Source:
hisband's occupation
ilark 198lb forthcoming)

Ín a London borough in the 1970's and of the Hirschman and sweet (1974)

longitudina; study of the socio-economic characteristics of breast feed-
ing mothers in the united states. In the r,rest, it has been suggested,
there'is a sirong relationship between breast feeding and the health
food mover*ert of the mid-1970's, which involved the counter_cuìture,
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educated "post-moderns". Indications are, however, that the practice
is Josing its counter-modern character as more lower-middle class women

are turning to breast feeding (c]ark, personal communication). In
Ilanitoba, the bias toward breast feeding ís increasing. In i9g0,39.4%
v¡ere breast feeding compared to 26.g% in 1979 (Manitoba paediatric
Society 198ib)' These ínfant feeding patterns suggest an industrial-
ized world pattern of infant feeding. At one time bottte feeding had
an urban bías, but that over time diffused into the rural areas.
Breast feeding has very recenily become an innovative practice, and a
reversar of the trend Ís beginning to take place. In the Third worrd,
however" bottle feeding is still associated with modernization and
wes tern i zati on . 

*

The industriarized worrd patterns of infant feeding practices
are in direct contrast to the contemporary Third worrd pattern, where
bottle feeding is associated rvith urbanization (Esteri k rgTr; Zeittin
qt- al' 1978) and breast feeding with rural primitive traditionalism
(Greiner 7977; Kazimi and Kazím i 1g7g). The patterns are characterized
by a general abandonment of breast feedíng associated with increasing
"modernity". This has crearry been the pattern associated with the
Indian and Inuit peopre as weil. A study by schaefer (1971b) of Inuit
infant feeding c'learly illustrates the Third l^lorld pattern character-
istÍc of Canada's native people (see Tabìe 9.4). Schaefer illustrates
how, among the Inuit, bottie feeding has increased over time. He com_
pared the age groupings who have ever been botile fed, and also compared
bottle feeding rates with settlement types. He observed that bot'e

*see chaoter x for a detailed discussÍon of the association be-tween borile teäcing"anã' *ä¿ä.nization.
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Table 9.4 Individuals Ever-Botile Fed According to Age Group andCommunity Type (percentage)

AGE GROUP

Type of
Settl ement Adul ts Adolescents 1

Ch i I dren
mo. 12 mo. A'll Ages

HuntÍng camps

Vi'l I age type
settl ements

Urban type
settl ements

1.0

3.4

4.5

17 .7

25.0

29.4

9.8

28.6

39.6

31.7

53. i

73.6

15.1

31.5

34.6

Total 2.7 2r.6 23.4 49. 5 22.1
( Sou rce : Schaefer I97Ib: 481)

feedÍng increased as the Inuit became more

that in urbanÍzed settlements five times as

bottle fed as in the hunting camps.

schaefer associated bottle feeding with increasing modernization.
His findings are consistent with his study (tgzia), presented earìier,
that consumption of southern foods, and especialìy refined carbohydrates,
v¡as clearìy related to settlement type and to the modernization process.
The association between bottle feeding and the ,,nutritional shift,, was

cìearly made in a recent study of infant feeding practices in the North-
west Te*itories (spady et ar. rgrg). Thus, it can be argued that
bottle feeding is an aspect of the general díetary change associated
with modernization, and hence it can be analysed in the same fashion.
Furthermore, it can be argued that a study of bottle feeding relating
mortality and morbidity among the Indian infants is more accurateìy

urbanized. Schaefer found

many infants were being
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assessed from a Third r¿Jorld perspective,

r,¡hole do not exhibit the characteristics
in infant feeding practices taking place

toba.

as the native people as a

of the contemporary revolution

in urban, industrialized Nani_

C. BOTTLE FEEDING AND INFANT MORTALITY

In the rast two decades Indian infant mortarity rates have drop_
ped rapidly- This change is due in part to a much improved system of
cnisìs care for northern Indian residents. Nevertheress, the Indian
infant mortality patterns sti'll indicate a ìarge disparity when compared
r,rith the al l-Manitoba patterns.

It has been suggested that among impoverÍshed peoples the mode
of infant feeding is a more significant factor than other socio-economic
variab'es (cunningham rg77; E'restad-sayed rg.g; schaefer rgTrb). This
ana'lysis will test the strength of the mode of infant feeding factô-r ín
influencing infant mortaì ity.

ldith the data avairabre, three methods of analysis can be used
to determine infant mortarity patterns. Age specific data can be usedtoanaìysemonth-by-monthmortalitypatterns(@]dCare
vital statístics)' cause specific data indicates the causal factors
associated rvith infant death f tistics).
A study of 5'598 indian infants born in 1962 (Graham_cummings 1962)
makes available data disaggregated according to the mode of infant feed-
ing, age specific and cause specitil mortality. For comparative pur_
poses, a study of infant mortarity patterns in Liverpoo.r from 1g36 to
1942 (Robinson i951) wil I be used.
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Age specific infant mortality data for Manitoba coveríng the per-
iod 1976 to 1978 show some distinct differences between Indian and all
l'lanjtoba mortajity patterns. r,rithin the fÍrst 28 days of life Indian
infants fol lor+ a pattern similar to al I lvlanitoban infants. The graph

in Figure 9.1 shows that within the first seven days of life there is
a surge of infant deaths. Most infants in this stage die from,,causes
of perinatal mortality" (mostìy endogenous causes) which account for the
bulk of deaths in an urbanized industrial society. For all Manitobans,
the first 28 day period presents the period of highest risk. After

I

Fis. 9.1 cumulative* Aoe-Specific Infant Mortarity ( rg76-191g)(Iilanitoba Infãnrs' 1976-ig7aj- 
-

* The age-specific rates are cumurated to show how manyinfants have already died iñ ãach pu.iõa."-" '

(source: statislr_çå)
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that the cumulated number of deaths increases at a slow rate until the
end of the first twe'lve month period. The cumulatíve mortality for the
second e'leven month period mereìy doubles the rate from the first one
month period.

For the Manitoban Indian infant, the period from the 2gth day to
the sixth month presents the highest risk. About one half of the Indian
infant deaths occur in this period compared to about one quarter of alj
Manitoba deaihs. This wourd suggest that the nature of the risk for
Indian infants is much diffprent than for F'lanitoba infants as a whole.

. The sharp rÍse after the 2gth day can be exprained by the high
disease risk associated with weaning practices (Scrimshaw et ar. 196g).
In Manitoba most infants tend to be taken from the breast and put on

the bottle at one to two months (Clark i981a). Most Indian infants a.lso
tend to be weaned at this age. The Graham-cummings (rcaz¡ survey of
5'598 canadian Indian infants compared infant deaths with the mode of
infant feeding' He discovered a significant relationship between bot6e
feeding and infant mortality. His data showed that the infant death
rates for total]y breast fed infants was 60 per thousand live births,
but that the rate for total ìy bottle fed infants was 8611,000 (or 43%

higher)- He arso found that the rate for infants fed first at the
breast and then on the botile was only slightty higher than that for
breast fed infants, but significantly lower than for bottle fed infants
(see Fig. 9.2).
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Fig. 9.2 cumulative Aoe-Specific Infant Mortaiity AccordÍng toMode of rnrañt Fäedins (Ãïi -ðunu¿iuÀ 
rnäiäñi'tóaz)

(Source: Graham-Cummings 1962)

Knodel and Kinter (Igll), using data from an American city in
the 1920's have cìearly demonstrated that there is a correlation between
age of weaning off the breast and infant mortality. They found that for
each additional month that an infant was breast fed the month-specific
mortality rate dropped. After six months, the rates for breast and
bottìe fed infants merged. This rerationship u/as found to be true in
the Graham-cummings (1962) survey as wel'1. The monthìy mortaìity rate
for Indian infants breast fed for one month was 48.3/1,000 versus 6l.B/
1'000 for botile fed infants (for one month oid infants). However, by
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the seventh month the rate had dropped to 16.0 for breast versus 16.6
{for seven month old bottle fed infants). It has been determined that
after the sixth month of life the benefits of onìy breast feeding
decline as the infant begins requÍring supprementary foods and as other
environmental factors predominate in determining health status (Gerrard
1974| Knodel and Kintner 1977). 0n the basÍs of the ,,mode of infant
feeding specifiò" data, it can be argued that the shift from the breast
to the bottte in the first three months is a strong contributing factor
to the sharp rÍse in infant mortarity for Manitoba infants shown in
Figure 9.1.

An examinatíon of cause specific mortaiity data further clarifies
the nature of Indian infant deaths, as iilustrated in Tabre 9.s.

Table 9.S
?;:: is:såå'l,y:'Jîll;{,-î;;; ?ü :iå;:,:í Dearh

Causes I.R. & U.T. Mani toba

Symptoms and ill-defined
conditions
Lower respiratory
Other causes

Gastro-Intestinal
Congenital anomal ies
BÍrth injury

44.08

39. 87

34.48

29.05

7.42

2.50

16.5

6. 53

13.7

3.2

8.09

1.0

(Source t

The categories ,'symptoms 
and

account for about one hal f of

i I I def i ned condi ti ons,' and ',other causes,,

Indian deaths and two thirds of Manitoba
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infant deaths' Death ra"es from congenital anomalies are comparable
for both Indian and all-irianitoba infants. The most interesting feature
of the tabre is the difference in deaihs from Jower respíratory and
gastro-intestinal diseases. six times as many Indian infants die from
respiratory diseases and nine times as many from gastro-intestinal dis-
eases' These two causes accounted for 43.5% of Indian neo-natal deaths.
Grahanr-cummings (ßaÐ found that armost one harf of the gastro-intes_
tinal and respiratory deaths occurred in the first three months of life.

It is widery accepted that botile feeding is associated with
gastro-ìntestinal and respiratory deaths (canadían paediatric society
7978; Gerrard 1974; Graham-cummings 7962; Houston L979; scrimshaw e! al.
i968) - The same dia*hea/pneumonia comp.rex responsibr e for so many
deaths in the Thjrd l,lorld (gerg 1973a) and in turn_of_the_century Europe
(l4cKeown and Lowe 1966) contínues today among botile fed ínfants Ín the
North

In the Thírd worrd the severity of bottre feeding ilrness accen-
tuates, êrìd in'turn is accentuated by, protein_calory_Malnutrition
(PCt"{). In the North, however, and Índeed in ail debiritating environ_
ments where the pcM factor is absent (Eìlestad-sayed rgTg; Gerrard and
Best 1959), bottre feeding has aiso been shown to accentuate respira_
tory and gastro-intestinai diseases in the same way as in the Third
l^lorld' To illustrate the relationship between botile feeding and these
causes of infant death in a resource-poor, non-Third worrd environment,
a study of 3,266 Ínfants in Liverpooì betvreen 1936 and r94z clear.ry
demonstrated that botre feeding was associated r+ith a high rate of
infant death (Robinson 1951) (see ïabìe 9.6).



Table 9.6 !'lode of Infant Feeding
l4ortal i ty ín Liverpooi
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Associated Cause-Specific Infant
1936-1942 (per 10,b00 live birlÀs)

MODE OF INFANT FEEDING

Cause B reas t Breast, then
Bottl e Bottl e

370.0

82.0

(Source: Robinson 1951)

Table 9'6 shows thai 4.4 times as n'ìany bottle fed infants in Liverpool
died of respiratory ijlness. The most striking difference in mortaiity
was demonstrated in the gastro-enteritis category, where none of the
breast fed infants died, in contrast with 82/10,000 botile fed infants.

The stark contrast in breast versus bott'le fed infant deaths in
Liverpool was corroborated in the Graham-cummings (tgaz) survey of
canadÍan Indian infants, where he found that seven times as many botile
fed infants died of pneumonia and six times as many died of gastro_
enteri ti s.

A reviev¡ of cause-specific infant mortarity differentiated by
the mode of infant feeding points out three significant factors related
to infant nutrition. First, bottle feeding Ís a significant factor in
determining the nature of infant deaths in impoverished conditions.
second' respiratory and gastro-intestinal diseases account for almost
one half of infant deaths ín the critical one to six month period where
either weanÌng from the breast takes prace and/or non-human mirks and
other foods are administered. Third, the gastro-enteritis/respiratory

Resp i ratory
Gastro-enteri tis

84.0

0.0
110.0

i3.0
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complex of diseases

also with conditions

(1978a : t2):

is associated not only with malnourishment, but

of poverty. Accordíng to Jeiliffe and Jeiliffe

"Infant mortar!ty ir lhg finar resurt of numerous,often ínteracting pathorogical stãies, notabry-ñuiri_tion and.ínfections, in türn thã-;;;;equences of verymanv socio-economic and orher enviròñmeiñüi-i.;;o.1.Ì,

Thís infant morta'lity survey stresses the importance of the bot¡e feed-
ing problem in the North. In the Indian communities today, however,
infant mortalìty has been reduced significantìy; consequently, signifi_
çant relationships between mortality and mode-of_;infant feeding can no

longer be positive'ry made. However, this does not mean that the rera-
tionships no longer exist. A survey of infant morbidity wilr crarify
the reiationship now crouded by vastry ímproved crisis care.

D. BOTTLE FEEDiNG AND INFANT MORBIDITY

The relatíonship between modes of infant feeding and infant mor-
bidÍty is especially strong; it ís far more conclusive than the data on
mortaiity and infant feeding practices. The main ínformation source
for this review are three studies employing hospitalization data which
has been disaggregated according to modes of infant feeding. The first
study analyses the infant feeding factor in two northern Manitoba com-
munities (Ellestad-Sayed rgrg). The second study dears with botile
feeding associated morbidity in an Inuit population (Schaefer 1971b).
Third, a study from a rurar New york state cònmunity (cunningham rgTr)
is used to compare bottle feeding related morbidity from a,,developed,,
area to an "underdeveloped', area.
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In a three year ìong stucry of the northern Manitoba Indian com-
muníiies of Garden Hiil and cross Lake, Eilestad_sayed et ar. (tglg)
examined 159 infants to determine whether the mode of infant feeding
was rerated to the incidence and severity of infection in the first
year of rife. They divíded the infants Ínto three Ínfant feeding cage_
gories and cross-referenced their current hearth status with their
hospitalization records. They attempted to determine whether the pro_
tection effect of breast feeding lasted after it was discontÍnued. 0f
the 158 infants, 17.7% were breast fed throughout, 36.r% switched to
bottTe feeding, and 4s.6% were furly bottre fed. As iilustrated in
Table 9.7, they discovered that botile fed infants were admitted ten
times more often than furly breast fed infants, and they tended to re_
main in the hospitar about ten times as long. They arso found that

Table 9.7 in Garden Hill and CrossFirst Year of Life I97Z-

HospÍtalization of 158 Infants
Lake*for Infections During- ihu
1975*

MODE OF INFANT FEEDING

Hospita'lization
B reast
( ¡=28)

Breast, then
Bottl e
( n=58)

Bottl e
(n=72)

Totaj no. of hospita'l
admissíons

Mean no. of hosrrítal
admissions per ðnil¿
Total no. of days in
nospl ta I

Itlean no. of days in
hospìtal per child

3.0

0.1

25.0

0.9

33.0

0.6

252.0

4.4

70.a

1.0

676.0

9.4
*Rates cannot be calculated as
once.

(Source: El lestad-Sayed 1979:

one infant may be hospitalized more than

2e6)
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minor infections whÍch were not sufficiently severe to require hospital-
ization occurred more often among botte fed Ínfants. The hospitariza_
tion rate for breast, then botile fed infants was not signifÍcantly
iower than for fu]ìy bottle fed infants; however, they did spend signi-
ficant'ry fewer days in the hospita'r. Tabre g.B shows that there was a
significant difference in the hospitalization rate between breast and
bottle fed infants.

Table 9.B Hospitalization for Infections per Breast_Bottìe FeedingYear* in Garden HÍil-;;ã-ð;;; Lake Let._rs75

MODE OF iNFANT FEEDING

Cause Breast Bottl e

Lower respi ratory
Gastro-enteri tis
Upper respiratory
0titis media

9

1

0

0

63

23

7

5

*The breast-bottle
.tion_ to accurately
bottle feeding and
fant.

feeding year fioure
reflect the grõups
also to account for

ís not.g ¡ate, but is a calcula_
wno-sw]tched from breast tomultip'le admissions of on. tn_

(Source: Ellestad-Sayed 1979: 296)

The differences Ín the hospitalizations between breast and bottte fed
infants are most significant for lower respiratory tract infections and
for gastro-enteritis. It was argued that infant nutrition is the most
important variable in determ'ining the disease burden of Indian infants.

Schaefer (1971b) examined 536 Inuit whose infant feeding histor-
ies could be determined for" otitis media, which is an inner ear infec_
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tion.. Otitis media reaves scarríng tissue after the infection has

healed, which allows it to be identified in adults. Schaefer related
mode of infant feeding to epísodes of Otitis media and categorized the
data according to setilement types, as i'llustrated in Table 9.9.

Schaefer found the relationship between botile feeding and ear
disease to be of greater statistical signifícance than the relationship
between ear disease and setilement type. The relationship between

breast feeding' ear disease and settlement type was also less signifi-
cant than between bottig feeding, pathology and settlement type. This
means that where infants were breast fed the settlement t-vpe was 1ess

si(¡nificant than where they were bottle fed. His results suggest that
the mode of infant nutrition is more significant than other environmen-
tal variables associated with the different setilement types.

The greatest prevalence of ear disease was among botile fed in_
fants jn the urbanízed settlements. schaefer reported that whereas in
traditional settlements Ínfants were breast fed for over two years, in
the urbanized settrements 40% were bottre fed before the end of the
first month, and 75% before the end of the fírst year. He also noted
that the switch to botile feeding and the shortening or abandoning of
the traditional two year lactation period occurred as one of the first
steps of modernization observed in the Arctic. Schaefer,s study sup_
ports the argument that infant nutrition is more important than other
environmentaì variables in deternrining the health status of Indian and
Inuit infants

It has conmonly been assumed that there is no particuiar advan_

tage of breast feeding over botile feeding in an industrialized,
"modern".society. Though the episodes of infant irr hearth wirÌ be



Table 9.9 0ti ti s
Among

Camps and smal'l settlements

VÍ'l l age-type settl ements

Urbanized settlements

Media Findíngs Accordino
the Inuit (percentage)

Sett'lement Type

Total

* Bottle fed
( Sou rce :

to Settlement Type and llode of

Bottl e Fed
1,2 no.

12 months includes
Schaefer LgTIb: 483)

15. 1

27.5

34. 6

Breast Fed
12 mo.

Severe

22.1

those who were swi tched

0.0

7.7

6.7

Total

Infant Feeding

PATHOLOGY

1.5

6.8

TT.2

Bottl e Fed
12 mo.*

Severe

2.0

0.0

20.0

34.5

5.2

Total

to bottle feeding within the first month.

17 .6

35.0

62.r

21,.2

Severe

Tota'l

0.0

4.4

13. 6

42.4

Tota I

2.8

10.9

23.7

4.7 10.4

l\)
N)
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higher in an impoverished population regardless of mode of infant feed-
ing, studies are demonstrating that botile feeding ín the,,developed,,
t'rcrld also injtiates ill health independent of the envÍronniental con-
text (cunningh am rgrr). cunningham,s study of 326 ínfants in a rurar
Nerr York community ìends support to this hypothesis (see Tabre 9.10).
About one half of these infants were botile fed upon being discharged
from the hospital. He discovered relationships between bottle feeding
and cause of ill health and hospitaì admissions which were simi'lar to
those found by the Ellestad-Sayed (Wle¡ study.

Table 9.10 Frequency of Iilness per 1,000 patient þJeeks in RurarNew York State

MODE OF INFANT FEEDING

Hospi ta I i zatì on Factor Breast Bottl e

Otitis media

Acute I ower respÍ ratory
Ve¡iting or diarrhea
Hospital admissions
Toial illness episodes

3.4

0.3
2.0

0.3
5.8

6.3

5.5

4.9
2.9

i6.8
( Sou rce : Cunningham 1977: 727)

Respiratory, gastro-intestinal and ear.disease accounted for the major-
ity of the New york infants'episodes of iilness as weil. Botre fed
infants accounted for gg% of the patient weeks, gr% of the significant
illnesses, and 9r% of the hospitaì admissions. There were no life
threatening iilnesses among the breast fed infants. cunningham (r9r7:
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728) observed that "The proportion of infants suffering any signifÍcant
episodes of illness increased as the extent of breast feeding declined.,,
He also argued that socio-economic status was less of a determining fac-
tor in infant hearth than was the nutrítion factor.

The murtifactoriar approach to the etiorogy of infant iilness
employed by E'llestad-sayed et a.l.., schaefer and cunningham have isolated
infant nutrition as a highly signfficant factor among other environmen-
ta] factprs.* cunnÍngham (1977) found that higher education and econ-
omic status were positively related to breast feeding. There was no
diffe'rentiation, however, between the status factor and episodes of Íll-
ness related to bottle feeding. In the Inuit and in the Indian cornmuni-
ties the etiologicaì factors become more complex because of the harsher
physical environments. schaefer (1971b) maintains that in spite of the
very sound arguments that: harsh climate leads to more upper respira_
tory disease; that primitive and crowded housing, poor sanitary condi_
tions, lack of personal hygiene, deìayed medicai care, and increased
risk of exposure are significant causai factors in the etiology of
otitis media, his analysis of the infant feeding factor tencls to contra-
dict the accepted arguments. Those Inuit who maintain a traditionai
ìifesty'le' as wert as those order,,urbanized,, Inuit who were breast fed,
who were more exposed to harsh climates, who would have grown up in
small, crowded and poorìy heated tents and igloos, and who had rimited
access to medical care exhibited much loner incidents of disease than
those living in urban settlements with spacious, well heated houses and

*The multifactoríal approach,
ves q.study of the phys.ical , iociaì 

-

rounding an epi sode' oî i I I nési . 
-

discussed in Chapter four, invol_and psychoìogical environróni Åù._
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anc quick access to medical care. schaefer argues that climatic, socio-
economic, hygienÍc and medical care factors may be significant but do

noi explain the remarkabry higher incidence of ear disease' in younger

age groups living in more modernized settings.

The Ellestad-sayed et ar. (rg1g) study tested the rerationship
beiween hospitalization and socio-economic variables íncluding birth
statistics, housing, education, income, emproyment and the avairabiìity
of water and refrigeration which might have contributed to infant mor-
bidity' At the time their data was collected they found that sanitary
and persona'l hygiene standards in Garden Hill and cross Lake were sub-
optimal. None of the houses had plumbing and few had access to pÍpecl

waier. In spite of the poor conditions, they found that the onìy fac_
tor which shor+ed any sÍgnificant relationship wìth hospitalization was

the mode of infant feeding. They found that the breast feeding wornen

tended to be older, had more children, had less formal education and

lived in more crowded conditions than those who botile fed. converse-ly,
bo'utle feeding mothers tended to be younger, better educated and lived
in better conditions. The Ellestad-sayed et al. (tgls: 297) study con_
cluded that the protective effect of breast feeding was ,,independent

of famíly size' overcrowding in the home, famiiy income and education
of parents." They argued strongly for the primacy of the infant feed_
'ing va.iables to expiain the etiorogy of irì hearth

The infant feeding variable has been shown to be a highìy signi_
ficant factor in explaining the cause of infant ill health. Other envi-
ronnental factors attain significance in relation to ihe mode of infant
feeding. lnJhere an infant is whorìy breast fed the environment p.rays a

relatively insígnificant role. However, where an infant is wholly
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bottle fed, the environmental factors are extremely important. Thís

factor explains why bottle fed infants in disadvantageous environments

fare so much poorer than bottle fed Ínfants in advantageous environ-
ments' The envíronmental impact on infants who are first breast fed
and then bottle fed increases inversely as the length of breast feed-
i.ng decreases. These genera'lizations hold true for both the lvealthy
and the impoverished, if at different levels of intensity.

The interaction between nutrition and health has been generally
described in this discussion of infant mortarity and morbidity. The

next section examÍnes in more detaii the roie of botile feeding in
generating a loss of physicar and psychorogicar wer'r-being.

E.

As ìong as infants were nourished at their mother's breast the
ecology of infant nutrition was very sinrple. The infant was entire'ly
dependent on ìts mother, who by herself was able to adequately supply
all its needs for at least the first six months.* with the introduction
of artifical feeding non-human milk and other foods, the ecoìogy of
infant feeding becomes highry comprex. Not on]y are infant nutritÍon
and health compromised,but the well-being of the infant grown into adult-
hood' as wejl as of its mother can also suffer adverse consequences.

The shift from the breast to the bottle can Ínitiate a chain of cumula-
tive effects leading to nutritÍonar and psychoiogicar maradaptation.

when there is a change from breast to botile feeding, two

able to lactate. Orher inhibitions .ãn ¡ð".ãri!¿or by a psychosomatic blockage.

are bioìogicai'ly un-
by certain illnesses
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principal factors dominate the interaction between nutrÍtion and health.
First, the protective factors supplied by the mother are lost when

bottle feedÍng is introduced. Second, non-human milk and other milk
substitutes alien to the infant's immature digestive system premature'ly
introduce provactive factors which result in ill health. This discus-
sion will clarify some of the ecological interactions responsible for
the differential infant mortality and morbidity rates discussed in the
previous section.

1.

' 
The ecology of breast feeding is remarkably simple. Breast feed-

ing involves few interactions between the infant and íts environment.
Three predominant features of breast feedÍng infants gives them a dis_
tinct advantage over bottle fed infants. First, the breast fed ini.ant
exísts in a relatÍvely restricted micro-environment with its mother.
This restriction allows for a limited level of contaminatíon from the
outside world and limits the adaptive responses necessary for survivaì.
Second, mother's milk is nutritionalìy sound, ,,wÍth the finest details
of the milk and of the process adjusted to the particuìar needs of the
vray of life and environmentar hazards.,, (¿eiliffe and Jeiliffe l9zga:
16)' Non-human milk has a significantly different nutrient composition
which is entireìy inappropriate for human infants (spady rg77). Third,
breast milk offers a protective factor against: (a) dísease causing
micro-organisms ingested while artlficial feeding; and (b) provocative
food antigens which upset the Ínfant's metaboìic system and allergenic
control system. As was demonstrated previousìy, breast feeding appears
to be a protective factor against respÍratory, gastro_intestinal and
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ear infeciions

' The mosi important non-nutritive advantage of breast milk is the
passive ínmunizing factor it passes on to the infants. At birth the
infant's alimentary canal (gut) is sterile. However, wíthin a few hours
bacterial coronization occurs (canadian paediatric society rgrg). An
infant's independent imnlunologica'l system does not become fully develop-
ed until six to njne months of age (Gerrard 1gl4). The newborn does not
receive a fulì compìement of antibodies before birth. The mother, how-
ever, is able to convey the missing antibodies through her mirk.

Breast nilk has at jeast four significant protectÍve functions
(Canadian paeCiatric Society i97g). First, breast milk passes immuniz_
íng antibodies on to the infant. within five days of birth the coros_
trum (the first stage of breast mi'lk production) contains a variety of
ímnunoglobulins (Ig). The most significant one is IgA, which provides
the main defence against diarrheas and gastro-enteritís which are deadìy
in poor environirentar conditions (Gerrard rg74). Second, breast miìk
rs a source of the iron-binding whey protein,'ractoferrin, which has an
inhibitory effect on Escherichia Coli (E. Coli), one of the most common
bacterias present in the mature adult gut. !. cori is a high.ry provoca-
tive bacteria in the immature infant gut. According to Jeiliffe and
Jelliffe (1g7gb: 262), "Essentiarly E. cori diarrhea in the newborn is
a bottle-feeding disease." Third, breast mirk arso herps nraintain an
intestinai microfrora in which Lactobacilrus bifidus is predominant. L.
bifidus protects the infant againsú the deveropment of other provoca_
iive micro-organisms. Fourth, breast miìk protects the gastro-intestinal
tract from foreign food antigens at a time when alien foods provoke mal-
adaptive arìergic reactions. luith the premature introduction of sup_
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piementary milk or solid foods, the infant's intestÍnal flora changes to
that of a normal adult flora at a time when its system is far too imnra-

ture to adapt proper'ly.

In the first six months of life the ínfant is entirely dependent
on its mother for weil adjusted deve'ropment. In the words of Gerrard
(tgl+: 762) ' "An important factor of breast feeding is therefore to in-
sure a smooth transition from dependence to independence.,, Hence, when

the delicate balance in which the newborn infant exists is upset by the
ingestion of alien foods and alien micro-organisms, serious illness
occurs. In the absence of breast feeding, the severity of the Íilness
is congruent with the level of environmental Ínhospitality in which it
exists.

2.

ldíth the introduction of bottle feeding the entire ecological
system of infant feeding changes. Innumerable new interactions between
the infant and the environment are introduced, many of which are in
reality outside the realm of the mother's control. The essential dif-
ference between breast and bottle feedÍng lies in the nutrÍtional quaì-
ity of the substÍtute food, the sanitary conditions surrounding bottle
feeding and the overall health conditions of the infant,s environment
(Knodell and Kintner rg77). 

'ther 
significant factors are changes in

food habits, food values and the external influences of cultural and
economic values. The more compìex the interaction between the ínfant
and its environment, the greater the risk to infant health and weli_
bei ng.
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Bottle feeding involves two basic feeding problems. First, the
contents of the bottle determine the extent of the antagonistic effect
on infant health; second, the age at which solid foods are Íntroduced
determines at r'rhich stage in the maturing system food antigens are in-
troduced. Again, the seriousness of these two factors depends on the
socio-economic env'íronment of the bottre fed infant.

The contents of the bottre can vary tremendously, depending on

the knowledge and/or economic viability of the infant,s mother to bottle
feed. l'lost infants are fed on cow's mi i k based formura preparations.
in the 1960's it was discovered that the compositÍon of unmodified cow,s
miik vras not at all appropriate to the infant,s needs. In the 1920,s
numerous attempts were made to ,,humanize,,cow's milk by modifying it by

'a scientifÍc "formu'la" to resemble human milk.* There is no uniformity
in the use of fonnura mirk as a substitute for breast mirk, however.
Lower income groups in canada tend to use unmodÍfied cow,s milk which
has yet more provocative factors than formula milk (tlyeres rgTg). In
Indian communities the most common miìk given to infants is z% evapora_
ted milk. This mirk was among the first of the processed foods to be
introduced to the North.** Formula milk is still not used extensively
in the North. Besides unmodified covr,s mirk, it has been reported that
substitutes such as tea with milk and sugar, Tang (orange fìavoured
crystals), and even coca-cora have been known to be given to infants in

*Recentìy, some formula miJks based on soya have been developedfor those infanti-a'l'lergi. io'ðo",s mi jk: -- -

**The reason vitamin c was added to evaporated milk was to coun_teract the vÍramin c shorrage r'n the Indian diåi (ði;rk,'ä.irãnur com-munication). )
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their first fev¡ weeks of Iife (Gardiner, personal communication). llith
the exception of the use of gruel, such practÍces have not been documen-
ted for other areas- Certainìy the antagonistic effects of such bottle
feeding practÍces could not be greater.

Formula milk has also been demonstrated to be prob'lematic. Again,
many intervening factors can take place. The successful use of formula
milk depends on the facilities to boil water and sterilize utensils,
knowledge of the proper method, access to appliances such as stoves and
refrigerators, adequate Íncome to maintain a hygienic environment and
adequate supplies. Nutritional'ly, formula mijk alsd is subject to many
variables. problems of overconcentration, overdilution, adding solids
and the deveropment of poor nutritionar habíts have been noted (spady
1977). conditions ín the North tend to mitìgate against successful
bottle feeding

Bottre feeding contributes to poor infant feeding practices in
other aspects as well. It has been demonstrated that in Manitoba botile
fed infants were introduced to solids and other non-milk foods at about
one nionth, which was much earlier than common for breast fed children
(clark i981a). Normal]y nutritionists recommend that infants nát n.
introduced to sorids untir the fifth or sixth month (Spady rg77).
Hence' not only do bottle fed infants tend to be fed antagonistic foods,
but they also tend to be fed these foods at an earrier age. These two
factors help explain why illness and death strike botile fed infants at
a much younger age than breast fed.infants.

3.

Infant feeding is not merery a mechanicar fuering procedure for
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supplying nutrients to the baby. According to Jetiffe and .leriffe
(1978b: 151), "At aspects of feedÍng of arì age groups have deep and
subtle psychological overtones, meanings, and consequences.,, Recert
studÍes on the interaction between infant and mother have stressed the
emotÍonar sacrifice of abandoning breast feeding (Lozoff et ar. 1977).
Infant mother bonding is threatened by bottte feeding, which tends to
diniinish crose physfcar contact and deep psychorogÍca.r invorvement. Agreat number of psychophysiological (i.e. sensations re'lating to breast
feeding resulting from hormonal stimuìi) interactÍons have also been
threatened (Je'tiffe and JeJriffe igTBb: ch. B) . In socio_economica.rly
deprived settings the deprivation of infant psycho-socia.r deveropment
through bottre feeding contributes greatly to the sacrifice of human
wel'l-being' In the Indian North this problem merely contributes to theculturar identity crisìs and the sense of psycho-sociar alienation.

4.

Bottle feeding affects not onìy infant hearth and nutrition but
also has imprications for adurt werì-being. A variety of associations
between botte feeding and adurt hearth have been made. coronary dis-
eases and breast cancers have been rinked to botile feeding. Even
though their etio.logies are very complex, the mode of infant feeding
variab're has been shown to contribute (Gerrard and Tan 1g7B; Jertiffe
and Jejriffe 1g7gb: 255). Dentar conditíons such as maroccrusion (buck
teeth) and a high rate of dentar decay are crosery associated with
bottle feeding as weil. The name ,,nursing bottìe syndrome,, has been
applied to botte rerated dentaì disease (Beazrey 1g7B).
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The contraceptive value of breast feecling has been established
for quite sonre tirne (Jaín I9l0; van Ginneki n 1914). A study among the
Eastern James Bay cree (Ronraniuk 1974) and among the Inuit (Hiìdes and
schaefer 7972) have dentonstrated the ovulation inhibiting effect of
bi'east feeding' Hildes and schaefer demonstrate the effect of abandon-
Íng breast feeding on the spacing of Inuit births by re.rating the birth
interval with duration of lactation (see Fig. g.3).

Fig- 9-3 LactatÍon and Fertirity Among Inuit,,r^romen
(Source: Hildes and Schaefer 1973: 246)

Hildes and schaefer found that a significant proportion of traditional
Inuit vromen rvere rerativery infertire due to proronged ractation. They
found a'strong posÍtive relation between birth interval and duration of
ldctation- The contraceptive factor, though not a reriabre birth con-
trol method, is significant for the mother,s hearth where famiry pìan_
ntng ls not wideìy practiced.*
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F. CONCLUSION

The change from breast feeding to bottre feeding has a broad
range of consequences. Bottle feeding introduces a whole array of eti-
ological effects which compiicate the exp'lanation of ill health. The

cumulative effects of bottle feedr'ng on psychological and physical
health are only now being uncovered.

Three main ecoiogicaì sub-themes have evolved out of the dÍscus-
sion in this chapter. First, in the first six months of rife the
infant's interactíon with its environment is characterized by a deli-
cate, balanced system of nutrition and hea'lth. when disturbed, it
pìaces the infant at great risk. The mother, as the prime nexus be-
tween the infant and its environment, translates the environment to the
infant' whether she breast feeds or bottle feeds, she determines the
nature and the complexity of the environmental interaction.

itcond, the ecological consequences of the shift from breast to
bottle feeding result in excessive mortality and morbidity among bot¡e
fed infants and in cumulative effects among adults. Though the etiolog-
ical factors are complex, and exact causal links cannot always be futìy
determined, the correration between botile feeding and ross of wett-
being is very strong. trlhereas among breast fed infants the surrounding
environment is reratively benign, for bott're fed infants the quality of
nutritional substitutes and the quality of the surrounding environment
determines the severity of the consequences. The consequences of botge
feeding are maladaptive, the extent of which has onry recentry begun to
be determined.

Fina'l]y, the shift from breast feeding to botile feeding repre_
sents a shift from a simp'le ecosystem to a complex one. It also repre_
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sents a shift from an Ínfant to an essentially adult trophic level of
food production, distribution and consumption. Breast feeding involves
a very basic level of food production (the mother's milk), ¿istribution
(breast feeding), and consumption (a complete blend of nutritiona'l and
protective factors). l,Jith breast feeding the nutrÍtional system is
entirely under the contror of the infant-mother diad. Botile feeding,
on the other hand, involves the full complexity of the human nutritional
ecosystem.

In essence, these three themes sum up the factors involved in
the interaction between nutrition and hearth. The next chapter wiri
diicuss the role of modernization and underdevelopment in determining
the quality of the ecology of infant feeding.



CHAPTER X

THE INFANT FEEDING BOTTLE IN THE UNDERDEVELOPMENT PROCESS

A. INTRODUCTION

i. *r, t, infant feeding practices in northern Manitoba is an
e'lement of the rapid nutritional shift involving increasing reliance on

comr¡ercÍar and processed foods. The impact of modernization on the gen-
eràI nutritionar habits of the Inuit and the Indian peopre resurted in
a gradual underdeve'ropment of nutrition and hearth. Likewise, the in_
fant feeding bottìe has p'layed a leading role in this unclerdeve'!opment
process, resulting in sacrificed health and nutrition.

The previous chapter iilustrated the impact of botile feeding on
the health of Indian infants. This chapter focuses on the
bottle itseìf as a feature of the general underdeveropment

well as considering the infant feeding bottre as a probrem

tion.

role of the

process, as

of nloderniza-

The first section dears with three aspeôts of the infant feeding
bottle in the underdevelopment process. First, the roje which the in_
fant feeding bottle pìays as an ,,image of modernity,,wi.ll be examined
to elucidate the strong symbolic character of such an innocuous appear_
ing devÌce of western technorogy,* which has been abre to revorutionize

*The botte as we know it is western in origin. However, archae-o]ogica'l diqs have uncovered a vllietv of crfy infant feeding vessers of
ÎJloìltots 

and confisuratíoñs-¿åtins âs rar bäck as 2,s00 B.õ. (Lacaitle
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strong, culture bound practices of infant feedÍng. Second,r the ro-re of
the bottle ín the diffusion of modernity from the l.rest to the Third
World will be examined. Third, the role of the infant feeding bott.le
as a representative of the modern market economy wÍ1ì be assessed to
determìne how the shift from breast feeding to botile feeding infants
results in the exploitation of economic and socio_cultural wealth.

B. THE INFANT FEEDiNG BOTTLE: AN IMAGE OF MODERNITY

The infant feeding bottìe has emerged as a product of rising
socio-economic expectations supported by the modern scientific food
industry. In the ear'ry days of the American feminist movement, the
bottle presented rvomen with the opportunity to be riberated from the
role of house-boun,r mother without giving thefr chl.rdren up to wet_
nurses: t, became a new status symboì which represented upward socio_
economÍc mobility' lilith the medicalization of child birth and the com-
mercialization of infant feedi[g, d new era of science,s confident
superiority over nature's ways was inaugurated in a quiet revolution of
long he'ld values and practices of infant feeding.* Botile feedíng be_
came an integra'l part of the modern, western ìifestyle.

In the Thircr worrd the infant feeding bott.re has come to repre_
sent modernity and the western way of life. The diffusion of western
type scientific medicine into the Third worrd inÍtiaìry brought the
bottle as a feature of the "civirizing mission,,. consequent.ry, deepiy
rooted culturar systems of infant feeding canre to be questioned and
then abanconed by those seeking a way out of,'primitive traditionalism,,.

*see Jetiffe and Jetiffe (i978b: ch. 10) for a good discussionon rhe deveropmenr or botiie råå¿irìõ-iñ-Àñ;;.;:' '¡u'Í d sooo o'l
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This section discusses the botile as an image of modernÌty.
First, a dÍfferentiation is made between the bottle and its contents.
second, the symboric varue of the botile ís discussed.

Bottle feeding involves a process in whích the bottle and its
contents are inseparable. However, in the transition from the breast
to the bottle, the key agent of change is the bottìe rather than its
contents' The most eloquent arguments protesting the modernization of
infant feeding have concentrated on the infant formula milk manufactur-
ers' devious methods of convincing mothers to switch (Bader 1916;
Greiner 1977; t'largulies i977). Rarely, if ever, has the role of the
bottle ítserf been questfonecJ. Bottre feeding is usuairy treated as
being synonymous with formula mÍlk while the problem of non-formula con-
tents has failed to be considered. The argument presented here is that
the problem of botile feeding is initiaììy the bottle, and only second-
arily the contents. The bottle could contain milk, or cereal grueì, or
tea, or an orange fravoured crystal drink. It is argued that the source
of the revolution in infant feeding habits is the bottle itsejf. Once

the bott'le has successfu'ily conveyed an image of modernity to the user,
the contents of the bottre may be more or 'ress rerevant, depending on
socio-economic circumstances of the mother determining what is put into
the bottle. The bottle itself comes to be seen as the ideaì way of
nourishing the infant regardìess of its contents.

The Ínfant feeding bottre represents what is western, what is
modern, and what is good. The bottre presents what Berger (rg74) cairs
an "image of modernity". The bottre itserf is rittre more than a con_
sumer good, an ingenious device of western technology. However, for
the mother seeking a better way for herserf and her infant, it repre_
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sents a relativery paÍnress initiation into moderníty.

Iqodern advertising techniques depend on creatÍng a desire to use
a product for self-image enhancement on the one hand and to reinforce
the self-image of the consumer on the other. This has been especiaìiy
true of marketing formula milk in the Third l^torld (l1argullies rg77).
Greiner (1977) outlines four principaì marketing technÍques which asso-
ciate bottle feeding with an image of optimal health for the infant.
First' mass advertising, especiarìy on biilboards and on radio, gener_

ates strong emotional responses to stimulí to,'choose what is best for
baby"' Promotionals such as premiums and gifts are used to stimulate
saïes. Second, miìk companies use the same channers as drug companies
to generate a favourable response among health professÍons. ,,Free,,

technical advice on infant nutritÍon is directed to physicians who often
receive very líttje training in paediatrics and infant nutrjtion.
Furthermore, mi ì k conrpan'ies sponsor scholarships, conferences and

research for health professionals. Third, hea.lth professionals are
encouraged to give out free samples of infant products which gíve a

strong "endorsement by association". Hence, medical professionals rein-
force the decision to charìge by associating formula milk and associated
information on infant care with medicine and hearth care. Fourth, and
probably most effective, is the practice of hiring medicar or pseudo_

medical "professionars" to generate a market for formra mirk. The in_
famous "commerciar mirk nurse", hired by companies such as Nesilós and
Abbott dresses in nurse-like uniforms and circulates in hospitals and

clinics to give away free sampìes, infant care advice and follow-up
services to encourage bott're feeding with the name-brand product beíng
marketed. The mirk nurse appears to be a medicar professional, and
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,herefo.e her very presence imparts a powerfuì message whose meaning

carries the full weight of the modern scientific health care system.

licdern marketing research has rent support to the ídea that a

ccnsuíier item is purchased for reasons quite different than the utility
cf that item. A consumer good reflects the consumer,s social status
as r'rel r as ser f-image. Sommers ( tgog) has argued that consumption pat-
terns are determined by the.consumer's need for self-image enhancement,

t'rhich in turn ís cletermined by the economic structures definÍng the
ìmage

I'ccording to Grubb and Grathwell (igOg: 68) , ,,The essence of the
cbiect resides not jn the obiect but in the relation between the object
and the individual classify'ing the object.,, Hence the bottle, as a

'consumer good, has a desirable social meaning directed toward furthering
and enhancing the self-image of the mother who uses it. Le'y (i96g:
:c0) adis that "Modern goods are recognized as psychological things, as

synboìic of personaì attributes and goals, as symbolic of sociar pat-
terns and strivings. " The botile as a symbor reinforces the way in
tthich the user thinks about herself or wants to think about herself.
Eecause of the heavy symboric nature of the good, Levy (196g) argues
that the consumer is hardry the ideal ,'economic man,,--many times the
c'ecision-making processes are entirely irrational and subconscious.

The decision to bottle feed an infant has been considered irra-
tíonal by researchers unable to satisfactoriìy explain why women decide
to switch from breast feeding (Jones and Bersey r97r). It is argued
here that the infant feeding botile in the Third l^rorld plays a signifi_
cant sym5olic rore for those seeking sociar mobÍrity on the one hand

and a deliverance from poverty on the other.
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In the Third World the botile represent a panacea, ,,a sort of
magic potion responsibre for heaìthy bounding babies lts connec_
tion with hearth professionars may have fostered the myth that infant
formu'las act as tonics or medicínes.,, (Grei ner 1977: 5b) . This state_
ment is consistent with Berger's (tgl+: 139) comment (quoted previously)
that:

"on the most erementary reveis of human experÍence,modernization is associ'ated witñ ür. expectation ofbeins derivered from hunser, ¿ifeãrã unh ããriv-ä.ãir,.Thus moder¡.rit¡r has about"it'a-qrãiity of miracle andmagic which, in some instance, can rînk up ,riir.,-oîä-r"etisious expecrarions of deriuÀ;t iro'n ih. ,ùïrã.ing,. of human condi ti on. "

Ironicaìly, the search for deriverance from poverty has in fact red to
an even greater entrenchment in iil hearth and hunger.

The symbolic character of ùhe bottle represents an image of
rnodernity. it ìs argued here that its strong imagery, linked with an
expectation of deliverance from poverty gives the bottle a message

which is easily and rapid'ry accepted by the worrd,s poor.

C. BOTTLE DIFFUSION IN THE UNDERDEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The modernizatÍon process-in the Third World is a concomitant
of technocracy, bureaucracy and institutions whÍch diffuse outward from
the developed world cores (Berger Ig74). The process whereby indigen_
ous values and institutions become disintegrated and are rep.laced by
alien systems whose efficacy is dubious, represents the essence of cur_
tural colonialism (Bade r 1g16; Slater Ig74). The role of the infant
feeding bottle--with its strong imagery of western modernization--in
the underdevelopment process can be understood as a feature in the
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diffusion of modernity. This section will analyse bottle diffusíon ín
the light of three diffusíon processes: the diffusion of the bottle
as an innovative technology; the diffusion of western instjtutions
which faci'litate its spread; and the diffusion of westenr values which
ensure its acceptance

The innocuous bottle has diffused into the furthest reaches of
the Third worrd. According to Schaefer (rg7Lb), it came as one of the
earliest features of modern riving in the high Arctic.

Beyond its symboric power, the bott,re as an innovation has

severar qualities which make it easiry and rapidly diffused. First,
the bottle is a renlarkably simple technological device. As a technol-
ogy it diffuses as any other technorogy would (Rogers and shoemaker

Lg7L: i00-133). To be successfu'r, most technologicar innovations
require the adoption of both the object and the idea (or correct method
of use). The bottre, however, is so simpìe that these two components

can be separated by the innovator. The uottre can be adopted without
adopting the correct procedures for safe use--i.e. proper hygiene, sani_
tation, correct concentration, or even proper contents. Hence, when

the bottle Ís adopted as an image of modernity, it can be utirized with
relativeìy 'litile 

commÍtment to the appropriate method of use.

Second, the bottle requires a relativeìy low level of innovative-
ness. As a consumer symboì, its acceptance does not invorve a rationar
adoption process (Rogers and shoemaker 1971: 176-1g2). Furthermore,
the bottle's low cost and ease of use, its high observabirity profile
and its short triar-use period make it readiry accessibre to one who

would otherwise be consídered a traditionalist late adopter. ¡ne stage
of i¡rnovation adoption which entire'ly evades the botile adopter is the
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period where the consequences of adoption are observed. Because the
consequences of bottle feeding are internal to the infant and graduaìly
cumulate over time before becomÍng visible, the adopting mother cannot
observe the effects of her choice.

ThÍrd, the bottre represents a high potentiar for change with
an apparent nrinimunr of sociar and economic commitment. It appears to
produce relatively ììttle social conflÍct and affirms the user,s self-
image that she is doÍng what is best for her infant. This ,,message,,is

reinforced by the formuia milk companïes in the Third World.

The diffusion of western social and economic institutions into
thé Third world has facilitated the diffusion of western technology.
Latham (in Greiner 1977) has ídentified two western institutions--the
western medical care system and the multinational corporation--which
have initiated and facilitated the switch to botile feeding. These

two institutions have a great capacity for influencing infant feeding
practices.

critics of modern scientific medicine's role in the Third
l'rlorld have claimed that it has aided the cause of neo-colonialism and
has represented an alien system for meeting indigenous health needs,

{Fanon 7978; Nava*o 1976; paul I}TB). Jel l i ffe and Jel l i ffe ( tgZSU:
233-238) have termed the medical care system,s early promotion of
bottle feeding as an "iatrogenic" cause of infant iri hearth.* They
argue that modern maternity and hospital routines mitigate against
breast feeding. Furthermore, in the recent past, while many profes_
sionals havê taken a strong stand against bottre feeding, hospitars

*See Il I ich (WlA) for a ful I discussion
caused by medicar marpractice--effects oi-*õåãrn

of the iatrogenic--
health practices.
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in the Third world have open'ly cooperated with the free distribution of
infant kits, incjuding infant care book'lets, suppìied by the infant con-
sumer goods industry.

In northern lilanÍtoba, u¡here there is no mass marketing, medica1
professionals have, until recently, been 'largely responsible for inaug-
urating bottle feeding whether by actually recommending it or by prac_

tising it themse'lves as a "demonstration effect,,(clark, Gardiner -
personaì communication). Latham argues that the modern medical care
system hasr been more concerned with curative than with preventative
medicine' In a system which has a vested interest in the conrmodifÍca-

tion of health (Renaud i978), medical personnel have deveìoped strong
professional organizations "which act against pubìic welfare and where
profits from medical care are high. " (Latham in Grei ner L9l7: v). It
is argued, therefore, that western medicÍne, with its scientific elitism
and capitalist roots, has untir the recent past faciri.tated, and

approved of, the easy spread of bottle feeding.

A second Ínstitution indentified by Latham (in Greiner 1977: v)
is the multinational corporation (see pp. 2.47 ff . ) wh.ich is af ded by
an economic system which "encourages private industry to act aggres_

sively to change dietary practices in the interests of profits and

with disregard for human hearth and werfare.,, Two features in the west-
ern economÍc system direcily related to facilitating the miìk compan-

ies'expansion int<¡ the Third rnJorrd are: (a) rarge miìk surpruses from
the dairy industry, and (b) tfie western myth that cou/,s milk is an

ideal food for infants ever¡rwhere. Diffusing the value that rnore milk
equals better nutrition makes the infant formura company an economic

compatriot of the surpìus producing l^Jest and a nutritional compatriot
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ín the malnourished rhi rd l^Jorld. However, as we have seen, marketing
expensive infant foods in the Third world has resulted in malnourish-
ment and disease. The term "commerciogenic malnutritÍon',, introduced
by Jeìliffe (rg7z) has come to be wídeìy used to describe the nutri_
tional sacrifice resulting from the unjudicious use of commercia'l'ly pre-
pared foods.*

The infant food industry has a vested interest in inducing the
shift from the breast to the bottle, and hence gjves the potential con-
sumer the fulì support needed to change. They have developed a vigor_
ous marketing network of distribution and sales to achieve widespread
availabil'ity of their products in the Third world. Their success has
prompted Nestlés to advertise that,'we are very far from the raborator-
ies and the factories. l,,le are in the very back of the beyond.,, (cited
in Greiner 1977: 18).

The diffusion of western varues and curture to the Third trJorrd

has frequentìy represented the worst in western ethnocentrism. Nowhere

has this become more blatant than in the cultural and social concomi-
tants of the bottle feeding practice. Bottle feeding both reflects the
urbanizing values (often seen as westernization) of mothers in the
developing world and faciritates achieving that goar. Botile feeding
has, in many areas, become a point of cultural conflict between rural
traditÍonalism and modern urbanism.**

*it must be acknowledged_that there is a pìace for commercio_genic food, including formuìà-*ìl k, in tñå-ft,î.à world, but ,it has beenarsued that attentioñ has been riiélåä.à"ãn'ä*öàrrive and difficurr rouse formulations (Berg 1973a).

her comparÍson of 
'rurai 

ànã ü"uãn inrãni ;Ëããî;ö idears Ín Taiwan.
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In the urban Third l^lorld bottle feeding emulates the western way

of ljfe. Negative attitudes. to breast feeding have been transmitted
through the media, the medical profession, civilizing missions and west-
ern resídents in the Third World. l.lestern moral and 'legaì 

cocles r pâF-

ticularly concerning sexuality, have contributed significantly to basic
conflicts in social behaviour. A significant, if frequentìy unmentioned,

point of conflict which has contributed to lactation failure is the

adoption of the western roles and symbolÍsm of the female breast. In
"traditional" cultures the female breast is associated primarily with
motherhood--sacrifice,'rove, food, fertility, succour and femininity.
But, according to Jeiliffe and Jeiriffe (tgzao: zz3):

I'westernization is associated with a shift in the
emphasis from the breasts' nurturing function in in-fant feedi.ng to a primarily sex-aesihetic function"as
qryphqsized in crorhing. (which arso make nuriiÀg *ô.ã-difficult mechanicalli), a¿vàrii;irg; and such visualentertainments as film'ánd terevitið,i. The infantfeeding function of the breast becomes an urbantaboo, and certainly not to be undertaken in-p.ubl iç.',

The transmission of western moral values has had a negative effect on

the abi'lity of urban mothers to breast feed due in part to their trans-
formed self-image.*

The tradition-modern conflict in the Third world is reflected in
the failure of many urban women to achieve satisfactory lactation
Jelliffe and JellÍffe (1978b: 221) have coined the word ,occidentogerric,

*subtle evidence of the oervasiveness of the westernization ofthe female breast is the fact that in the remotest parts of AfrÍcawomen "cover uD" with embarassment uI. Ï,q .qpplqàcr, õi ;-*ñitä'person,white femaìes irotw'¡tfrsiiñãiñõ1"'*rh. Third wbl"t¿ woman who covers upwhile breast feeding is a reãdy candidate iór ãoopting Ïñ.-uóifr..
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--"that is derived from western cuJtural inf'luences seen most markedly

in the urban context"--to crescribe the causal factor. To deny the in_
fluence to bottle feed would mean to deny an image of modernity. This
prob'lem generates a conflict in the self-image of the mother, which in
turn undermines successfuJ breast feeding.

Bottle feeding is a product of sociar change. However, it is
also an agent of sociaì change and a measure of acculturation. In the
same way that the extent of Coca-Cola diffusion is a measure of west-
ernizatior, the extent of bottle feeding represents an index of modern-

ization. Berg (1974a: 99) notes that ',anthropologists, struck by the
reJatíonship of artifical feeding to societal change, have used the
duratíon of nursíng as an inverse measure of acculturation for some

countries. "

The acculturation process associated

one aspect of the undercleveiopment process.

to the botble aiso represents a major shift
The next section examines the botile feeding

ment of economic and sociaJ resources.

with bottle feeding is only

The change from the breast

in the use of food resources.

probìem as the underdevelop_

D.

A change from one food system to another" involves changes in a

host of social, economic, po]itical and environnental structures of
food production, distribution and consumption (Jerome et al. 1980).

The modern market economy, dominated by bureaucratic and technocratic
institutions, contro]s most of the western r,¡orld,s food systems

(Mitchell i975) and is involved in taking control of Third l^lorld food

systems (Dewey 7979:' Fleuret IgTg). In a stnatjfied world structure
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of centre-períphery reìations, the western metropoles are in a position
to appropriaie the ThÍrd t^Jorld's food resource potential. The Third
worìd, whether thr^ough orienting food production for western markets or
through becor:ing a market for western surpìuses, realÍzes a phenomenaì

drain of resc'-¡rces to the central world market economies (Brown rg74).
The end resuji is a loss of control over means of production, exchange

and consurnption, and the further underdevelopment of the world,s mar-
ginalized pecpìe.

The involvement of the modern rnarket economy in infant nutrition
represents an appropriation of natural food resources and an expropria-
tiòn of sociai well-being on the grand scale of world capitalism. This
discussion examines: (1) the commerciar infant food industry,s vested
interest in perpeiuating bott'le feeding; (z) the appropriation of the
Third l'lorld---including northern tlanitoba--human milk resources; and (3)
the expropriation of the Third World's social and cultúral vrel'l-being.

1. The Infanr Focd Indus_tr,v

The infant food industry, of which formula milk producers such
as Ross Laboratories, Flead Johnson and Nestlés form a major proportion,
is a complex nultifaceted enterprise operating on the multínational
corporation scale. some, like Ross Laboratories and Mead Johnson, are
divisions of iarger corporations such as Abbott Laboratories and

Bristol-l'þers, who also manufacture other infant consumer products
(Bader 19T6).

lne lniant-related índustries have found it opportune to capital-
ize on the large market potentiai in the Third worrd. In the rast two
decades the sìump in western birth rates has limited their sales growth
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po-entiaì ín the west. In i973 the u.s. food processing industry
re:ortec the lovrest annual sales growth (s%) of any industry. Bader

( i-'76: 518) cites a business review which claimed there lvere ,,too few

morths io feed." Therefore, the vigorous population growth rate in the
Th;i"d híorld presents an attractive option to make up for the lack of
ga;n in vrestern markets. consequentìy, the infant food industry has a

st:'ong vested interest in bottle feeding in the Third l,lorld.

The infant food industry's sophisticated marketing strategies
hat'e successful'ly made the Third World market an important contrjbutor
to their growth rates. For Abbott Laboratories, between 1969 and'!g73,
the overseas portion of paedíatric sales grew from $12.5 million to
Ss'': million (or 74.3% to 22.2%). |,Jhile Ross Laboratories (manufac-

turers of Similac and Isomiì) expanded domestic sales of formula milk
by 9%, foreign sa]es greur by 32% (Bader 1976). Brystol-lvþers (whose

I'ieed Johnson division manufactures Enfamil, 0lac, and prosobee) in_
creased internatjonal sales from $1OO mijlion to $4OO million between

1958 and 1974- Infant formula milk sales constituted the fastest grow-

ìng seginent of this industry's growth rate. It is signifícant to note
that together Abbott and Brystoì-lrlyers control 90% of the infant formula
market; this constitutes a virtuai monopory over the formuar mirk !

incustry (Bader L976):

The large comnercial interest in the infant feeding bottle con-

stítutes a major threat to infant nutrition and health. Furthermore,

it constitutes a major misappropri.atÍon of natural and human resources.
In,'ant food products, particularly those geared for the infant,s first
si>r monihs of life, do not repnesent a supplementary consumer good, but
are in fact a replacement for breast milk. Once breast feeding has
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become a compulsory item in the infant
infant food índustry have a vested

resources from poor Third l^lorld count_

of indigenous food resources which it

2. f¡q¡p
The value of human breast milk is rarely considered in studies

which examine the metropoìe's appropriation of Third world food resour-
ces; The same social, economic and political structures which facili-
tate the removal of agricultural wealth operate to appropriate the
replacement value of rost human mÍrk pro_duction. A study of the econ-
omics of infant feeding reveals a tremendous economic loss in potential
breast milk production and a large gain for international profits.

0n a world scale, human milk production potential represents a

phenomenally large food resource. Latham (in Greiner 1g77: i) has esti-
mated that if all mothers of newborns lactated to their potentiaì, they
would produce about 30 bjllion iitres of breast milk a year. This milk
v¡ould adequateìy nourish the estimated 120 million infants born each

year. In nutritional terms, Ú'i, milk potentiat would represent zz,s00
billion Kcals and 400 billion grams of protein. At 1976 u.s. prices
it would be valued at s15 billion. Latham aiso estÍmated that due to
bottle feedÍng, there is an approximate annual shorrtfall of rZ billion
I i tres.

In the deveroping worrd, Jelìiffe and Je|riffe (tgzao) have

estimated that human mirk production represents about one quarter of
total cows' mi'lk productíon. studies evaluating lost human milk poten-
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tial in developing countries have denlonstrated the cost of replacing
mothers'milk. In chiìe, for example (Berg 1g73b), gs% of the mothers

breast fed for one year in 1950, whereas uy rsos the proportion had

dropped to only 6%. in 1950, out of a production potentia'l of over

57.7 million litres, about 2.9 million litres were not used. By 1969,

78 million litres of the potent'ia1 93.2 million litre production were

drained off to coporate profits. It would have taken the production of
some 32'000 milk cows to repìace the lost milk. Jelliffe and Jelliffe
(1974) estimated that if all the women in India were to cease ìactating,
114 million cows would be required to repìace the 'loss.

' In monetary terms, the loss in human milk production has meant

a steadily growíng demand for imported milk and miìk products. Berg

(1973b) estimated that in the phi'lippines g33 million h,as lost to
bottle feeding. In Kenya, about $tt.S million, or about two thirds of
the health budget, was lost. Importing milk substitutes has required
using valuable foreign currency resources to repìace the milk resources

v¡hen breast feeding is abandoned. Not on'ly has the miìk potential been

ìost, but the profíts gained from the sale of mílk substitutes has

accrued first to the national metropoìes and then finalìy to interna-
tional capital ism.

In northern Manitoba the scaìe of human mi'rk appropriation is
relatl've'ly less significant in size. However, where incomes are meagre

and where human mirk substitutes are very expensive, the ross in mirk
production represents a considerable economic and nutritional loss.
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Rough caìculations were made on the potential loss of human milk
for l'{anitoba's native peopìe and for all Manitobans.* Indian women giv-
ing birth to 1'235 infants had a potential production of 191,s00 litres
of milk' ldith the mode of infant feeding distribution given by Ellestad-
Sayed et al. (1979), it was calculated that there was a potentia'l loss
of 145,760 litres.** To rep'lace this milk with cow,s milk would cost
about $111,700 at Winnr'peg prices (1gg1), or about $tiO per infant. To

formula feed all the Indian Ínfants for six months would have requÍred
25,400 kg of formula mi'lk powder.

For all Manitoba, 16,s4z mothers had a potentiaì to produce

2,564,000 iitres for the six month period. 0f this total, 1,g21,000
iitres was lostzto bottle feeding. About 300,000 kg of formuia milk
would have bee'required to replace the lost breast milk. To replace
it rvith cow's milk would have cost 91,43S,600. in Winnipeg, the cost
of formula feeding (1991) for six months was 9255 for ready-to_use for_
muìa, $tSA for poldered concentrate, $143 for liquid concentrate, and

$90 for evaporated milk. The cost of supplementing a ìactating mother,s
diei for six nionths Ís estimated to be about $Bs lclark, personaì com-

munication).***

*See Berg (1973a: 229-232) on methods for computing the valueof human milk- An annual average of 1,235 births for I.R. ãnd u.T. and16'542 births for all I'lanitoba ùas calóulaú¿ ior the rgTs io 1979 per-iod' The average mother produces 155 litiei-oi milk in the first sixmon'uhs of lactaiion. nnolt-isã ritres or ãõw;i mirk Ís required to re_place the mother's mÍlk to achieve_an equal-ñuirltional val'ue. if for-mula milk Ís used, an average of zs Lg-i;-."öüi.e¿ in the first sixmonih períod.

**The tlrestad-Sayed et ar. figures for breast feeding are cor_reci for their communitiei, but are coñsidered to be rrigñ-ãi ãn aìlIndian average, hence the éstimated rosses urÀ .ons.rvativeìy low.
***A lactating mother reqïjres on'ry an additional 600 Kcals perdav, making her a very energy erriciÀni pioãu.ð," of milk (McKigney 1971).
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The cost of replacing mother's milk represents a considerable
burden for an impoveríshed family. Where finances are not available to
bottle feed adequately, the child suffers nutritionally and medically.
In sonle Third þlorld countries it requires from 50% to 75% of the family
income to properìy fornrula feed an infant (Greiner lgTl). The burden

of inadequate income which the infant bears nutritionalìy has been

shown not to improve appreciably with increased income. A study from

Calcutta found that the marginal propensity to spend increased income

.on infant food was only s%.* According to Latham (in Greiner !917:
vii ), "they found that higher incomes of the kind described not onìy
may fail to reduce malnutrition, but on the contrary may increase in_
fant malnutri tion. ,'

The resource costs of abandoning breast feeding ar,e not limited
only to replacement milk. Additional costs include cooking utensils,
refrigeration, and cooking fue'l, which in poor areas is a major expense.

One of the largest rnisappropriations incurred in bottle feeding is the
additional medical resources required to repair the damage. when

bottle fed infants are hospitalized ten times as often and remain ten
times as long (Etlestad-sayed et al. tglg), the medical costs of bottle
feeding are considerable.

The bottle feeding phenomenon represents a tremendous misappro-
priation of resources. Not only is the potentiaì breast mitk lost, but
the profits gained from botile feeding are appropriated by the modern

market economy. The ne-xt section Jrscusses the expropriation of human

well-being incurred by bottle feeding.

food. 
*This means that only s% of additional income would be spent on
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3.

The forces of modern social and economic structures exert tremen-
dous pressure on culture bound systems of nourishing and rearing in_
fants' when the shift from breast feeding to bottle feeding occurs on

a 1arge, socio-cultural scaJe, one could argue that the way becomes

open for an expropriation of sociar and curturar wearth as weil as

economic wealth. The wide scale bottle feeding phenomenon resuJts in
losses in at least four areas of human well-being necessary for main-
tainilg good physical and psycho-social health.

(a) In shifting from breast to bottle feeding, the control
over the means of production, distribution and consumption is relin-
quished to the modern market economy. The expropriation of control is
comp'lete once lactatÍon has ceased. Furthermore, once the mother

svriiches to bottle feeding her role becomes reversed from being a pro-
ducer to beÌng a consumer' subject to al I the vagaries of the producer-
consumer society. It was determined previously that controì over pro_
duction, distribution and consumption in an Ímpoverished and margìna]-
ized socÍety was critícal for maintaining good nutrition and health.

(b) Bottle feeding resu'lts in an expropriation of independence.

Though it can be argued that the bottle allows the mother to be,come ìn-
dependent from her infant, she in turn becomes entirely dependent on

the modern market economy when she ceases to breast feed or chooses to
bottle feed from the outset. For particularìy the impoveríshed mother,
such dependence is sacrÍficiaì and resurts ín a ross of weil-being. It
was determined previousìy that dependency was a mark of impoverishment

and underdevelopment.
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(c) social and cultural wealth are expropriated by the switch
in infant feeding practices. Traditional cultures have rich infant
feedíng traditions, which are rost when there is a rarge scaìe switch
to the bottle. Not on'ly are cultural traditions and values lost, but
so are the skills to breast feed successfulìy. The main reasons for
unsuccessful breas'ü feeding in the hJest, where strong extended families
have broken down, is a failure in the transmission of the art of breast
feeding from mother to daughter. One of the most intransigent
obstacJes to breast feeding in the l¡lest are ,,traditional,, mothers and
grandmothers who in their generation of child rearing switched to bot¡e
feeding (Clark, personal communication). Breast feeding is a practiced
art' which when ìost, results Ín pain, disappointment and failure
(clark 1981a). A strong social support system is arso a necessary pre_
requisite for successful breast feeding for a substantial length of time
(Hirschman and Sweet r9r4; Jones and Ber sey 1977). The ross of sociaî
and cultural wealth is also a sÍgnificant consequence of the under-
deve'lopment process.

(d) rne expropriation of good nutrition and good health is u.lti-
niately the most visib're consequence of the nutritionar shift. Irl
health, whether or not it is serious enough to resurt Ín hospitariza-
tion, drains the physicai, psychorogicaì and sociar resources of the
victim and his/her immediate social group and, when on a large scale,
society as a whole. Hence, an indivÍdual ,s loss of weil-being also
means a loss of social we'll_being.

The infant feeding bott'le has played a significant role in the
underdeveìopment of hearth and nutrition. The expropriation of human

rvel'l-being is u'ltimately the most serious consequence of the moderniza-
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tion/underdevelopment process in which the bottle has played a smaì.1,

but significant roÌe.

t

E. CONCLUSION

The infant feeding bottle has Ínaugurated a revolution Ín infant
feeding practices. As an image of modernity it has accompanied the in-
vasion of western value systems and has successfully penetrated tradi-
tional socio-cultural values. Not on'ly has it become a tool of cultural
invasion' but ít has also success'fully facilitated economic exploitatíon.
The consequences of this facet of the nutritional shift have been mal-
noúrishnlent and ill health for many of the world's impoverished infants,
íncluding northern r,'ranitoba. The invasion and exp'roitation of the

hínterland plays the major role in the underdevelopment process. This
case study of bottle feeding has illustrated hov¡ the underdevelopnrent

process continues to exploit the t'lanitoba hinterland and how it con-

tinues to perpetuate the expropriation of good nutrition and heaith.



CHAPTER XI

CONCLUS ION

This thesis has analysed the process that generated structures
which debilitated the well-being--and thus impoverished and marginalized
--a peopìe living in the midst of a relatively wealthy anrl advantaged

society' specia'l attention was paid to northern lrianitoba as an exampìe

of a Third World type region existÍng as a colony within an industrial-
ized, western country. The processes which generated unclerdevelopment

in the North were an'laysed and appìied to examine the processes which
generated the nutritional shift which in turn had debilitating conse-
quences for IndÍan nutrition and health. The bottle feeding case study
provided an example of how the bott.le, as an element of the moderniza-
tion proqess , radicar 1y di sintegrated a wer r -bar anced, eco'rogi ca.r 1y

sound system of food production, distribution and consumption. The case
study has provided a paradig.m which adequateìy reflects the sacrifices
of nutrition and hearth which tend to accompany the modernization pro-
cess.

The thesis has addressed the four probìems presented at the out-
set' The first probìem stated was to determine whether modernization
contributed to or detracted from human weil-being. The second probrem

was to isolate some of the mechanisms which explain the impact of
modernization and underdevelopment processes on nutrition and health.
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The thÍrd problem was to develop a theoretical framework whereby under-
development an'd modernization processes could be incorporated into an

essentiaì1y structural and ecological framework to assess the under-
development of ¡utrition and health. The fourth prob'lem r,ras to deter-
mine whether or not northern Manitoba fits the Third World paradigm.

This study has demonstrated that northern, Ilanitoba, with its
history of underdeve'lopment and resource exploitation exhibits many

Third hlorld type characteristics. The history of the marginalization
and ímpoverishment,of the North's indigenous inhabitants brings the
Third World paradigm to northern tilanitoba with forceful clarity. It
was illustrated how the Indian territories and the Indian peop'le were

integrated into the world system of merchant capitalism. Their integra-
tion resulted not in their development, but in isolation and disintegra-
tion' The expìoítation of resources and the expropriation of cultural
and social wealth were found to place the Indian peop'le i¡to a state of
precarious susceptibility to starvation and disease. The effects of
naturaì and human resource degradation, the loss of independent access

to land, dependency' marginalization and ultimately iryelevance combined

to transform and unleash the bio'logica'l phenomena which nearly decimated

the Indian population in a manner which could be termed genocidal. It
is also argued that the cumulative maladaptive effects of the historical
underdevelopment process continue to be manifest in numerous biologicaì
and psycho-soci al patho'l ogi es

The underdeveìopment and modernization processes were shown to
generate spatiaì, economíc, social and political structures which miti-
gate against achieving good nutrition and good heaìth. Marginalization
was seen to be the hal'lmark of the underdeve'lopment process. Marginali-
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zation was found to manifest ítself economically in structures of pov-

erty, lack of opportunity and in subsistence welfare. Socially it has

resulted in alcoholi.sm, suícide and violence. politically it is mani-

fest in apathy, a'lienation and helpìessness. Such oppressive structures
were shown to debiritate the biorogicaì and sociar capacity of the
Indian peop'le to develop a positiveìy adaptive response to the contem-

porary processes of modernization.

Modernization was demonstrated to have a debilitating effect on

indian healthe even though it did succeed in reducing mortality and in
providing crisis care. It was argued that the Indian peop.le not onìy
haúe contÍnued to carry the burden of diseases reiated to poverty, but
that they have also assumed the diseases related to civilization. The

concept of modernogenic dÍsease was used to describe the burden of dis-
ease which has its roots in the modernization process. The concept was

also expanded to include the extraordinary burden of psycho-socÍal
patho'logy. Furthermorê, the analysis of diseases reìating to bottle
feeding fírm1y established the modernogenic explanatíon of infant mor-
ta'lity and morbidity. It was concluded, therefore, that modernization
could be considered a critical component in the etiologica] expìanation
of malnourishment and ill health among the Indìan people.

This study focused on the nutritional component as the, intermedi-
ary between the underdeveropment process and hearth. The anarysis of
the nutritional shift illustrated how first the fur trade and later the
modern market economy altered the Indian relations of food production/
procurement' distribution and consumption. It was illustrated how these
processes transferred the Indian food system to an alien trophic level
of food production, distribution and consumption over whÍch they subse-
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quently lost control. It t'¡as described how the pre-contact food system

was abie to provide an adequate dÍetary standard except in times of
sporadic famjne. After the Indian resource base collapsed, the Indians
became dependent on the Hudson,s Bay company. During the time they sub-
sisted primarily cn the inefficient fish-hare econorny supplemented with
imported food. After l,Jorld l.lar II, with increasing modernization and

acculturatior, the modern market economy progressively predominated in
providíng the Indians with food produced entirely oLrtside their food

system' Furthermore, the modern market economy began determining food

values and consumption patterns based on southern food values. The con-
seiuences of this nutritional shift were seen to be nutritionalìy mal-
adapt'ive. The cumulative effects of nutritionai maladaptation were.
linked to the diseases of civilization. The loss of nutritional well-
being was then identified as the vital link between the underdeveìop-

ment/modernization process and the loss of good health.

The case study on bottle feeding provìded a near ideai example

detailíng the mechanisms operative in the jnteraction between moderni-
zation, nutrition and hearth. The shift from breast feeding to bot¡e
feeding represented a nutritionaì shift in every sense of the term.
The evidence provided by this example tangib'ly and clearly elucidated
hol the contemporary modernization processes have served to undermine

the wel'l-being of infants and adults whether they be]ong to an impover-
ished, disadvantaged popuìatíon, or to a wealthy population wÍth all
the advantages of industrialization. The bottle feeding problem in the
Third world was demonstrated to have definite links to the processes of
modernization and underdevelopment, with origins firmly established in
the industrialized hlest.
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The shíft from breast feeding to botile feeding in the Third
1'lorld exemplified the interaction between modernizatíon, nutrition and

health' It rvas denlonstrated horv the bottle fit into the modernization
diffusion paradigm, and how this examp'le could be used to exp.lain pre_

cisely how modernization has a decisíve impact on nutrition and health.
it vras described how the bottle, as a modern ínnovatÍon, carries the
ful'l weight of a scientific, technocratic economic system whích has con-
sumption and profit as its modus pperandi. As a symbo'r it represênts
the diffusion of the modern, western way of life concomitant with west-
ern culture, western consciousness, and western values. As an agent of
social and economìc change the apparently innocuous bottje has allowed
the modern market €conomy to penetrate one of the most ecologically
sound' intimate and time-honoured modes of nourishing infants for the
purposes of economic and cultural expìoitation.

A study of infant feeding practices was seen to present a near
ideal opportunity to examine the consequences of the nutritional shift
on the relatively sterile and uncompìicated environment of the new born
infant' The shift from breast feeding to botile feeding has dramatic
consequences to infant life and infant health. Furthermore, it was

shown how the shift has negative psycho-social consequences for both
the infant and its mother, and potentia'l cumulative consequences for
the infant in its adurt years. Not onry were the consequences seen to
represent the exproprìation of weil-being as heaith, but arso social
and culturai well-being in the form of lost skills and wholesomeivalues.
Economically, the shift was seen to represent a trernendous mismanage-
ment of human and natural resources and economic ross in the form of
the additional costs of repracing breast mirk and in the form of medi-
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ca'l.Iy rehabilitating the Íll infants. The heaviest costs to human life
and well-being have been borne by those who are economically and envi-
ronmentalìy most disadvantaged. The ínfant feeding bottìe, as an object

and symbol of the modern way of life was shown to represent the miìking
of Third World socia'|, cultural, economic and environmental resources

'for the appropriatíon of wealth by the advantaged centres of economic

and political power in the índustrialÍzed developed world. Hence, by

using this case study as a specific'example of the nutritional shift
under modernization, it was concluded that modernization does indeed

have dramatic and often deleteríous consequences to nutrition and

heälth. Furthermore, it was concluded that modernization of a peop'le

who nevertheless continue to be impoverished and margínalized sustains

and perpetuates the historícal processes of underdevelopment which lie
at the root of that poverty.
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